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ÀBSTRACT

The relationship between economic development and transport

changes, particularly those in ruraL transport, is

controversial and needs further research, so that transport

may be fully incorporated into economic planning. This

thesis examines the relationship between transport and

econornic development in the context of rural Bangladesh.

Four main components sustain the thesis: a Literature review

of work on transport and economic developmenti a critical
analysis of the recent Bangladesh RuraI Transport Study,

undertâken by the Planning Cornmission of the Bangladesh

Government in collaboration r,rith a British University
research teami a systematic analysis of the growth and

distribution effects of lransport changes in rural
Bangladesh; and finally, the development of a model ¡rhich

integrates both gro$rth and distribution effects of transport

changes for use in project evafuation and planning.

The literature revierv reveals that a wide variety of

approaches have been taken in analyzing the relationship
between transport and economic development, and thât there

is an equally wide dÍsparity in perceived effects, ranging

from promotional through pernissive to negâtive. Analysis

of the Bangladesh Rural Transport Study shows it lo be

x



inconplete in its nethodology and also in ils application;
the thesis argues that its methodology needs to be augmented

by including the full range of benefits deríved from

trânsport changes, and their effects on economic

development, and Lo be strengthened by a balanced

consideratíon of distríbution and growlh effects" The

analysis of the effects on gror,rth and distribution which

transport changes ín ruraL BangJ.adesh would likely produce

reveals positive impacts; the inportance of complementary

investment is emphasized. Ä beneficial balance of economic

growth and income dístribution effects is clearly
achievable.

The construction of a model which focuses on and cornbines

the grol'th and distribution componenLs of transport

supported development conpletes the thesis. The model

includes both positíve and normative elements and provides

for the evaluation and priorization of transport projects in
an planning process. Àn example of the application of the

model reveals a sharp contrast between its output and that

of the often used user cosl analysis.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTI ON

"TransporL is only one of the many
ingredients necessary to acc e le ra te
the pace of economic progress, but
in nany instances it plays the key role,
and in aII cases it sets the limit".

Wilfred Owen:
Distance and DeveloÞment

Transport, with its implications for production and dis-

tribution in both rural and urban sectors, and for the main-

tenance and development of national and regional social in-

frastructure, is a pervasive element in the economics of aII
nations. This study will address economic planning issues

in the r.rrui .conomic development of Bangladesh v¡ith partic-

ular reference !o trânsport. More specifically, this study

wiII investigate the implications for growth and distribu-
tion of rural transport in a planning perspective.

The process of economic development has many components

and none of them is sufficient in itself to accelerate eco-

nomic devefopment. Transport has often been identified as a

strategic factor in the process but its role is controver-

sial and inadequately understood. Ànalysis of transport and

its relationship to pubJ.ic policy and planning is especíally

significant in less developed countries (LDcs), which have
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sharp timitâtions on their resources for investment and

transport changes often have major fínancial implicalions.

Bangladesh, like most LDCS, is predominantly a rural

econony. ¡ Any developmental effort which is broadly based

will need to address rural econornics. Recently, there has

been controversy about the role of rural transport in the

economic development of rural Bangladesh' and, more general-

ly, the controversy over the potential of transport as a de-

velopment instrument has continued to be of interest in many

countries.

In vier+ of the inadeguately understood and controversial

role of rural transport and its large financial commitment,

the phenornenon should be investigated carefully for sound

public policy and efficient planning for development. The

objective of this study is to examine the issue in the con-

text of Bangladesh. That is, to ínvestigate the probable

contribulion of rural transporl to the development of the

country and to examine how the benefits, if any, of trans-

port changes may be distributed among the affected popula-

tion.

' More than ninety percent of the populalion of Bangladesh
Iive in rural areas. The rural character of the economy
will be described Iater.
À study which
cally analysed

has created the cont rover sy
in Chapter III.

wí II be criti-
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It is interesting to note thât the direction and signifi-
cance of rural transport's contribution may welI depend on

time and space. I! is possible, in princip).e, that it plays

a key role in the development of some particular areasl

while its contribution rnay be quite insignificant or even

negative in other regions. It is therefore important to

evaluate parÈiculãr projects individually in order to see

their economic viability and to make a priority ranking for

the purpose of planning. As will be seen laler, the tradi-
tional evaluation technique takes only a part of benefits

into consideration and ignores other developmen!4I and dis-

tributional effects." It is therefore useful to deveJ.op a

model which incorporates both aspects of growtho and distri-
bution in the same model. It is an objective of this study

to develop such a model.

In general, the nain questions or issues to be addressed

are the following: (1) the effect on income groltth of rural

transport changes, initial transport provisionf and trans-

port. improvement; (2) the rote of rural transport in the de-

veLopment of smaI1,/cottage industries in rural areasi (3)

the role of complementary inveslment i (4) the impact of ru-

Some of the literature discusses the distribution effects
qualitatively, but does not include then in the nodel
mèant for evaluation,

It witl be seen later that the traditional approach con-
siders the transport user cosL savíngs âs the only benefit
to be derived from transport changes in the evaluation of
rural transprt in Bangladesh. The present study will in-
vestigãte grovlh effects as well as user cost savings.
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ra1 transport changes on the distribution of income, and (5)

the development of a model for the evaluation of comprehen-

sive rural transport projects.

1.1 THE BANGLADESII ECONOMY

This section presents some statistical information on the

country which is refevant for the forthcoming analysis in

this study.

Established in 1971, Bangledesh is a small but densely

populated country with a total area of 55,598 square miles.r

The total population r,¡as 90 million in 1981 and the densi!y

of popuLation 15,566 per square mile.' The total fertility
rate is 6.6 in urban and 7.1 in rural areas. The population

growth rate is 2.362 pet annum.' More than 90E of the popu-

lation Iive in rural areas and 808 of the population depend

on income earned from agriculture. More than 553 of the

Gross Domestic Product (cDP) in 1980-81 carne from agricul-
ture." The percentage of the civilian fabor force employed

u Bangladesh Bureâu of Statisticqladesh (coB), stat i st ical(ohaka: BBs, L98O);-p:TT;-

' Ibid., p.84.

' Ibid., p.84.

s (a¡S), Government of Ban-
Pocket Book of Banqladesh,

rcentage ) is as
( 8,45? ) , trans-

See Government of
ning, Banqladesh

The sectoral contribution to GÐP (in pe
follows: agriculture (55.43å) , industry
port (5.323) and all others (30.8å).
Bangladesh, Ministry of Finance and Plan
Economic Survey, 1981-82, (Dhaka: Minist
Þfãrn-iñõ,-f3E'ZT, p. 3.

ry of Finânce and
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in agriculture is 78?

Àlthough Bangladesh is an agriculturally based economy,

her agriculture is underdeveloped, and accordingly her GDP

and per capila incone are low. The GDP in 1980-81 .ât con-

stant prices is 6,917 crore Taka, and per capita income is
Tk.769. r 0 The intensity of cropping is 153.18. " The per-

centage of cultivated area írrigated is 11.L5? and the crop

area under irnproved seeds as a percentage of the totaL crop-

ped area is 19å. The fertilizer input used per hectare is
29.98 kg." The ãverage productivity of traditional variety
rice is 9.78 and that of high yielding variety (ttyV) rice is

48.28. ¡' The proportion of agricultural students per econom-

ically active person in agriculture is 0.0001216,'a of agri-

The percentage of civilian labor force employed in differ-
ent secLors are as follows: agriculture (782), industry(72) and services (158). see World Bank, Banqladesh :
Current Trends and DSt/elepne¡! Issues, (Washington, O.C.:
IEFD-9æ1 , p.I of-eõunE -Eãta.

ibid.,
US$1=rk.1

2. The
L22 dur ing

exchange rate
JuIy 19 7 7 -June
falfen furthe r ) .

op. cit., (p. Currency Equivalents).

of the Taka is
1978 ( subsequently

See WorId Bank,

Feasibility
red for the
t ând Coop-
, (¡haka:

the value of Taka has

¡¡ The intensity of cropping (IC) is defíned as IC=(area
cropped/area so!¡n)f 00. See BBS, cOB, Statistical Pocket
Book of BangLadesh, p. 215 .

k lbid., p.I62,

See Bangladesh Engineering Consultânts Ltd.,
Study: Fulchari Thana | 1981, â report prepa
MinÍstry of Local Government, RuraJ. Developmen
eratives (MLGRD) | Government of Bangladesh
MLGRD, 1981), pp, F-27,22.

r4 BBS, GOB, Socio-Economic Indicators of Banqladesh, (Dha-
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cultural extension personnel per farmer (household) 0.0005,

and of veterinarians per 100,000 Livestock unit.s (1980-81)

as follor,¡s: cattle (3.7) and poultry (1.4).15 Domestic pro-

duction of staple food as a proporlion of consumptíon in

1979-80 is rice (0.95) and wheat (0.31). "

Because the rural people are poor, they do not have ade-

quate credit facilities. There are two sources of credit in

rural areas: financial institutions such âs banks,and local

money lenders. The share of rural areas in total institu-
tionaL credit in 1978-79 was onLy 9.8?, and the amount of

rural credit per household from institutional sources was

Tk.106.'? Interest rates on scheduled bank Ioans (effective

15th October, 1980) are 12% per annum to agriculture, 13å to

snall/cottage industries and to less developed areas, and

158 for general loans.¡3 The interest rates on loans from

local money lenders which predorninate in Bangladesh villages

are high, but vary depending on time and p1ace. Àccording to

one study they range from 508 to 200å per annum.l'

ka: BBS, 1981), p.185.
!u Ibid., pp.191, 187.

" Ibid., p.118.
¡' BBS, GoB, Soc io-Economic Indicators of Banqladesh, p.157,

I ÈO

13 BBS, GOB, Statistical Pocket Book of 94g-IellÉL, p.382.
r e The Overseas Development Group (ODG) and the Transport

Survey Section (TSS) of the Planning Commision, Govern-
ment óf Bangladesh, Banqladesh Rural TransÞort Study (he-
reafter referred to âs Bangladesh Rural Transport Study
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Rural areas of Bangladesh lag behind in educational, mar-

keting and other faciLitíes. The literacy rate in percent-

age of total population is 20,22 (1974 census),'o and 38

percent. of the villages have prirnary schools.'zr Only 0.13

percent of the villages have primary narket facilities, and

5 percent have efectricity.'z2 The percentage of adults with

membership in co-operatives is 11.84.'¿" Health services are

poor in rural Bangladesh: 5 percent of the villages have

health centres, and there âre 4,263 hospital beds in all the

rural health centres'¿a where more than 80 million people

(908 of 90 million) Iive. Per capita availability of medi-

cíne and pharmaceuticals is Tk.26.60 (1978-79). "" The popu-

Iation per physician is 11,350 and population per hospital

bed is 4 ,430,2 "

Two further problems are high unemployment and a Iarge

external debt. The number of unemployed mandays as a per-

centage of total available mandays among the agricultural
labor force is 19.3 (1979), and the percentage of r,¡omen in

only), (Norwich: university of East englia, 1978).
20 BBS, GOB, Statistical Pocket Book of Bangladesh, p,I42.
2¡ BBS, GOB, Socio-Econonic Indicators of Banqladesh, p.105

"'1 Ibid., pp.L06, J.08.

" Ibid., p,126.

" Ibid., pp.!06,432.

'u BBS, cOB, Statistical Pocket Book of gg¡glggss¡, p.436.

" llorld Bank, op. cit., (country data: p.1).
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filIed positions is 10.05 (1980).'z? The amount of export

(f.o.b.) is worth Tk.11,208 milIion, while the amount of im-

ports (c.i.f. ) is worth Tk.31,266 millíon with a trade defi-
cit of Tk.20,058 million (1980-81).'" The total amount of

external debt is US$ 2,556 million (1980-81)."

I.2 INCOME AND INCOME DISTR]BUTION

According to a world Bank ranking, Bangladesh is the

fifth poorest country of the wor1d."o In 1980, the GNP per

capita in Bangladesh r¿as USç 130, while the third and fourth
poorest countries had per capita GNP of US$ 80 (Shutan) and

US$ i.20 (Chad) respectivly (the relevant data for lhe first
and second poorest countries are not available). The high-

est cNP per capita was US$ 26,850 in 1980 (UniLed Àrab Emi-

rates). For a comparision, the per capita GNP of some se-

lected countries is provided in Table 2 (column 2). The

comparision reveals that the country with the highest per

capita GNP has more than two hundred times the per capita

GNP of Bangladesh.

'? 
? BBS, GOB, Socio-Economic Indicators of lg-lgl3llgsh,pp.177,200.

'3 BBS, GOB, Statistical Pocket Book of Ban Ladesh ' P.86.
2' I.TorId Bank, op. cit., (country data. : p.2).

"o World Bank, World Development Report !9!2, (New York: Ox-
f ord universîTy-ÞrêEEl-T3EZ, p;fÏõl; -
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The income distribution of Bangladesh is generally

skewed, particularly ín rural areas. Since adequate infor-
mation on rural income distribution is not available, the

distribution of land ownership is often uesd as a proxy.

The distribution of land ownership in Bangladesh is uneven

and is shown in Table f.

Às Table 1 shows, 8% of the rural population do not own

any land, and 51? of them own only 9å of land acreage,

whereas the highest 93 of them own 36å of land.

The overall distribution of householil income is also un-

even in Bangladesh. The relevant data for Bangladesh as

well for some other selected countries are provided in col-
umns 3 through I of Table 2. As the table shows, the bottom

40& of the population possess only 18% of household income,

while the highest 20å of the population possess 428 of hou-

sehold income. The highest 108 of them own 272 of. household

income. The overall income distribution condition in Ban-

gladesh is, however, more or less comparable with t,hat in

some neighbouring countries, except for Nepal, where incorne

distribu!ion appears to be worse. The relevant information

for centraLly planned countries is not availabl-e for a com-

parision.
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TÀBLE ].

Size Ðistribution of tand Ownership in Bang).adesh

Cumulative

0.00

9.30

23.7 3

36.91

48.04

57 "04

63.94

69.63

80.34

100 " 00

Source: F.T. Jannuzi and J,T" Peach, The Agrårlån StrucÈure of
BangLadesh: An lmpediuenÈ to Developnent , l,Jestview Press,
Colorado,
ot I97 7) .

1980, p.99 (based on the Land Occupancy Survey
(Abrldged).

Slze group

(acre)

% of rural populatlon

CunulaÈive
/.

Land area omed

%af
ar.ea (acre

Zero 8.28 8.28 0.00

0,01-1.00 42 .33 50,61 9,30

1.01-2,00 r6.78 67 .39 t4.43

2.01-3.00 9 .86 77.25 13. 18

3 .01-4 .00 6,48 83. 73 11.13

4.01-5.00 4.25 87 ,96 9.00

5.01-6.00 2.96 90.94 6.90

6.01-7.00 2.09 93.03 5,69

7,01-10.00 3 .32 96.35 10.7I

10 & above 3. 65 100 . 00 19 .66



TÀBLE 2

GNP Per Capita and Income Distribution in So¡ne selected
Count r ies

* Income dlstrÍbutlon flgure6 pertaln to dlfferent years: Sanglades (1973-74), Nepal
(1916-11), Indta (I97 5-7 6), Canada (1977) and U.S.A. (1972).

Source: World Bank, World Devel ooment Ren.)Ìt lg8, Oxford ljnlversity Press, 1982, pp.110-ll,
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1.3 THE TRÀNSPORT SYSTEM

Ðespite its essentially rural economy and the fact that

more than 90* of its populatíon lives in rural areas, Ban-

gladeshrs rural transport system is underdeveloped. The

transport system in Bangladesh is mainly arterial, and has

been developed not for the efficient movement of the majori-

ty of the countryr s population, but on a "piece-meal" basis

for administrativê convenience and for the novement of ex-

ports and inpor t s .

The dividing lines of fragmented pieces of agricultural
Iand are usually used as roads for movernent from farrning

fields to farmers' houses and local rnârkets, and to kutcha

(unpaved earthen ) roads, railway stations anð/or to water-

ways for traveJ-Iing and shipment to thana"' headquarters,

trade centres or to urban areas. The few formally con-

strucLed rural roads are usually in poor condition and in

most cases unsuitable for the movenent of manually operated

vehicles like bullock carts and pedal rickshaws. In many

other cases, there is no f or¡nal transport infrastructure,
and railway services and navigable waterways are not availa-

ble in mosl of the rural areas. "As a consequence, " the

Planning Commission of Bangladesh (PCB) observes, "many road

gaps âre still existing and large tracks of rural areas hav-

ing higher potential of developnent are stilI standing ín

3r A thana is lhe lowest administrative unit of Bangladesh.
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isolation. " 3'

The most irnportant means of cargo shipment in rural areas

is headloading. Other means may sometimes include animal,

bullock cart I thelar s 3 pedal rickshaw and smalI country

boats. ln some semi-urban areas, auto-rickshaw and some

other mechanized vehicles may be used. SrnaLl country boats

are the maín means of transportation t¡here navigable v¡ater-

ways are available. Movement of people and goods often in-
volves inter-change between two or more modes.

The }and surface of Bangladesh is more or less flat bul

Iow and often criss-crossed by canals, creeks and low muddy

Iand. Àlthough most of the areas are flooded for a f evr

months of the rainy season, so that country boats can be

used, navigable waterways are not available for the rest of

the year except in some southern riverine areas of the coun-

try."o Movement on foot âcross paddy fields, canals and mud-

dy low land is extremely time-consuming and difficult.
"Ðuring wet season," a study observes, "travel is slow, dif-

3'z Planning Commision, GoB, Road Development
Bansradésh (phase !), rrånsþõrT seãEiõn-Þape
ka: Planning commission, 1981), p.3.

Pr og ramme of
r No.2, (Ðha-

3" A thela is a two-wheeled non-mechanized wooden vehicle
which is usually pushed and pulled simuLtaneously by two
men from the trro ends of the vehicle.

"o Presently $aterways are not available in nearly two-
thirds of the country during dry season, and accessibili-
ty to rural- areas by water transport is decreasing rapid-
Iy due to the rapid rate of siltation in recent years.
See Planning Commision, GOB, Road Ðevelopment Programme
of Bangladesh , p.7 .
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fícult and sometimes lreacherous, as people often have to

walk ín ankle deep mud, wade through canals and cross rivers

on narroll makeshift bamboo foot-bridges to reach their des-

tination."""

The arterial transpor! network consists of roads, rail-
ways, wat,ervrays and civil aviation, and is dominated by the

shipment of exports and imports and provides mainly inter-
cíty and seaport-to-city connections. There are 2,500 miles

pucca roads (with betumen and concretel, I,786 miles of rail
Iínes and 2,500 miles of all-weather waterways in lhe coun-

lry. Ten percent of the villages of the country are L6 or

more miles away from the nearest metalled road, 18% of the

villages are 11 or more rniles away, 282 of the villages are

8 or nore miles away, 398 of the villages are 6 or more

miles away, and 318 of the villages have access !o metalled

road within two rniles of walk. The density of roads (km. of

road per 100 km. of total geographical area of the country)

is 3.45 in 1978, where road includes tracks for the use of

pedestrians and vehicles,"' whíle the population density is
1,566 per square rnile. " 

?

3" Lewis
ange,

" " Ibid.
¡ ? BBS,

, " GOB,

Berqer Inc., Rural Roads Study, vol.1. (Eâst Or-
New Jersey: Louis Berger Inc. , !979), p. I-3,

, P,!67,
GOB, Sta tistical Pocket Book of Banqladesh, p.84,

Second Five Year Plan, 1980-85, (ohaka: Planning
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There are five kinds of roads in Bangladesh3 6 : (1)

national highways which connect the national capital wiLh

divisional headquarters" and major regional centres, (2)

regionaJ" highways which connect district headquarters and

orher industrial/commerciaL centres and one region with an-

other, (3) district roads which connect sub-divisional head-

quarters and commercial centres with each other and ¡rith the

road system, (4) feeder roads which connect major and medium

sized markets and thana headguarters to the arlerial trans-
port system, and (5) rural roads ¡qhich provide intra-vi1J.age

and inter-víIlage Iinkage and connect villages with locat
market.s ¡ trade centres and thana headquarters. These can

however be broadly classified ínto two groups : (1) arterial
road transport, which includes national and regional high-
ways and district roads, and (2) rural road transporl which

includes feeder and rural roads. The present study deals

\,¡ith this rural t,ransport system. Table 3 provides an over-

view of the existing position of transport system in rural
Bangladesh.

AS TAbIE

678 of the

connec t ions.

3 shows, about 55E of the thana headquarters and

do not have paved roadmajor and nedium markets

In addition, there exist 5,000 small market

Commi ss ion, 1980), p. xv-21.

The country is divided into
sub-divisions, and 486 thana
See BBS, GOBr StaÈ i st ical
p.81.

divisions, 21 di str icts, 71
for administrative purposes.
Pocket Book of Banglelþgh,

4
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places which do not have any motorable road Iinkage

TÀBLE 3

Road Connections to centres of Àctivity

source: Planning Comrnission, Government of Bangladesh,
Road Ðevelopment Programme of Banqladesh,
îransport Section Paper No,2, ÀpriI' 1981.

(Percentage caLculated ) .

Bangladesh plans to develop growth centres at thana or

sub-thana level lrade centresf which are supposed to play a

key role in the developmenl of surrounding villages. In or-

der to make this policy a success, the grotr'th centres need

to be connected with surrounding vil).ages and to provide

other conplementary facilities.

Centre Z of centre
linked by
paved road

Z of centres not
Itnked by paved
road

Dlvisional Head Quarters 100 00

Dlstrict Head Quarters 95 5

Sub-DivisionaJ- Head Quarter 79 2T

Thana Head Quarters (out s lde
municlpal areas ) 45 55

A-Category markets 4t 59

B-CateSory markets 27 73
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1.7

OF TI{E PROBLEM ÀND RATIONALE

The relationship between transport and economic develop-

ment is a subject of considerable theoretical controversy

and practical importance. while the practical association

between lransport and economic development is not denied,

views díffer as to the causal relationship between them.

Some posít that the adeguacy of transport is a prerequisite

of economic developmen! which initiates and promotes devel-

opmenL by creating facilities of easy, inexpensive and fas!

marketing and input supply. Others emphasise the supportive

rather thân promotive role of transport, becâuse, according

to them, transport can only satisfy the demand created by

economic Arowlh which is caused by factors external to

transport. The other extreme position is that !ransport

makes a negative contribution to economic development, since

it competes with other productive investment needs and cre-

ates regional inequalities in favor of Lhose regions which

possess improved transporL facilities. a"

This debate has led some ¡,¡riters to analyse historically
the experience of the presently developed countries, in
order to investigate the extent to which transport facil-
ities contributed to the economic development of these
countries. The conclusions of these historical analyses
also remain controversial. The controversy on the rela-
tionship between transport and economic development in
general wiIl be critically analysed in the following
chapter.
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The controversy has practical implications for rural de-

velopment. If transport is considered a prerequisite for

economíc development, improvements to the rural transport

system should precede other efforts to stimulate economic

growth. Iff on the other hand, transport pLays a supportive

rather than an active role in economic developmenl, inprove-

nents can be delayed until they are justified by increased

demand . 4 r

The division of opinion is evident in a study carried out

jointly by the Overseas Devel.opment croup (ODc) of lhe Uni-

versity of East AngIia, and the Transport Survey Section

(TSs) of the Planning comnision (pcg) of the covernment of

Bangladesh.4'z Interestingly enough, they produced a report

after studying five thana at micro level, which was jointly
acceptable, but failed to agree on a single set of conclu-

sions and recommendations. The ODG members do not see the

present condition of rural transport in Bangladesh as a ma-

jor constraint on agricultural development. Transport im-

provements, in their view, wilI probably be justified only

when a significant agricultural surplus resulting from agri-
cultural developmenL generates a larger traffic flow.

4L The literature on rural transport and economic develop-
rnent will be reviewed in the following chapter.

See Bangladesh Rural Transport Study.
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The PcB members hold a differen! posítion. According to

them, the present state of rural transport in Bangladesh

provides a "positive constraint' on agricultural develop-

nent, and lransport improvements must be carried ouÈ to gen-

erate higher levels of income and to reduce poverly. The

PCB position irnplies a positive, rather Èhan a supportive,

role for rural transport in the generation of a higher level

of income in Bangladesh. On the other hand, lhe ODG cosid-

ers it a supportive, râther than a positive, variable in the

development process.

The Planning Commission of the Banglâdesh government has

confirmed its posítion in its later Iiterature and develop-

nent efforts. In its view, the inadequacy of rural trans-
port is a "deterrent" to rural development, and no plan for

rural development can be considered without a corresponding

plan for the improvement of the of rural transport systen.

Thereforef greater emphasis is to be placed on the develop-

ment of rural transport in future.n"

Bangladesh's Second Five Year Plan (1980-85) reflects
this emphasis, rn a program calling for 4,6L2 miles of road

development during 1980-85, rural roads aLone (called "feed-

er roads" in the PIan) constitute 2,L00 miles, and out of

1,300,00 rft (running feet) of bridges and culverts planned,

90,000 rft are planned for the construction of bridges and

a3 Planning Commission
@sjù, (Phase-r

GOB,
p,6-7,

Road Development Programme of
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culverts on the feeder road system alone." From lhese de-

velopment efforts, it appears that the governnent of Bangla-

desh accepts the conclusion of the Planning CommíssÍon,

rather than that of the ODc.

The phenomenon should therefore be carefully studied for

severaL reâsons. Firstr the controversy between the two

sídes of the BRTS study team has raised an interesting gues-

tion as to the role of rural transport in economic develop-

ment. !g!, the issue should be examined to see if the

governmen!'s continued emphasis on rural transport changes

is justified. Third, a serious economic analysis, free from

the weaknesses of the existing literature, is necessary to

see what rural transport can do for the development of rural
areas and for overall economic development in the conÈex! of

Bangladesh. Fourth, it is necessary to exanine the mecha-

nism through which rural transport can play its role in eco-

nomic development with special reference to Bangladesh.

Fifth, a model needs to be developed for the evaluation of

comprehensive rural transport projects which should incorpo-

rale both growth and distribution effects of transport

changes.

n 4 Government of
p.xV-20.

Bangladesh. Second Five Year Plan 1980-85,
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1.5 THE ANÀLYSIS

The background of present work, the description of the

existing transport system in Bangladesh and government ef-
forts to devefop it, is placed in the introduction. This is
followed by a review of literature on transport and economic

development, both general and ruraL. There wiIl be a criti-
que of the existing literature in general, and a detailed
critical analysis of lhe BRTS in particuJ.ar. The BRTS study

is analysed in greater detaíL because it originated the con-

troversy on the role of rural trânsport in the economic de-

velopmen! of Bangladesh, which is really an official study.

Any serious investigation of the effects of rural trans-
port changes on economic Arowth and income distribution
raises the following problems ¡ (1) identification of vari-
ables that link rural transport with objective variables
(growth and distribution); and Q) investigation of the

Iinkage and relationship between rural trânsport and the ob-

jectíve variables via link variabLes.

The effec! of rural transport changes on income growth

may originate in their effects mainly on agricultural pro-

duction and rural-based sma11/cottage industries. Other

variables which may link transport lríth agricultural produc-

tion include the following: (1) the size of cultivable land

(transport Iinkage may open up sorne areas for human settle-
rnent and agricultural operation) ¡ 12) agricultural input and
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technological change (transport changes may help diffuse
ideas and introduce improved technology for higher produc-

tion)t (3) the penetration of development efforts and agri-
cultural extension services ( improved transport may facilí-
tate efficient provísion of these services); (4) access lo
institu!iona1 credits (when distance from bankíng services

and an information gap rnay affect distribution of institu-
tional creditsi transport changes may help increase effi-
ciency) t (5) crop composition (transport changes and the

possibility of fast shiprnent may lead to an efficient crop

composition depending on land suitabí1i!y, instead of on

factors like perishability and marketabilÍty); and (6) nar-

keting facilities ( improved marketing facilities consequent

upon transport changes and resulting higher profits may lead

to higher production).

In addition, rural transport may influence the expansion

of rural industríes through sone link variables in Bangla-

desh. They may incLude the fotlowing : (t) the timely sup-

ply of inputs and raw materials at low costs; (2) expansion

of marketsi (3) access to extension services for rural in-
dustries; and (4) access to institutional credits for non-

agricultural activities.

This work is expecLed to be a contribution to knor¡Iedge

in several uays. First, there will be a critícal analysis

of the Bangladesh Rural Transport Sludy (BRTS) which has
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created the controversy abou! the role of rural transporL in

economic development of BangJ.adesh. Second, a critique of

existing Literature on the subject of transport and economic

development wiLl be provided. Third, not only transport

cost savíngsf but the major developmental effects of rural
transporL changes wiII be examined. ryqb, the effect of

rural transpor! on the dislribution of income will be exam-

ined through linkage analysis. Fifth , the mechanism

through which rural transport can contribute to econornic de-

velopment in the context of Bangladesh wilI be analysed.

Sixth, a model r,¡iII be developed for the evaluation of com-

prehensive rural transport projects which will incorporate

both gror,¡th and distribution effects of the project.



Chapter II
TRÀNSPORT ÀNÐ ECONOMTC DEVELOPMENT - À

LITERATURE REVIEW

In order to place the basic research in perspective, this
chapter will provide â critical review of selected Iitera-
ture on the general relationship between transport and eco-

nomic development and then will turn to that dealing with

t,he relationship between rural transport and economic devef-

opment.

2.I TRANSPORT ÀND ECONOMTC ÐEVELOPMENT - GENERAL

Economists and geographers have often investigated the

role of transport in the economic development of nations.

Their findings and positions differ but can be broadly clas-

sified into four groups. The role of transport in economic

development has been perceived to be (1) promotional , (2)

permissive, (3) promotional and permissive depending on the

leve1 of economíc development attained, and (4) negative.

The promotional role implies a causal relationship from

transport to economic development. The permissive role im-

pIies thal transport facilities simply meels the demand

which is created by activities initiated by forces externaf

to lransport sector and thât lhey thus perrnit or support de-

velopment. The third view suggests that. a basic minimum of

24
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transport is necessary or promotional; once this is provid-

êd, its role essentiãIly meet a threshold requirement. In

its negative impact, transport affects local activities ad-

versely by facilitating external competition, by increasing

inequality in interregional development, and by absorbing

scarce resources available in the country which might have

better alternative use.

}¡.Iq. Rostow emphasizes lhe promotional role of transport

in lhe process of economic development.4' Transport is seen

as a component part of a 'viable base' for modern industrial

development.

The point of substance is that the preparation of
a viãbte base for a modern industrial structure
requires that quite revolutionary changes be
brought about in lwo non-indus!riaI sectors: agri-
culture and social overhead capital, most notably
in transport. o 

"

He argues thaÈ the railroad is "the most powerful single

initiator of take-off" in the economíc histroy of the United

States, and that it "played an extremefy inportant part" in

the econornic developrnent of other developed countries as

weI1. o 
"

In the period of take-off, transport played three impor-

tanl roLes in the econonic developmenL of the United states.

First, transport charges were reduced, new areas vtere con-

¡5 w.l^7. Rostow, The Stâges of Economic ÐeveloÞment, (Cam-
br i dse : cambi i aÇë-uñi vã r s i ty Þ?e s s-96õIffi;ZZ=2 6 .

46 Ibid., pp, 25-26.
o'Ibid., p.55.
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nected, and commodities were brought to the marketi lhus the

market was enl.arged by the railway transport network. Sec-

ond, it contributed to the development of the export sector

of the economy which generated capital for internal growth.

Third, the growth of the railway led to the development of

the iron, coal and engineerng industries.
Rostow identifies three characteristics of social over-

head capital such as transport. They are a long gestation

períod, lumpiness of investment, and impersonal benefits.
Because of these c ha rac t e r i s t i c s , the government of a coun-

try should play its role in províding social overhead capi-

it is cl-ear that a very high proportion of total
investment must go into transport and other social
overhead capita1.... {"

....Government must generally play an extremely
importment role in the process of buíIding some
overhead capi tal. o'

Thus, according lo Rostow, the role of transport in the

process of econornic development is promotional and sígnifi-
cant, and he is positive about government provísion of

transport f acilities.
wilfred Owen recognises many factors which contribute to

t,he development process.5o None of them alone is sufficient
to bring about material well-being for lhe people, but

4" Ibid., p.24
o'Ibid., p.25

5 o Wi 1f red Owen,
Brookings Insti

for MobilitStrateqv
Efü-ìõn;l968), p.

(Washington: The
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transport is important.

Transport is a necessary íngredient of nearly
every aspect of economic and social developmenl.
It plays a key role in getting land into produc-
tioñ, in marketing agricultural conmodities, and
in making forest ánd mineral wealth accessible.
It is a significant factor in the development of
industry, in the expansíon of trade, in the con-
duct of health and educalion programs, and in ex-
change of ideas. 5 r

From the historical standpoint, he argued that transport

had provided an important base for economic development in

the United States, Japan, the United Kingdom and other de-

veloped countries.

The ways in which he perceives that transport has played

its role in the developed countries, and still can do so

eJ.sewhere, are the following. First' it reduces shipment

cost. Second, it saves shipment time. Third, it widens

markets both internally and externally. Fourth' it helps

industrial growth by ensuring the timely supply of fue}, raw

materials and spare parts. Fifth, it changes the outlook of

the people affected in a constructive manner. Sixth, it
provides an incentive for the emergence of entrepreneurship.

Seventh, it facititates the provision of informalion about

and the diffusion of, new lechnology. Eighth, it helps com-

bat sickness and disease. Finally, it helps maintain the

inÈernal integrity and internal security of a country. "

5 ¡ Ibid., p.1

" 'z Ibid. , pp.5-9 , 22-29 ,83
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Owen also observes a causal relationship between poor

transport and poverty in developing countries. "Poor trans-

port is a major factor ín world hunger.""'
'\In th" agricultural sector, poor transport has severaf

adverge effects. fhe high cost of transport or inaccessi-

bility to markets discourages the production of surpluses;

thus the volume of production is affected. It causes delays

in shipment of agricultural- products and as a result peri-

shable items are damaged during shipment. Further, it caus-

es delays in geLting agricultural inputs like fertilizer'
pesticides etc. Finally, it is an obstacle to the receípt t

of information on better technology.

The manufacturing sector is aLso affected by a poor

transport system. Inadequatetransport adverselyaffects

the timely supply of food, ra¡q materials and spare parts.

This limits the operation of machines and equipment to below

capacity Levels. Difficulties in rapid shipment necessiLate

large inventoriês to be maintained for meeting fluctuations

in demand. Immobility reduces the size of the market, both

internally and externallyf and Iimits the benefits obtaina-

ble from specializalion and trade.

Owen provides lchat he calIs "impressive statislical evi-

dence" of lhe developmental role of good transport systems

in Bolivia, Thailand, Costa Rica, Liberia, Egypt, India, and

ot.her nations, to illustrate their beneficial promolional

s 3 Ibid., p.5
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effects.rl The Literature on economic development has been

relatively silent âbout the transport element in the devel-

opment process. Thís silence, according to Owen, is due

party to lhe lack of proper understanding of the role of mo-

bility and accessibíIíty in economic development. s 5 Owen ob-

serves that the role of transport is promotional in princi-
pfe, but its effectiveness may depend on the special

circurnstances of individual countries. The developmental

role of transport may be limited, and even negative, depend-

ing on circurnstances and the appropriateness of the policíes

adopted.

Mistakes in transport policy may take the form of "errors
of location, technology, design, timing, or the mistake of

investing in trânsport êt alI."66 Efficient transport plan-

ning must consider investment priorities, the growth poten-

tial of the area to be served by the transport facility, and

investment in the compl.ementary projects. À good transport

network across the north pole will have Litt,Ie development,al

impac b .

rn sum, the role of transport, according to Owen is posi-

tive and promotional provided that its effects are not off-
set by faulLy policies on location, technology, design, tim-

ing, and alternative investment priorities.

s'Ibid., pp.7-10

56 Ibid., p.14

5" Ibid., p.18
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ceorge vl. wilson posits that transport is a stimulus to

increased production, but warns that its effectiveness de-

pends on two conditíons - the creation of economic opportu-

nity and the response to economic opportunity. "
The first condition depends upon the resource base of the

âreas served by transport servicer transport charges, and

levels of conmodity prices. The second requires awareness

of economic opportunity and appropriate attitudes towards

economic change.

Wilson argues that if a new territory is connected by a

transport network, the developmentâI impact wiIl vary de-

pending on the ferlilily and suitablity of the soil and,/or

forest for production. If Lhe quality of the land is good,

transport cost reduction and connection of the area with

markets will lead to increased agricultural production.

This increased production will have little or no effect on

prices as they are determined outside the local area and the

stimulus to development wiIl not be lessened.

when transport charges fa1l, revenue in the transpor!

sector is affected to the degree determined by the elastici-
ly of demand for transport and the unit cost of transporl

service. If unit costs of transport service fall with vol-

ume and Lhe demand for transport service is elastic, both

producers of commodities and transport operators will ben-

Tran
and

sport and De-
Þefe.ems¡!,

s? George l{. Wilson, "Towards a Theory of
veloþment" in B.H. Hoyle(ed), Transport
(lonãon¡ MacmiIlan, 79i3), pp.zõ3=2311-
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efit. However, the creation of opportunity is not enough to

provide promotional effects if there is no response f ro¡n the

people. The response may be positive, zetot or even neg-

ative depending on different socio-economic factors.

The response to the opportunity created by transport im-

provement depends on three f act,ors: awareness of the oppor-

tunity and the attitude of the people towards economic

change, availability of funds for investment, and the voLume

of potential benefi!s compared to those of alternative in-

vestment opportun i t ies.

Awareness depends on the number of people affected by the

transport network and their accessibility to it. rf only a

few people are served by the transporl facility, response is

expected to be low. Again, even if it is constructed

through a densely populated area, but is not accessible, re-

sponse wiIl be Iimited.
For inslance, a pipeline serving two particular points

may result in very IittIe response whereas an unÌimited ac-

cess road can have a strong effect. llilson notes that a

road network is more accessible than any other mode of

lransport and has a high capacity for response.

Attitudes to investnent depend on lhe nature of invest-

ment. Some kinds of investmen! may directly influence pro-

duction with Iittle effect on attitude. For example, if
some machines are added to a firm, the production can be in-

creased with no impact on hurnan attitudes. On the other
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hand, investment in education does not directly increase

production, but it does influence attitudes !owards econonic

life and change. According to wilson, transport is inlerme-

diate between lhese extrenes, i.e. transport influences both

attitude and production simultaneously.

The second factor influencing response is the availâbí1i-

ty of finance. If there are no funds for investment' entre-

preneurs cannot initiate economic activity. Sometimes local

finance is linited but people from elsewhere may come for-
ward to capitalize on the opportunity creâted by transport

facilities.
The availability of finance is, however, only permíssive

in nature. The utilization of investable funds may depend

on the presence of other favorable conditions for invest-

ment. For example, if the import of vehicle and spare parts

ís restricted by the imposition of heavy taxes, investnent

on trasport trade can be severely limited.
FinaIIy, the response to opportunity created by a trans-

port system depends on the magnitude of benefits obtainable

from it. If the potential benefits do not compare favoura-

bly with investment alternatíves, the response will be lim-

ited.
Tn short, although the role of transport in economic de-

velopnent is promotional, its effectiveness depends on how

much opportunity is created by i!, and the response of lhe

people to this opportunity, which further depends on aware-
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ness, attitudes, availaLity of finance, and the volume of

potent ial bene f i ts.
B.H. Hoyle points out that lhere is an optirnum transport

capacity for every country which depends on the level of de-

velopment attained.5s The relationship betrreen transport and

economic development is dependent on the particular nalure

or range of the trânsport mode involved, the nature of lhe

economy in which the transport facilities are !o be operat-

êd, and the present level of econonic development of that

ec onomy .

Hoyle divides modern transporl services into two broad

phases - initial transport provision and transport elâbora-

tion. The first phase, initial transport provision, ranges

from zero transport availability to a level below which it
limits econornic Arowth. This phase "involves the construc-

tion of major rail arteries, modern roads and porL facili-
t,ies."5e Transport in this phase creates a "wide variety of

new economic opportunities and is therefore likely to

promote growth. rr 6 o

Once this phase is cornpleted, further developnent of

transport is Iikely to be permissive or supportive rather

than promotional. In this phase, transport constitutes one

of several factors in whích investment can be channeled pro-

B.H. HoyIe, "Transport and Economic Growth in Ðeveloping
Countries : The Case of East Africa", ibid., p.5l

o' Ibid., p.51

6 o Ibid., Þ.13.
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ductively. Transport elaboration 'r involves lhe extension of

the basic system including improvements in the efficiency,
which permits a higher leveL of economic development."'r

Transport, in Hoyle's analysis, is a "sine qua non" for

the LÐCs because it is "the key to modern economic growth"

in these economies. Its role is promotional at the initial
stage of development. Its elaboration thereafter "does not

necessarily encourage âny further growth" unless complemen-

tary investment is made elsewhere. This appears to irnply

that the role of transport can in principle be promotional

even after the initial stage if it is supplenented by other

mea sure s .

Àn ideal-typical sequence of transport expansion fron the

geographic and politico-economic standpoint has been iLlus-
traled by Edward J. Taaffe, et al."'There are six phases of

transport expansion which are related to different leveIs of

economic development. The first phase involves only scat-

tered small porls for the locational convenience of domes-

tic fishing and occasional trading vessels. In this phase

there is a very limited number of hinterlands.

Ibid., p.51.

Edward J. Taaffe, Richard L. MorrilI and Peter R. Gould,
"Transport Expansion in Underdeveloped Countries ! A
Comparative ÀnaIysis", ibid. , pp,32-49
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PenelratÍon lines are built in the second phase to con-

nect administrative centres in the porls with the interíor
areas for military and politicâI control, for mineral ex-

ploitation and for access to areas of potential agricultrual
export production. These connections have two important ef-
fects. First, they create comparative locational advantages

for the areas connected to the ports. Second, t,he impor-

tance of ports connected by penetration Iines increases com-

pared to others. Hinterland transport costs are reduced and

markets expand at both port and interior centres.

The third phase involves the ernergence of feeder roads

which focus on the ports connected by penetration Iines and

on interior cenlres. The major ports can enlarge theír hin-

terland as a result of these feeder routes, which also give

rise to small nodes along the lines of penetration. The im-

portance of other ports without interior connections contin-

ues to fall.

Às the feeder development continues, and some nodes along

the penetra!ion lines enjoy more feeder connections, areas

of interior concentration energe. This is phase four. Fur-

ther, with feeder connections for the major ports and the

interior nodes the important nodes require Iinkage. This is
done in the fifth phase. Finally, phase six is the period

of the development of national trunk routes or main arteries
for the connection of imporlant places of economic activity.
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This type of trânsport expansion with economic develop-

ment, or economic development with transport expansion, may

be seen in countries where econonic activities are initiated
and dominated in the beginning by external forces. This is
the case in some ÀfrÍcan countries which Taaffe et aI are

studying. It may not be proper to generalize lhis type of

sequence for aIl developing countries. One may, however,

see the relaLionship between transport, and economic develop-

ment in this sequence. n 
Transport increases the importance

of some areas rather than ot,hers, which implies that the

connections are iniLiaIIy promotional. In the later phases,

import,ant centres of economic activity are interconnected to

meet the demand for novement among the centrês. This im-

pì-ies a permissive role of transport development.

AIbert, O. Hirschnan provides a general relationship be-

t¡,¡een social overhead capital(SOC), the hard core of which

is restrícted to transportation and power, and direct pro-

ductive activities (DPÀ).'" According to him, the role of

SOC is permissive, but some SoC is a prerequisite of DPÀ.

Investment in SOC is advocated not because of its
direct effect on fína1 output, but because it per-
mits and, in fact, invites DPÀ !o come in."o SOC
is required as a prerequisite of ÐPA investment.
Access to an area by sea, road, rail or air is in-
dispensable before other econonic activities can

ó 3 Àlbert L . Hirschman, The Strateqv of Economic DeveIoD-
(New Haven : YaIe University Press, 1960),

-oo
ment I
pp.83

r bíd. p.84
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unfold there. '5

Beyond this initial requirement of some SOC investment,

the relationship between SOC and DPA is technological.J.y ín-

determinale within a wide range. within this range, the

cost of DPA output wiII be inversely related to SOC avail-
ability. There exists an optimum combination of then, but

the scarcity of resources in LDCS may restrict the achieve-

ment of this optimum. A path of unbalanced growth between

SOC and DPA is conceivable. Two principal sequences have

been suggested ! one in which growth is associated lrith ex-

cess capacity of Soc, and another which starts wíth a short-

age of SOC.

The first sequence with excess capacity of SOC mahes DPÀ

less costly and provides an incentive for investment in DPÀ.

In the second sequence, the DPA output r¡il1 be expensive,

whereas investment in SOC rnay be encouiaged which in turn

facilitates DPA outpul. Thus both sequences encourage de-

velopment, the relative effectiveness of which depends on

the strength of entrepreneurial motivations and on the re-

sponse to investment in SOC to reduce obstacles to economic

growth from high transport costs.

The trend towards the permissive view of the role of

transport has led to a major work which re-examines the con-

tribution made by trânsport in the economic development of

Ibid., p.86
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North America. Contrary to the generally held belief' some

writers, for ínstance Cootner and Foge1, attempted to show

that railways did not promote or precede economic develop-

ment in the United States, but rather followed it.

Cootner recognises that "the development of rela!iveIy
cheap land transport vras of critical importance'r for the

rapid economic development of lhe United States. " But, âc-

cording to him, one should not infer from this that rail-
roads acted as a positive stimulus to development. Rail-

roads did not promote or precede growth, but followed it to

meet demand for transportatíon.

The demand for transportation was created by three basic

types of movement needs. First, the rapid growth of urbani-

zation created a high demand for wood to be used both as

fuel and for house construction. The nearest supplies were

exhausted so that distant sources of supply had to be

reached. Second, the growth of scattered urban centres re-

sulted in an additional demand for the movement of passenger

traffic among them. CanaLs could not compete with the rail-
ways because of their slow speed. Roads had also a lower

speed than rait. In the late 1830's trains could travel at

60 miles per hour compared to 15 or 20 miles per hour by

road. Third, there was the emergence of intercity trade in

Paul H. Cootner,
Economic Gro!.¡th",

"The Role of Railroads in Uníted States
Journal of Economic History (September,

1963), pp.477-52I .
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conmodíties.

The role of railways in the United states was to meet de-

mands for mobility at lower cost rather than to act as a

stimulus for economic growth.

The main si
economic Arthis c ount r
tion at a

gnificance of railway for United States
owth in the 1830's r{as lhat it enabled

to expand its population and produc-
esser cost than rcould otherwise have

vI
been the case, rather than that it was the driving
force of United States economic growth.'?

It has been generally argued that lhe development of

railways ín the United States contributed Èo the growth of

iron and steel industries. Cootner argues the opposite.

According to him, iron and steel consumption by the railway

transport system l¡as "a drain and not a stimulus to econo¡nic

development. "'' HoÌ{ever, this was overbal.anced by benefits

through the provision of mobility at cheaper cost.

Robert FogeI critically evaluates the role of railroads

in the development of United States economy. " 
e He examines

the contribution of 'railroads in terms of primary conse-

quences, essentially transport cost savings, and derived

consequences or 'changes in the spâtiaI distribution of eco-

nomic activity.' In both respects, t,he role of railroads is
not impressive because shipment by wãterwâys could have been

6A

Ibid., p.501.

Ibid., p.514.

Robert William Fogel, Railroads and Àmerican Economic
@, ( ¡a I r i mo r e : .:ohnEÞT-ïlFunTîãrËïS-ÞEs sl-T96-4f .

69
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nuch cheaper than by railways. This, however, makes no aI-
Iowance for other costs involved in transport by waterways

such as time costs and cargo losses in transil. Making aI-
lowance for such costs, trânsport cost savings could be po-

sitive, but insignificant compared to the gross national

product of the country. These savings contributed only a

six-tenth of one percent of GNP in 1890. Therefore, accord-

ing to Fogel, the role of railroads in reducing transport

costs was unimpressive in the economic history of the United

States.

The role of transport in the econonic development of lwo

major communist countries, namely the USSR and China, has

been examined by Holland Hunter.?0 Transport policy in these

countries has been "the servant of heavy industry". The es-

tabLishrnenl of heavy industry has been the national priority
in order to "catch up with and surpass the advanced econo-

mies of the westr', to the deliberate neglect of agricullure,
other light industries and passenger transport. Transport

facilities were provided only to meet the demand created by

heavy industries located in a few points and not to provide

social overhead capital to encourage decentralized entrepre-

neurial activities. This was done by the intensive use of

existing facilities, with the creation of new transport only

if existing ones cannot meeL demand even after such inten-

Holland Flunter,
ment", Economi c
pp.71-84.

"Transport in
Developnent

Soviet and Chinese Deve lop-
and CuItural Change (t965),
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slve use .

Hunter inferes, from this conmunist experience, support

for the position "that the nassive expansion of transport

capacity is not a prior condition for economic progress,""'

although it aids developmental activities. He arrives at

"injunctions" for developing countries. First, make use of

inherited railroads intensively round-the-c1ock by employing

more labor, increasing capital productivity and rebasing

scarce resources for industrial development. Second, build
facilities for transport "sparingly" creating, in terms of

Hirschman's terminology, a shortage of SOC and excess DPA,

since, even if the balance between them would be better, the
.LDCs cannot afford it. Third, examine and explore all the

possible "technological options" and use the one having a

comparat ive advantage.

In sum, according to Hunter's view, transport has played

only a permissive role in this communist experience. The

fessons can usefully be appliedd by countries presently

wishing to develop.

There have been several attempts to analyse the negative

role of transport systems. First, there has been the use of

Gunnar Myrdal's analysis of regional economic inequali-

ties.?'z Myrda1 argues that any sudden and deliberate change

?r Ibid., p.83.

" See, for examplê, G.W. Wilson, B.R. Bergman, L.V. Hirsh
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in a region produces two kinds of effects, backwash effects
and spread effects.'3 The backwash effect draws investable

capital and human resources from other regions to an expand-

ing one. Thus an expanding region supported by transport

changes wiII develop pârtly at the cost of other regions

raising the possibility of increasing regional economic ine-

qualities.

The spread effect arises when non-expanding regíons ben-

efit from expansion elsewhere. If industries in the expand-

ing region use raw materials produced in some other regions,

employment, output, and income will increase in those re-

gions. Extension of the expansionary effect to non-expand-

íng regions thus occurs.

According to Myrdal, the relative strength of the back-

wash and spread effects depends on the level of economic de-

velopment in the country involved. The strength of the

spread effect is positively, and that of the backwash effect
is negatively, related to the level of economic deveopment

that a country has already achieved. The LÐCs of the pres-

ent world âre therefore expected to have hígher backwash

than the spread effects. In such cases, if economic oppor-

tunities are created by transport expansion, this witl lead

and M.S.Klein, The InÞact of Híqhwav Investment on Devel-
opnenr, ( wasúiñõToñT--Tñe-ãrõ6iTffi lããEÏrur-îõn7 ffiT,
pp.9-10.

Gunnar Myrdal,
1957) , pp.23-38.

Rich Lands and?3 Poor, (Harper and Row,
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t,o regional inequality in lhe distribution of developmental

efforts and actívities.

A protectionist argument is developed by Schunacher. ? ¡

The essence of the argurnent, is sinply that initíal industri-
a1 development requires protection from competition of su-

perior goods produced in relatively developed areas. If in-
fant industries are nol thus protected¡ they may die during

infancy. Protection is provided, in part, by high transport

costs. In this situation, if a transport systern is im-

proved, the protection is withdrawn and the resulting compe-

titíon may damage existing industrial activity and índustri-
a1 expansion.

Thís argument implies an effect opposite to the preceding

one. tthile transport expansion leads to the economic devel-

opment of a region at the cost of others in the former, it
retards development of the regíon in the latter because of

the cornpetition from other regions.

FinalIy, there is concern about misallocation of resourc-

es. Transport expansion or improvement may absorb some of

the scarce resources which might have better âlternative
uses elsewhere. If thís is so, growth wiII be restricted.
Errors in the planning of investment may arise when both

quantifiable and non-quant i f iable benefits are to be includ-

rE
hian

Schumacher, Roots of Economic Growth,
rnsrirure of st.udieÇ 1962-), p-.38.

(DeIhi: când-
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ed in calculations as often occurs in the case of transport

investment. Wilson et--al point$ out that predictions about

the future benefits of transport investment may be subject

to error because of 'the Iumpiness, Iongevity and externali-

ties associãted with transport' investment which make the

calculations of costs and benefits more difficult. ? 5

2.2 À CRTTToUE

The preceding review of selected analyses of the role of

transport in economic development reveals a wide range of

issues and argurnents in this field of controversy. It does

not seem appropriate to argue in a generalized and mutually

exclusive way that the role of transport is promotional, or

permissive, or negatíve, or that it contríbutes positiveì.y

in economic development t{ithout qualification, or that its
effect on economic arowth is only restrictive.

The relationship between transport and economic develop-

ment ís a tvro-way inter-action process having elements of

both promotion and permission with a possibiJ.ity of negative

impact if Lransport policy ís improperly formulatgd. Ì

It is the relative strength of the tvro roles, promotional

and perrnissive, that is important f rorn an analytical and

policy standpoint. iL seems reasonable to argue lhat a ba-

sic minimum of transport facilities wilI have a relatively

?s WiIson et aI, op. cit., pp.9-10.
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stronger promotional role. The non-Iinkage and isolation of

a region rnay lead to self-reliant and self-supporting farm-.i

ing without providing any incentive to produce surplus and

to specialize, since there is no rnobility for marketing. In
addition, production may be affected by an inadequate or un-

timely supply of inputs when movement and shipment are dif-
ficult. In this situation, the provision of transporÈ link-
ages facilitating t
output may change t
the area. Such pr

provision cont inues

the promot ional r ole

and below which the

growth. ? 6

he purchase of inputs and the sale of

he whole nature of economic activity in,

omotional effects of initial transportf
l

up to a threshold level, beyond whicli
Igets weaker than the ¡:ermissive ro1e,l

inadequacy of transport Iimits ."onomiJ

It is, however, difficult to determine this lhreshold
Ievel. There is no clear criterion to suggest a level below

whích Lhe inadeguacy of transport may have a detriment,al ef-
fect on groerth and therefore its provision is most 1ike1y to
be promotional. Again, any generalized rule nay not be ap-

plicable everywhere; rather it may depend on the individual
circumstances of a particular case. In a region with high

growth potential, the provision of transport is expected to

have stronger promotional effects than in a a region without

it. The growlh potential may include several things includ-

A similar pos
and Econoni c
East Àfrica",

itíon
Growth

B. H.

is held by Hoyle. See his
in Developing Countries :

Hoyle, ed., op. cit., p.51.
" Tran sport
A Case of

16
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ing human and natural resources, lheir magnitude and quali-
ty; geographic relationships, etc. When these faclors âre

considered, it may well happen that transport provision in

one area may be promotional and may provide incentives for

further production, r¡hereas the same provision is simply

permissive in other regions of the sane country.

Hirschman's analysis, which implies a kind of substitu-
biJ.ity between SOC and DPÀ, appears to overemphasize Lhe

role of transport. Once the threshold level of transport is
provided, its function is no! the creatíon of economic op-

portunity or the initiation of economic activity, rather it
can support DPA investnênt. At that level, ít is difficult
to achieve further growth by creating an excess capacity of

SOC and a shortage of DPA, because the role of transport is
then mainly to support DPÀ and is not an equally effective
substitule for it. The shortâge of DPA investment is likely
to affect growth adversely even if there ís excess SOC,

since the additional SOC wíII not have anything to support.

Hunter's advice to the LDCS to take a lesson from commu-

nist experience may not be appropriate for many less devel-

oped countries. The railway networks in these countries are

often not extensive. As a consequence, a mere emphasis on

the intensive use of existing railroads will leave nany are-

as isolated and unreachable. In additionf most of the LÐCs

are still rnixed economies, wíth varying degrees of public
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involvement in economic activities, and require the grovtth

of private entrepreneurship for development. Vlhile a cen-

tratly planned economy can deliberately locate a planned in-
dustrial base on the basis of exisLing transport facilities,
these institutional possibilities are unrealistic in mâny

LDCS.

The negative case based on Myrdal's analysis seems to

support in principle the promotionaL role of transport.

What is negative is the side-effect on the development pro-

cess initiated by transport provision. That is, the attrac-
tiveness of the region drives away human and investable re-

sources from other regions ùhus leading to increased

inequality in regional economic development. This side-ef-
fect should not necessarily follow if transport facilitíes
are reasonably provided in aIl areas, instead by concentra-

tion on a particular region. In addition, transport may be

used as a lool to attain equality in regional development.

Relalively underdeveloped regíons can be provided wíth im-

proved transport facilities to accelerate their growth and

development. The use of planning, to which Myrdal is sympa-

thetic, provides a constructive distributional balance of

effects.

The infant industry argument for the protection of local

industries by imposing a transport barrier to potential com-

petition overlooks the other side of the argument. If it is
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accepted that a transport barrier protects local industries

from compêtition, this barrier may also adversely affect 1o-

cal índustries by affectíng the tímely supply of inputs, raw

materials and accessibility of potential markets. There

seems Èo be a lrade-off problem here. !{hiIe competition is

undesirable the loss of these benefits is also not desira-

ble. The nel impact wiII depend on the relaÈive strength of

these two undesirable effects.

The possibility of a negative effect of transport provi-

sion or improvement through the misallocation of resources

is always possible. But this kind of error is not necessar-

i1y specific to transport planning, the same may happen in

other sectors as weII. However, the possibility of error

may be high in transport planning. Emphasis should lhere-

fore be placed on the systematic analysis of benefits and

costs.

lTo conclude, transport plays íts role in the economic de-

velopnent of a country or region, the direction, nature and

effectiveness of which depend on the level of economic de-

velopment atLained in individual cases and the appropriate-

ness of policy and planning. Àn analysis without reference

to the level of development already achieved by the country

concerned may lead to misleading conclusions. It seens

therefore appropriate for any serious examination of the re-

lationship between transport and economic development care-
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fully to specify the context in whích the problem is to be

dealt with, especially whether it is a developed counLry or

a less developed country, because the role of trânsport may

depend on the level of development achieved. In addition,

it appears !o be irnportant to be more specific about the

type of transport used within a country since different
types of transport may play very differenl roles in the de-

velopnent process. While a transport system in a country

may be classified in different vrays, it is useful to divide

it into arterial and rural,/f eeder transport for careful in-
vestigation in dealing with LDCs which are predomínantly ru-

ral in nature. Because the objective of this study is to

examine the role of rural transport in the economic develop-

ment of Bangladesh, an examination of the findings of re-

search on rural transport and economic development is now

appropr iate.

2.3 RURAL TRANSPORT ANÐ ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Less developed countries are predominatly rural in char-

acter. In general, about 80 percent of their population

live in rural areas, and a major part of GDP and of foreign

exchange earnings come f ro¡n agriculture.

Unfortunately, systematic work and research on the role

of rural transnport in economic development is Iimited. It
has Iargely been neglected not only by development and
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transport economists but also by agricultural economists.

This is striking in the light of the fâct that transport

stands first in the ranking of five 'essentials' for the de-

velopment of agriculture in Mosher's paper on the problems

of subsistence farrners. No systematíc study in the econom-

ics of rural transport has been undertaken by any agricul-
tural economist. ? ?

Development economists concerned with the problem of un-

derdevelopment in LDCs raise the issue of rural transport in
an incidental manner. À few empirical studies have also

been carried out by governments for policy reasons but Èhey

are kept uncirculated in official files.

However, it is useful to review some of the literature
available r¡hich deals with rural transport, or includes i!
as a part of the problems related !o agriculÈural or rural
development. Three different views on the role of rural
transport can be distinguished: positive, supportive, and

negative. The firsL lwo types sometimes differ in an ana-

lytical sense but the most important difference is between

these and the negative vie¡vs. The negâtive view heavily

stresses the distributive aspect of the problem but also

17 A.T. Mosher, "The Development Problems of Subsistence
Farmers", paper presented a! Agricultural Development
Councí1 Conference on Subsistence and Peãsant Economics,
Honolulu, Feb.28 - March 6, 1965, quoted in Southwood,
Herman M., and Bruce F, Johnston, ed., Àqricultural De-
velopment and Economic Growth, (Ithaca, l¡ê w-Tõ rTl--e o r nãII
University Press, 1967) , p.121.
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recognizes the effect of rural transport on income growth.

In addition, this view raises the question of investmenl

priorites and opportunity cost. Àlthough rural trânsport

can conlribute to economic growth, competing investment op-

portunities may have a higher growth potential. The posi-

t,ive or supportive views are dominant while the negalive

view has a sma1l place in the reLevanL literature.

In RuraI TransÞort and Economics DeveLopment a study of

the Rajasthan State of India, Tripathi consideres ruraL

transporl as a key to the economic prosperity of the

state."r He explains how the inadequacy of rural transport

can limit the economic development of a rural area, and how

its inprovement can make positive contributions. Lack of

transport makes the village dwellers "fatalist,ic in beIíefs
and orthodox in practices", and consequently they remain de-

prived of the fruits of technological change in agriculture
and are engaged in subsistence activites.

Ðue to the unsatisfactory nature of transport,
knowledge about inproved agricultural practices,
seeds, impl.ements and fertilizers hardly finds its
way to remote the villages with the result that
their primitive self-sufficient economy seldom
gives place to modern exchange economy. The ab-
sence of transport and communication facilities
forces the life in rural areas to move at a very
sIor,r tempo. "

P. C. Tripãthi, Rural TransÞort and Economic DeveloÞment,(DeIhi: SuItan Chand and Sons Publishers, 1972) ,pp.20-23, 133-154.

Ibid., p.22

?8
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In addition, rural industrialization is important to pro-

víde work for the seasonaLly unemployed people in agricul-
ture. If transport is not improved at the village level,
rural industríes wiIl grovr only along the existing roads and

railways and this wiII contribute to regional disparity in
economic Arowth. In short, rural transport nakes facili-
t.ies accessible to the people, aIIows interaction anong them

for the dissemination of ideas, and thus provides an impor-

tant conponent of infrastructure.

The development of rural transport hâs been uneven in Ra-

jasthan. However, transport helped the economic Arowth of

villages ¡+here it was relatively adequately provided and its
inadequacy restricted growth where it was poorly provided.

The following reasons were cited. First, the cuftivators
are motivated to introduce new practices, ând the inputs are

distributed through the extension workers of a "panchayat

Samiti", or local level organisationr covering an area of up

to 14,000 square kilometers. Villages with better transport

usually receive the first attention of the extension work-

ers. As a result, 4 percent of the farmers recieved im-

proved r,rheat seeds in L96L-62, and less than 10 percent of

them got fertilizer in 1963-64. The supplies of other in-
puts âs weLl have been díscouraging. @], it ís estimat-

ed that additional land (up to 208) can be brought under

cultívation if a transpor! Iink is provided. The net ârea

sown has increased in those areas where transport has been
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improved. Third, the cropping pattern is changed from sub-

sistence to commercial crops in villages ¡+hich were far from

rnarkets, but are nolr provided with trânsport facilities.
The study shows a positive relationship between the avail-
ablity of truck transportâtion and the comnercializâtion of

cropping practices. Fourth, the trader penetration into
villages having better transportâtion increases, leading to

higher farm gate prices, and thus transport cost savings are

passed on to the producers. Fifth, I animal husbandry in

Raiasthan is an important gSl_iltigy, and this increased in
villages which gained better transportation facilities be-

cause of better access to animal medicare and to markets.

Sixth, new forest roads have led to a greater and more eco-

nomic exploita!ion of forest resources. The forests of Ko-

tra, Kurnbhalgarh, Khairwara and Phalasia tehsils are, how-

ever, stilI underutilized due to the transport problen.

ggvs¡l¡, rural industries have developed in viLlages with

good transport facilíties, and their development have been

negligible where transport is poor. In addition, education,

health and other condítions have inproved in areas with a

good transport 1ink. Thus, according to Tripathi, "rura1

transport is bound to occupy the key position" in any scheme

of economic develoment in Rajasthan."o

Ibid., p.22.
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of transport in the context of Indian

development, l{i 1f r ed Owen suggests

of the prerequisites of development

as an obstacle to agricultural produc-

This study is directed to a rural area where eight per-

cent of the village population are poor with one out of

three villages beíng located more than five miles away from

any improved road. The rural people nove on foot over

tracks, and transportation of goods is mainly by headloading

or by bullock carts. Owen points out that the national tar-
get to increase food production requires the timely supply

of inputsi implements irrigation, extension services and

markeling facilities, all of whích demand an efficient
transport syslem.

According to Oi,¡en, pÖor transport is an obstacLe to agri-
cullural production inasmuch as a two-way marketing process

is required. Inputs need to be supplied from the manufactur-

ing sector, and crops marketed to the urban sector. CIay

surfaces of rural roads get so slippery during the few

nonths of the monsoon that the people cannot walk on them,

let alone move vehicles. In this situation, it is hard to
produce a comrnercial items such as fruits, vegetables and

miIk. Villages are Iimited to production for household

I'liIf red Owen, Distance and Development, (Washington:
Brookinss rnstTE¡-ETóïl ï9U'8). 

-

The
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needs and cannot specialize in productíon. Owen provided

examples of inter-regional. productivity different.ials which

suggested 1o\"er productivity and higher deficits in areas

having higher productivity potentiâ1 but pooer transport
than that in area of lower productivity potential but better
transport. The reason is the different availablity of irri-
gation and other ínputs which, according to Or¡en, varied di-
rectly Ì,rith the transport facility. Thus r "in areas where

the transportation is poor, supply problems have severely

l imi ted agricuJ.tural production.""2

In the village of Wazirpur in Lhe Gargoan dístrict "sig-
nificant changes" have been brought about by a 12-foot tar-
red road. Prior to the road, villagers could seII vegeta-

bles outside only twice a year, and now they can sell daily
for cash. The rate of return in vegetable production is
greâter as well. This higher agricultural incorne is aided

by an increase in the production and sale of milk. Ferti-
Lizer and other inputs became cheaper due to cost savings.

The operation of a high schooJ. in the village has become

possible, because the teachers can come from the nearest

town riding bicycles. Wonen teachers are employed for the

first time and student attendance has íncreased because of

the easy nobílity provided by the road. In addition, it has

become possible to establish a dispensary in the village for
medical. care. The house construction industry has also been

8¿ Ibid., p.56
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supported and benefited by easy !rânsportation of raw ma-

terials, for example, the transport cost of bricks by trucks

is only one-tenth of the cost by aninal. Ovren provided oth-

er examples of such benefits of transport changes in Indian

viIlages.

Thus, according to Owen, while poor transport severely

affects agricultural and rural development, its improvement

positively contribules to their development. He, however,

suggests that the transport project should be integrated

wit,h the overall development effort to realize the fullest
potent ia1 of transport improvements.

Laurence Hewes argues that the inadequacy of transport in
LDCS Iimits the introduction of technological change in ag-

ricuLture by impeding the regular and tirnely supply of in-
puts required for improved technology. s 3 In addition, an ef-
ficíent market,ing systen is important for rural deveJ.opment,

and, therefore, the government is required to establish, op-

erate and regulate rural narkets. But, ".... in the LÐCs

the rea11y critical impediment is the lack of infrastruc-
t,ure."3{ Roads and road improvements are necessary in order

to mâke product. movements possible for the farmers.

o 3 Laurence Hewes,
(Iowa: Iowa State

p.88r bid

RuraI DeveloÞment: World Front iers
uñîve r sT tT-FiËEEl-re7 qI'--
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Hewes explains why there is so much intersectoral dispar-

i1y between rural and urban areas of a country. Àccording

to hin, it is not the difference in development potential

but rather the deliberate policies of governnent through the

provision of differenl magnitude of infrastructure fací1i-
ties which makes the difference. Government allocation of

funds for the provision of electric service, transport 
'

roads, markets, storage and communication usually favor ur-

ban and industrial areas and facilitate their development.

On the other hând, "Il is partially ín the failure to pro-

vide adequate infrastructure that rural areas have suffered

general deprivation ... it is highly probable that the de-

velopment potential of rural areas is much higher."ss

Thus in Hewes's view, rural transport, which is an impor-

tant element of infrastructure, is a critical factor for the

inlroduction of technological change in agriculLure, for lhe

rnarketing of agricultural products, and for overall rural

development. It is not the lack of gro$'th potential that

Iimits the development of rural areasf rather it is lhe dep-

rivation of in f rast ruc ture.

In a study of rural development in Kenya, Hayer el al

analyses the problens and prospects of an overall rural de-

velopnent of Kenya.3 6 They have found tha! the efficient

ibid., p.85

Judith Haver, Ðunstan Ireri and John Moris, Rural Devel-
oÞment in'Kenya, (Nairobi! East African eub]ififfi müËã,

ô6
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provision of extension services, the introduction and devef-

opment of new crops, and the provision of adequaLe marketing

transport facilities are the important factors for develop-

ing the rural areas.

The size of the government staff for the provision of ag-

ricultural extension services in Kenya is adequate and fi-
nanced by an expenditure equal to about 17 percent of the

totat value of agricultural output. These services cannot,

however, be rendered efficiently because of transport prob-

lems. The transport infrastructure is inadequate and the

petrol allowance for the extention staff is limited. As a

conseguence, "staff whose jobs should keep then out in the

field most of the time are kept in their offices because

they have no means of transport for their field work.ns? The

"extension break through" ís not, however, sufficient for

agricultural development in aII rural areas, rather some

areas need the introduction of new crops appropriate for

their soi1.

According to Hayer et aI, marketing faces two problems.

First, the institutional problem which arises from the lack

of flexibility in the publicly-organised marketíng system

which timíts interdistrict trade and the size of market.

Second, there is a transport problen.

1971), see in particular pp.1-14,L03,107,108-I09,114.

"" Ibid., p.103.
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Describing the state of transport infrastructure the au-

lhors point out, "the roads that exist are in danger of dis-
appearing in many areas, and new roads need developing Lo

meet the needs of changing pattern.""' Enphasising the need

for transport development, they posit "aIl efforts to in-

crease production depend critically on communications and

the ability to transport products efficiently all through

the year.""e In lheir recommendations they include lhe fol-
Iowing transport related recommendat i ons.

We strongly recommend a more generous transport
vote, coupled with effective control mechanism to
ensure its economical use. We also recom¡nend ac-
tion on roads themselves.'o Ðetailed proposals on
roads and communications must form part of each
and every pilot programme. e¡

whârton divides agricultural infrastructure into two

major groups: " (f) capital-intensive infrastructure which

refers to services t,hat "heavily involve reproducible capi-

tal for the provision of the service" and includes (a) irri-
gation and public waLer facilities, (b) transport facili-
ties, (c)storage facilities, (d) processing facilities and

8ô

It

92

Ibid., p.LL4

rbid.,P.tL4.
Ibid., p.103.

Ibid. , p.114.

C1i fton R. wharton, .Jr. , t'The
Herman M.tural Grovrth", in

Johnston, ed. ,
Growth pp.107-142.

Infrastructure for Agr icul-
Southworth, and Bruce F.
DeveIoÞnent and EconomicÀqricultural
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(e) utilities; and (2) capital-extensive infrastructure

which refers to services which require less capital and in-
cludes (a) extension education services, (b) agriculture re-

search, (c) crop and animal protectíon, (d) social conserva-

tion service, (e) credit and (f) education and health

facilities.

Transport facilities thus stand second in the capital-in-
tensive agricultural infrastructure. Àccording to wharton,

agricultural infrastructure is not functioníng in a situ-
ation where farming is a subsistence activity meant for hone

consumption and not for marketing. But as soon as a tran-

sition takes place from subsístence to commercial farming,

it is "inevitably linked with the developement of agricul-
tural infrastructure", since market penetration by a farmer

needs infrastructural" services. When he enters the market,

he requires "a path or a road on which to carry his produc-

tion even if he carries it on his head or his back, and even

if he only barters it with a few neighbouríng villagers."
In the early stages of development, infrastructure inprove-

nent accompanies narke! development which again acconpanies

a trend towards division of 1abor, specialization and com-

merc ial izat ion of production.

the variables are interdependent and the direction of any

causatíon is unclear. For instance, it is difficult to move

perishable agricultural items !o urban areas \r'ithout ade-
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quate transport facililies. But there are also instances

where transport improvements in an area with surplus produc-

ing potentíal has not generated hígher marketed surplus. It
is, however, known that without some minimurn level of in-
frastructure, attempts to "stimulate more rapid increases in

agricultural output will be frustrated", although the míni-

nurn ]eveL is un known ,

In short, according to wharton, somê undefined mininum

Ievel of transport infrastructure is necessary which stimu-

lates increases in agricultural output beyond whiclr the

stimulus is uncerta i n.

Martin has suggested a strategy for agricultural develop-

ment in Thailand where, according to him, there exists "an

almost unique set of opportunities" for the development of

agriculture.'" Large increases in output can be achieved

from tr,ro sources. First, by opening up and brínging addi-

tional land of approximately 20 million rai under cultiva-
tíon. Second, by increasing land productivity.

In his suggested strategy to utilize the opportunities of

developing agriculture, Martin recommended programs in order

of priority. The first priority is effective agricultural
research and extension programs. This includes applied and

adaptive research for the improvement of agricultural activ-

Lee R. Martin, A Strât for Agricultural Development
i rementsTha i land and iEs

MiñnãEõEal-3t 4 ) , pp.74-75.
(University

1n
õï
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íties, and an efficient agricultural extension service for

the dissemination of technological change based on research

findings and for providing required assistance while intro-
ducing them by farmers. The second priority is the provi-

sion of infrastructure. The function of infrastructure is
to ensure the supply of required inputs "at the right place

at the right time at the right price", storage, and a trans-

port and an efficient mârketing system which is "a prirne

prerequisite for specialization". The third priority is ir-
rigation and the fourth priority is structural changes in

the agrÍcuIturaI institutions of Thailand. The final prior-
ity is land development.

Thus, according to Martinr infrastructure and transport

stand second in the priority list for the development of âg-

rículture in Thailand, which is a definite and very high

ranking of transport in a development program.

The Overseas DeveLopment Group (ODG) of the University of

East Anglia and the Planning Commission of the Governmen! of

Bangladesh have jointly carried out the study of rural

transport in Bangladesh mentioned earlier.e¿ The two sides

of the study teâm differ in their conclusions on the role of

rural transport in the development of rural Bangladesh.

This report will be critically analysed in the following

chapter because of its basic relevance Èo this work.

Banqladesh RuraL Transport SÈudy
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2.4 À CRTTTQUE

There are mâny factors which contribute to economic

growth and development. It is sometímes observed that some

writers, while arguing for one of !hem, tend sometines to

overemphasíse its role and some others, while arguing

against it, tend sometimes to underestimate its probable

contribution. An unbiased analysis should take alI factors

with their strengths and weaknesses into consideration.

In his discussion of rural developÍient, Tripathi seêrns to

have emphasised transport too heavily. There may be addi-

tional factors other than transport which are important if
the full benefits of transport changes are to be realized.

In fact, other factors might have contributed in important

ways to the development of the villages mentioned by Tripa-

thi and owen. The benefits of transport changes may be

greatly linited if not supplemented by other complementary

investments. For instance, if a very good transport network

is provided, but the supply of agricultural inputs is limit-
êd, agricultural development wiII not take place as desired

or planned. one should be careful in singling out one fac-

tor Iike transport for supporting or stímulaling economic

development.

A simíIar trend may be noticed in Hewes's analysis of ru-

ral transport. Apparently he holds both a supportive and

positive view of the role of transport. His analysis of the
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differenlial growth of rural and urban areas appears !o im-

ply a positive role of transporl in the sense that its pro-

vision or improvemenl along with ot.her infrastructural fa-

cilíties lead to the rapid growth and development of urban

areas, despite the higher growth potenlial of rural areas.

On the other hand, his position that the inadequacy of

transport imposes a serious obstacle to rural development

is support ive.

There may be smãI1 towns even in developed countries

where the infrastructure is weIl-developed with growth rates

far less than that of big cities. This implies that there

may exist other import,ant facLors which are mainly responsi-

ble for the speed of urban growth. The location of governe-

ment offices and of industrial establishments are arnong

those which may be determined by both infrastructural and

other considerations. Therefore, the differential growth of

infrastructure including transport may not be singled out as

lhe determinant of differential grovrt,h and development of

rural and urban areas. A1so, the growth räte of agriculture
cannot compete wilh the industrial growth rate as soon âs

some of lhe obstacles of traditional economies are removed.

This growth differential seems to be a reflection of differ-
ences in inherent growth potential. While it is not denied

that the inadequacy of physical infrastructure may impede

rural development, it seems an overemphasis for Hel¡es to say

something which implies that rural areas could have been de-
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veloped at a fâster rate lhan the urban areas if an equal

amount of physical infrastructure v¡ere provided.

whârton includes a variety of services in the definiÈion

of ínfrastructure, but drasticaLly nârrows i! down in his

analysis. Transport doninates his discussion of rural in-

frastructure. According to wharton, infras!ructure is im-

portant for commerciaf farming since it provides narketing

facilities that are lacking in subsistence farming. This

implies a lack of understanding of the role of rural trans-

por!. RuraL transport is not only important for the attain-
ment of commercial farming practices, it can also contribute

to Lhe development of subsistence farming. In LDCS, the ma-

jority of the population in rural areas are underfed and

poorly sheltered due to Iower agricultural production caused

by the limited ownership of cultivable Iand, and by the lack

oË modern inputs and extension services. Àgricuì.ture should

be developed even for subsistence to which rural transport

may make its own con!ribution.

Priorities of the development progran for Thailand have

been established by Martin wiLh transport as the second pri-
ority. This seems to be the only definite priority ranking

of transport in a development progrâm advocated in the lit-
erature dealing with developmenÈ problems of rural areas.

As indicated by Martin, there exists a great grov¡th poten-

tial in the opening of ne¡v areas in Thailand for cultiva-
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tion. He has not, however, provided any explanation why

these are presently uncultivated and how Lhose can be

brought under cultivation. In a lengthy paper, he has gíven

a detailed analysis of the different elenents in the five
priorities, bul has failed to indicate the interrelationship

or complementarity among them.

In brief, these are the major strengths and limita-
tions of existing literature. Of special interest is the

evaluation of rural transport in Bangladesh; the study nov¡

turns to the critical analysís of the Bangladesh RuraI

Transport Study.



Chapter I I I

CRITTCAL ÀNÀLYSIS OF BANGLADESH RURÀL TRANSPORT
STUÐY

The Bangladesh Rural Transport Study, described briefly
in the Chapter 1, is the fírst systernatic inquiry into rural

transport issues in Bangladesh. It bringins the rural

aspect of the Bangladesh transpor! syslem into formaf eco-

nomic analysis, finding related facts, and raising contro-

versy as to the role of rural lransport in the development

of rural Bangladesh and the distribution of income.

The most interesting part of the study is that the tvto

components of the study teamf the ODG and BTS I have come up

with a separate set of 'Summary and Recommendations' after
having completed the study jointly and having agreed on the

content of the text of the report. The ODG does not see in

the existing condition of ruraf transport a major conslraint

on the development of ruraL sector of Bangladesh economy

while the BTS does. constraint to rural development.

It is ímportant to examine this study critically and in

some detail before proceeding to further research for sever-

aI reasons: to avoid any duplication of vrork; to enable one

to see the strengths and weaknesses of the study, which

míght have affected its findings, conclusions and recommen-

67
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dations; and to identífy those issues ommitted from or per-

haps dealt with inadequately in this ¡vork. Several aspects

of lhe study wilI lherefore be critically examined: (1) the

key issues, (2) the methodology, (3) the evaluation of rural

transport improvements, (4) the role of rural transport in

Lhe integrated rural development, (5) the conclusions, (6)

the two sets of summaries and recommendations, and (7) the

summary and concluding remar ks.

3.1 KEY ISSUES AND OUESTIONS

that the ' Bangladesh Rural.It ís clear

is intended to

Bangladesh.

the issue of

confusion,

investigate

There is some

Transport Study'

rurâ1 transport in

particular questions to be investigated

however, about the

and goals Lo be

reached. The "Preamble" announces that

This project was devised to find out lhe present
methods of rural transport, their costs, their ca-
pacities to absorb the increased traffic conse-
quent upon development programmes, the varíation
within the country and between lhe seasons in ru-
ral transport methods, and how the agricultural
commodities get from the farm gate to the arterial
transport system. t ô

In addition, this study is designed to examine "Lhe extent

to which rural transport is a constraint upon rural develop-

ment",'6 and to make public policy recomnendations as to the

incorporation of rural transport matters in the programs of

Banqladesh Rural TransÞort Studv, p,1

Ibid., p.2.96
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planned development. In Section 2 ( "Terms and References't ) |

however, a somewhat different set of objectives is lisled:

future met.h-
êeds into the

arterial netvrork which was lhe concern of Bangla-
desh Transport survey.
2. To esiablish an appropriate methodology by
which rural transport considerations can be in-
cluded within overãI1 rural development planning.
3. To make recommendation concerning the future
staffing and trâining of the Transport Survey Sec-
tion of the Planning Commission. "

In order to reach these objectives, the study is said to

faII into four parts: (1) examination of different govern-

ment departments "to establish the extent to which rural

transport is considered in present developnenL planning"'8

selection of the study area, and determination of the size

and nature of the study; Q) collection of as much data as

possible on current and planned development programs of each

sample area in order to inves!igate the probable effecÈs of

then on demand for transport i (3) examination of the rurâI

transport situation in representative areas of Bangladesh'

the capac ity of existing modes, their costs and potential

for absorbing the increased demand for transport required

for greater movement of inputs' estimation of the resulting

costs, examination of "the extent to which the present meth-

ods of rural transport is a constraint on development", t t

'? Ibid., p.5

'" Ibid., pp.5-7.

" Ibid., p.6.

I .To establish present and IikeIY
od of rural transport and how this f
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and the likely effects of other developmenl programs on ru-

raL transport, evaluation of any necessãry changes in the

methods of rural transport, examination of the possibility
of more economical use of existing rural roads I and investi-
gation of the expected distribution of costs and benefits of

transport changes; and (4) recommendations on the basis of

fíndings. Raising such a broad range of issues obscures the

key issues to be investigated.

The set of objectives Iisted at the beginning of section

3, 'rMethodology, " has been shortened and greatly narrowed.

According to lhis Iist, surveys are designed to collect in-

formation on the novement and costs of movenents of goods in

rural Bangladesh, the method of collecting and distributing
inputs and outputs below lhe interdistrict arterial system,

and the novement of goods between farmers and traders, and

to collect basic data on the transport infrastructure with

specíaI reference to the existence and state of roads and

waterways. "The local leveI transport information was re-

Iated to a wider development context through the collection

of information at both thana and district levels on agricul-

tural productíon, population, irrigation, fertilizer used,

HYv seeds, etc."too It is not clear whether these are the

objectives of the study, or the objectives of surveys.

'o o Ibid., p.8
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In Section 4, "Evaluation of Rural Transport Improve-

Ílent, " a "conventional analysis" is firsl employed to evalu-

ate lhe effects of rural transport ímprovemenls and íts in-

appropriateness is indicated. As a resulL, the study pro-

poses a broader approach which emphasises the need to

examine following i ssues:

a) the distribution of transport cost savings
(among producers, truckers, traders and other par-
ties affected by the road) i
b) the probable response of producers Lo any re-
sulting output and/or input price changes;
c) the existence of other constraints, particular-
ly obstâcles to increased agricultural. output,
which may prevent the full developmental impact of
the road f rom materializing.'o'

Thus each of the first four sections of the study raises

a whole 1íst of issues for investigation. Àlthough they are

inter-re1ated, no well-defined set of key issues is specí-

fied for the study. À very extensive study would be re-

quired to do justice to such a variety of issues.

A comment on the coverage and adequacy of issues for the

evaluation of rural transport improvement is in order. Con-

ventional analysis bases such an evaluation on user cost

savings but by now it is well-established that this kind of

analysís is not appropriate for evaluating 1ow-traffic rural

transport, the developmental benefits of which may be far

grealer thân user cost savings.l0'z The inappropr iateness of

'o'Ibid., pp.29-30. pp.29-30.

R. T. Brown, et al, F{ighway ResearchSee, for example,
Record No. I15 , p.29.
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conventional analysis has also been indicated by the study

in question, but for a different reason: "... i! is not

sufficient for us to be saLisfied that vatue added in a re-
gion is increased, but lçe need also to consider the distri-
bution and composilion of that value added, as r,¡e1l as the

Likely potential for increase in the vai.ue added in the fu-

ture."r03 The study's approach extends the "orthodox" analy-

sis by including the issues of distribution of user cost

savings and of obstacLes r,¡hich may impede the developmental

effect of user cost savings.

The proposed approach is more inclusive of issues, since

it includes distríbutional aspects in the analysis. But it
is less inclusive in another respect. While the traditional
approach includes only a part of the benefit (user cost sav-

ings) and ignores a1I developmental benefits, the proposed

approach casts doubL on the realization of even user cost

savings and neglects developmental benefits. Therefore, the

study's inclusion and coverage of issues for the evaluatíon

of rural transport provision or improvements in the study

does not appear to be adeguate.

ro3 Bân Iadesh RuraI Transport Study, p.28.
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3,2 METHODOLOGY

The study is empirical in nature. Relevant data are cof-
lected from both primary and secondary sources. The thana

is chosen as the basic unit of Lhe field survey and five out

of 485 thana of Bangladesh are selected to represent the ge-

ographical dí f ferences of rural Bangladesh. Secondary

sources include district and thana level offices of the gov-

ernment of Bangladesh,

Because the analysis of other issues depends on lhe qual-

ity of information collected, the selection of thana for the

field survey should be as free as possible from selection

bias. For convenience of transportation and accommodation,

such thana are selected which are more or less cLose to main

roads, while those which are located at considerable dis-
tance from main roads are not selected: "... only in excep-

tional circumstancês was it possible to include areas of the

country at considerable distances from Lhe main roads. "'o o

The only such thana selected (Sutla thana) is a riverine
haorros area which is extremely 1ow, and hence unrepresenta-

tive of rural Bangladesh. The study describes it as a "spe-

cial haor area deeply fLooded for much of year."'0" Except

ro' Ibid., p.8.

A haor is a very low area which remains under water
fairly a long time of the year and is vulnerable to fre-
guen! flooding.

roó Ibid., p.11.



for this special case, the other selected thana

accessible than non-selected ones and hence again

representatíve of rural areas in Bangladesh.
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are more

ãre non-

This probable selection bias may have affected the evâlu-

ation of ruraL transport changes. The very fact of select-
ing thana close to main roads for the convenience of trâns-
port indicates that the selected areas are superior to other

areas in transport facilities, accessibility and mobility.
The evaluation of rural transpor! in a selected thana may be

different f rorn the evaluation of a thana not selected be-

cause of its inaccessibility. For instance, let us address

one issue raised by the sludy : whether the existing capac-

íty of transport modes has the potentiality of absorbing in-
creased demand for transport consequent upon development

programs. It seems quite legitimate to expect that dâta

collected from the former (selected thana) would lead to a

positive ansvrer, while dala collected from the latter (non-

selected thana) may well be negative because of its present

inaccessibility. In other words, the relevant data may caII
for the provision of rural transport in the latter, and not

in the former, because iniLial transport provision in an in-
accessibLe area is expected to be promotional, while further
inprovement may be simply supportive.ro? Thus the selection

bias might have affected the analytical resuLts.

See, for example, B.H. HoyIe, trTransport and Econonic
Deveopment : The Case of East Àfrica" in B.H. Hoyle,
ed., op. cit., pp.208-230.

IO?
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The selection of households for interview within the se-

lected thana rnay be another source of bias. On the average,

interviews were conducted in 180 households from each thana

area, with an equal number taken from each of the foLtowing

size groups of land holdings : 0-4, 4-10 and 10+ acres,

which are termed as snal.I, medium and large farms respec-

lively. The equal proportions indicat,e a bias toward large

farmers, who are Iess common in Bangladesh.'o' Furthermore,

the farners were asked to be available at the Union Council

office on a specified day.lo' This is agaín â source of bias

in favor of large farmers in each size group. This bias has

been recognized by the study as welL"o

The method of conducting market surveyst I ¡ similarly
cal1s for careful attention, because much of the evaluation

rests on information collected by these surveys: the volume

and kind of commodities moving through different markets of

The land owne r sh i
Iand holding is h ghJ.y skewed in rural Ban

and smaIl farmers is
gladesh. The
by far greater

P
1

and hence size distribution of farm

than that of large framers. In 1978, the percentage of
smaLl, mediurn and large farrners was respectively 88, 9
and 3, whereas they owned respectively 44e8, 3LB ând 25t
of area with 153 landLess owning no land. See F. T.
Jannuzi, and rJames T. Peach, The Agrarian Structure of
BangJ.edesh : An Impediment to-oevãÏõþñõî!,--Tõõfõ;ãdõ:
F-õ€îTFÞ r e s s, J 98 o-J;--F:-f9';

number of landIe s s

See Banqladesh Rural
tratiîê1fl:--f ãl-vil
"Unions " constitute a

See ibid., p.14.

This is mentioned in the
the local Bengali name of

Transport Study, p.14. (edminis-
ïãgeE-consffie ã "ünion" and iew

" thana " ) .

rt0

1¡, I study as 'hat survey'. 'Hat' is
'market'



the thana area, the origin and destination

ties, the modes of transport used for the

of transportat ion, etc.
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of these cornmodi -
shipment, the cost

The study divides rural markeÈs into three size catego-

ries and calls them prímary, secondary and tertiary markets.

It does no!, however, provide any definition of lhese cat-
egories. Seven to eight markets of each thana have been se-

lected for surveys on the basis of location and size. Each

market has several entrance points. Two enumerators were

appointed to each of these entrance points. One of them was

supposed to record the arrival of paddy, rice, juLe, and

vegetâbles by the following modes: head loading, shoulder

loading, bullock cart, country boat, pedal rickshaws, âutor-
ickshaws and truck. He was required to record not only the

commodities shipped, but also the volume of t,hose shipped by

different modes.¡rz

Another enumerator was assigned to collect fron every

tenth shipper more detailed information on t.hê volume and

origin of each type of commodity carried by the different
modes. In particular, he was supposed to record information

on the occupation of the transporting person (e.9. loading

wage labor, reseller etc.), mode of transport used, distance

travelLed, cost of transport, and origin of the commodity

(collection points of goods), and to determine v¡hether the

¡t2 Ibid., p.13.



commodities are being carried out for reselling or

sold for the first tine by the owner producer.
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to be

In order to be able to comment on this data collection
method, one should know âbout the usual condition of markets

in rural Bangladesh. Rural narkets in most areas meet twice

a week in lhe eveníng. In most cases, rural people go to

the narket in the late afternoon and come back ho¡ne soon af-
ter sunset; thus the peak narketing period is only a few

hours. Ðuring this peak marketíng period, there is a tre-
mendous flow of people and cargo shipment of differenl vol-
umes through the narkets' entry points. It is difficull to

understand how one person can record volumes, types, and or-
igins of all cargo shipment to a narket. It also seems im-

possible to ínterview in detail every tenth shipper, since

it is difficult to hold a shipper for interview when he is
approaching the markel, or if it is possible, !o complete

the interview before the next tenth shipper escapes enumera-

tion.

The claim that nine or ten persons are sufficíent for a

market survey is also questionable. There is a very limited
number of roads connecting markets with villages, but people

do not drive their cars or trucks to narkets, and so do not

have to follow standard roads. Instead, the people of the

densely populated rural areas use any earth track and even

t.he dividing lines of tv¡o píeces of cropped land to travel
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to the mârket, so tha! one cân find people arriving from aI-
nost every side. The recording of information may become

even rnore difficult if any market has any large water en-

trance. During the peak marketing period in such markets, a

large number of small and big country boats continues to ar-

rive and leave with cargo shiprnents.

The puzzle gets more seríous when one considers the man-

power of the survey tean and the number of markets they sur-

veyed, The survey team consisted of 14 persons with "little
or no experience". They surveyed at both narket and farm

level"s ín five thana, taking about 180 household and seven

or eight markets in each thana. The survey was not broadly

distributed over tine; for instance, they surveyed Nalchiti,
Rangamati, and Chandina thana in a period of two months r

March and April.r¡3 This suggesls that the members of the

survey team were dispersed and could not concentrate in one

area, or in one market while makíng surveys. It is there-

fore doubtful how reliably information has been collected

through f ieJ.d surveys .

In addition, the enumerators were responsible for inter-
viewing shopkeepers and traders at the end of each market in

order to record the volume of goods going ou! of the area.

Two problems may arise in doing this. First, íf any trader

has purchased the desired volume of goods before the end of

Rangamati and Chandina were revisited
,June respectívely.

I¡3 again in JuIy and
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the market, which the traders coming from longer dislance

attempt to do since most of them have to travel on foot

through the earth tracks or roads in the darkness of night,
he does not postpone his return journey until the end of the

market. Thus many of the traders who have left before the

end of the market may escape enumeration. Secondly, it is
difficult for a small nurnber of enumerators to gel the re-

quíred informatíon fron even those traders who remain until
the end of the market, because big markets are divided into
small sub-markets for different products and the traders of

each good in respective sub-mârkets ât thât time are ready

to leave for their destinations quickly. The collection of

information from shopkeepers with established stores is eas-

ier only if there is a sufficient number of enumerators, be-

cause it nay be difficult to keep the shopkeepers waiting

lor the purpose of interview after a tiring business day.

The ability of such a small survey team to do the job seems

questionable.

These weaknesses are likely to lead to serious underre-

cording of the required information, which will obviously

affect the evaluation of rural transport improvement and the

examination of all related issues. In par!icularr when the

user cost savings are considered !o be the sole benefits of

transport improvemenls, whose size depends signifícantly on

the magnitude of commodities shipped, the underestimation of

freight shipment wilI produce an underestimation of the ben-

efits to be derived from transport changes
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There ís, however, one possibility of overrecording whích

is mentioned in the study report. Sonetines the accumulaL-

ing traders buy goods from primary markets to seII them in a

big market for profit. If both small and big markets are

covered by the surveys, reselling by such traders wiLl lead

to overrecording.

Information on population, crops, Iand use pattern, and

so on lras collected from district and thana level offices.
The methods of collecÈing lhese data and their reliability
in Bangladesh like any other developing country are well-
known. However, the study team does not hâve controL over

1L.

Information on the transport network was collected by in-
frastructural survey and from thana leve1 government offic-
es. The difficulties of the kind mentioned above in the

process of enumeration of shipment do not âpply to the

transport nelr.rork survey, which is therefore more reliabLe.

In addition, resulls of the survey were counter-checked by

the thana records. Although the thanâ maps and records need

to be updated, they correspond fairly welL to the existing
reality, since Union chairmen and members freguently provide

informalion on transport network to the thana level offices.

Except for this information on infrastructure, the quali-
ty of survey data ís highly questionable. The biases in the

procedure of seLecting areas for field surveys and the high
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probability of the inaccurate recording of information from

these surveys pose serious questions âs to the reliability
of the data collected for the investigation of rural !rans-
port issues in Bangladesh. A comment ín the report acknowl-

edges the inaccuracies in the datâ: "the data collected by

questionnaire, at least in the early stages, showed some in-
consistencies and sorne were so unreliable as to be use-

less."'ra Sínce the examination of other guestions is based

on these data, the quality of the rest of the work depends

greatly on its reliability. If this is questionable, one

may legitimately be skeptic about the qualily of lhe rest.

3.3 EVÀLUATTON OF RURAL TRANSPORT TMPROVEMENT

Two different methods have been mentioned for the evalua-

tion of rural transport improvement: first, 'the conven-

tional analysis of rural trânsport improvementr, as it is
called in the study, and secondly, a 'broader' analysis of

the study' s ' proposed approach' .

The conventional method ís to measure the costs and ben-

efits of rural transport improvernents and examine whether

the discounted present value of benefit is equal to, greater

than, or smaller than the díscounted present value of costs.

If lhe former is greater than the latter, the transport pro-

ject is recommended, otherwise it is not recommended.

r¡a Ibid., p. 16.
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The calculation of costs is said !o be easier. The gov-

ernmen! deparlment in charge of rural transport can provide

cost figures for the construction and maintenance of differ-
ent types of roads and of other modes of ruraL transport

which can be converted to lheir present value equivalents by

discounting them ât a given rate of interest.

The calculation of benefits is more complicated. When

any transport facility is newly provided or ímproved, the

costs of Lransportation of passengers and/or cargo fall.
This reduction in transport costs constitutes the benefit of

rural transport improvements, which mây arise from three

sources. These âre as follows.

(1) ¡enefit to normal traffic. This is the benefit to
traffic that has been using the rqute before the transport
project is constructed, because transport charges are now

reduced due to transport improvement. The benefit to normal

traffic is calculated by subtracting the cost of transporta-

tion with improvement from the costs vrithout it.

Q) Benefit to diverted traffic. When a route is newly

provided or improved, some traffic may be diverted to it
from alternative routes and thus some transportation cost

may be saved. The benefi! to this díverted traffic is the

cost while using the alternative route minus the cost incur-
red on the newly improved one.
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(3) Benefit to the generated traffic. Reduc!ion in

transport charges may stimulate the growth of output in the

area served by the improved trânsport network. The benefit

to the generated traffic is estimated "dírectly from the in-
crease in value added resulting f rorn the reduction in trans-
port charge.""s

If these three benefiLs can be estimated, they can be

added to estimate the totaL benefit stream over lhe life of

the trânsport project. This can then be discounted to derive

the present value of benefits, and then compared with the

present value of costs. If the discounted present value of

benefits net of the discounted present value of cost,s is po-

sitive, the transport project is beneficial.

As mentioned earlier, "lhe benefi!s to generated traf-
fic", according to the approach, are estimated directly from

the I'increase in value addedt', which results rrf rom the re-

duclion in transport charge". This procedure, however, un-

derestimates the size of generated Èraffic, since the value

added does not result only from the fall in transport cost.

It may arise through other effects resulting from greater

accessibility and mobility. These wifl be analysed in Chap-

ter IV.

Ibid. , p.17.
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In addition to this non-inclusion problem, the trailition-
aI analysis does not consider the distributional aspect of

any change in rural transport. Even if the tradilional
analysis shows higher benefits than costs, it does not ex-

plain how benefits wilI be distributed among differen!
groups of rural people. If benefits are so distributed that

the existing vill-age poor become poorer and the large farm-

ers become richer because of transport changes, the welfare

effect may be questionable. The poì.icy, however, wiIl de-

pend on the ideological values followed by different coun-

tries. In Bangladesh, both grov¡th and eguity in distribu-
tion are considered desirable. Therefore, the traditional
approach is not appropriate for evaluating rural transport

in Bangladesh, since it cannot properly consider aII ben-

efits of transport changes and discards the distributional
aspect altogether.

This approach was, however, applied in the study and 1at-

er supplemented by a "broader approach". Let us now consid-

er lhe study's applicâtion of the traditional approach.

The costs of upgrading or constructing rural roads and of

improving vraterways, and their probable benefits were con-

sidered for conparision. First, Iet us take up the costs

and benefits of rural roads. There are several ways of de-

veloping rural roads, four of which were considered in the

study: (1) Improvement to earth road. (2) Improvement to



brick soling. (3) Improvement to concrete.

to bitumen pavement.
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( 4 ) I rnprovement

The summary of the capital and maintenance costs is pro-

vided in the foLlowing table, where capital costs per mile

of road are shown as an annual cost at 15E interest rale per

annum and then added to the maintenance cost per annum.

TÀBLE 4

Construction and Mainlenance costs

Road type
(slngle lane

CapfÈal Cost Maincenance
takå(fn 000)

Tocal taka pa
(1n 000)

5-8

55- 66

85- 109

77- 93

Taka
(in 000)

Lffe
(year)

Taka pa
at l5Z pa
(tn 000)

Earth 12- 20 20 2-3 3- 5

Brick 300-350 20 48- 56 7-10

Concre te 500-650 20 80- 104
5

Bitumen 4 00- 600 20 64- 80 I3

Source: Bangladesh RurâI Transport Study, P. 2O

In addition, the costs of land and of bridges and cul-

verts were added to these costs. An additional annual cost

of Tk. 12,000 for land was estimated to improve a road up to

the standard of wheeled transporÈ, on the assumption thaÈ an

extra width of 25t would be required to convert a road suit-
able for head loading shipment to one suitable for wheeled

vehicles; and an additional annual cost of Tk.]5,000-20,000

for bridges and culverts was estimated for this purpose, on
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the assumption that some bridges and culverts do already ex-

ist for head and shoulder loading.

Thus the total ânnual costs, including the annual cost of

land, bridges and culverts for each type of rural road per

mile, are as follows z 32-40 thousand taka for earth road,

82-98 thousand taka for brick road, LL2-L41 thousand taka

for concrete road, and 104-125 thousand taka for bitumen

road.

As an illustration of benefits, trânsport costs savings

in Chandina thana have been calculated. The range of trans-

port charges per maund/mi1e in this thana is recorded to be

(in Taka) : head and shoulder loading 0.8-1.5' pedal rick-
shaw 0.3-0.8, and trucks 0.05-0.3. Charges within these

ranges depend on the guality of road surfacef the Iength of

the trip, and the probability of a return trip.

The volume of trade in Chandina thana and probable ben-

efits to normal traffic of improving transport are presented

in two tables, which are reproduced below in Tables 5 and 6

respectively for the convenience of reference in comments

on their estimation and use of data for the purpose of eval-

ua!ion.

The aulhors estimated from Table 5 that the main routes

into primary, secondary and tertiary mârkets wj. Il carry

about 250, 1,000, and between 3,000-4,000 tons per annum



respecl ivelY; these figures, along

es, are used to comPuhe Table 6'

TÀBLE 5
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with lhe transport charg-

Volume of Trade in the Markets of Chandina Thana

¡fa rke t Type Vol. usre (Tons)
traded per
household
Per annr¡¡n

Average nuDber
of households
per ¡narkec (000)

Average voÌ-
ume craded in
each ma rke t
(000)

Prlnary

Prinary and
secondary

0.5 0.6

0.8 3.2 2.5

Prlnary,
secondary and
tertlary t.l 6.4 7.0

Source: Bangladesh Rural TransPort SÈudy, P' 23

TÀBLE 6

Benefits to Normal Traffic of Upgrading of Transport Routes

ing and narkct Exisring
rnode

N er¡
mode

Sav irg
i¡t Tk/
¡lile/Tor'l

To nnage
(000) P.^

Sav ings Tk/
Mite/ P.^.
( 000)

From pedes c r ian
I rack to earrh (sin-
gle lane) road se rv-
ing prlmary ma rke t

From earth
road co brlck
concerete or
bitumen road
serving:

Head or
shoulder
loading

Fedal
ricksh
-a!t

t5-20 0.25

Pedal
r ic ¡(shall

Truck

7-15
t.o

4-5

7-t4
Sdcon-
dary
¡¡arke c

Te rt l-
rv ¡nar

Pedal
rickshar¡

Truck 7- L4 3-4 .0 2t-56

Source: Bangladesh Rural Transport S!udy, p. 23
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Thus, while the annual costs of earth, brick, concrete

and bitumen roads suitable for wheeled transport are 32-40,

82'98, IJ-2-I4J- and 104-125 thousands tâka respectively, the

benefits of upgrading roads from pedestrian track to single-

lane earth road, and from earth road to brick,/concrete,/bitu-

men road serving secondary and tertiary narkets are 4-5,

7-14 and 21-56 thousand taka respectively. Thêrefore, ben-

efits to normal traffic in the form of user cost savings do

not justify inprovement of ruraL roads.

According to the authors, benefits to generated traffic
which can result from an increase in agricultural production

are Iike1y to be smalI, since the transport cost conslitutes

only a small proportion of the market price of products and

that of fertilizer, unless new Iand is opened up or cropping

intensity can be improved satisfactorily.

Having described lhe cost and benefit analysis¡ !¡e now

turn to make some critical comnents on it. The cost analy-

sis is taken up first. The cost calculations do not provide

some details necessary to check the accuracy of the esti-
mates reached. For example, a single lane is considered

for calculating costs in Tab1e 4, but the width of this
Iane is not mentioned. This information is needed for sev-

eral reasons: to know land requirement and earth-filIing
volume, and especially to estimate how much rnore land is re-

quired for wheeled transport suilability. The study men-
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tions that the single lane road requires an extra t¡idth of

25' to make it suitable for wheeled trênsport, without not-

ing Èhe kind of wheel-ed transport considered, an important

point, because there are significant variations in size of

different kinds of wheeled vehicles. ¡ 1' A pedal rickshaw,

which is cheap and suitable for rural âreas, requires less

than half the road-space of a truck. It is doubtful whether

an extra 25' width of road surface needs to be added to a

single lane road for rickshaw movement. In addition, wha!

most of the rural areas need is either a road provided where

one does not exist presently, or a road converted to a wal-

kable condition with some earthfilling, culverting and sur-

facing, not a road made suitable for even rickshaw movement.

In addition, an extra annual cost of Tk. 15,000-20,000

per mile road is added, while some bridging and culverting
is already assurned for a earth track suitable for head,/

shoulder loading. The authors should have ¡nentioned how

many culverts and brídges they are considering in a mile.

Moreover, the Iife of aII types of roads is assumed to be 20

years, while the life of an earth track ín an areâ of heavy

rain in Bangladesh may not be equal to that of a concrete

road. In this case, the costs of a concrete road will be

spread over more years, and thus its annual cost will be

The government of Bangladesh determined the specifica-
tion of rural roads whích would vary from 12'-0" to
l6'-0u (crest width), and that of feeder roads which
would Iie 22t-0't (crest width). See Planning Commis-
sion, cOB, Second Five Year PIan (1980-85),p.xv-21.

rt6
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Iess

Another question arises v¡hen a high maintenance cost ís

being spent every year : wilI the road disappear completely

after 20 years ? Or will there remain a repairable road and

if it does, what is the value of it ? And if nothing re-

maíns, what will be the value of land used for road con-

struction at that tirne? Land value is appreciating over

time. Allowance should be made for remaining land value in

cost calculations beíng made during construction.

There is some confusion as well in the calculatíon of

benefits. Column 3 of Table 9 in the study report (p. 416)

suggests that the average volume traded of fertilizer per

minor (prinary) narket ís 0.6 thousand ton in Chandina tha-

na, whereas column 4 of Table 5 above suggests that the sane

figure includes all traded goods, not fertilizer onIy. The

volume of chernical fertilizer per medium (secondary) market

in the thana report becomes the cumulative figure of aII
traded goods in both primary and secondary markêts in Table

5 above. The same is true for major markets. In particu-

lar, the thana report suggests that average volumes of chem-

ical fertilizer per rnedium (secondary) and major (tertíary)

market are 2.5 and 7.0 thousand tons per annum respectively,

whereas Table 5 above shows that the cumulative vol.ume of

aII traded goods in primary, secondary and tertíary marke!s

is on the average 7.0 thousand tons. An individual figure



and a cumulâtive figure cannot be same,

figures are not zeroi the volume of one

(fertilizer) cannot be equal to that
ítems.
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however, if othe r

insignificant item

of all signi f icant

The authors use the figures from the Chandina thana sur-

vey as an example. Table 5 above suggests that the average

volume traded in each primary market is 600 tons. It is not

clear, however, how they estimate from this data that 'rthe

main routes into primary hats (markets) will each carry

about 250 tons per annum.rr¡¡? The same problen occurs with

the use of figures from secondary and tertiary markets to

calculate user cost savings in Table 6 (column 5): less

than 428 of the traded volume as enumuated by the field sur-
veyors is used to calculate benefits in the form of user

cost savíng, not to mention the underrecorded voLume of

t,rade and of other benefits created by accessibility.

The calculation of user cost savings is affected by three

additional factors. First, atthough it is mentioned in the

Chandina thana report lhat the volume of goods ís double

that the amount traded, since goods are transported once in

and again out, only one-way movement is considered for ben-

efit calcufation. Therefore, the benefits should be double

that appear in Table 6. Secondly, the annual movement of

l-0,000 tons of goods to and from pick-up points is not con-

I¡,7 Bangladesh Rural RuraI Transport SEù,, p. Z3
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sídered. Thirdly, the benefits to passenger traf f j.c are

ignored altogether. In addition, allowance should be made

for probable underrecording by the enumerators.

I,te now intend to calculate benefits from whatever data

are available in the Chandina report for cornparison. Tables

7 and L0 (p.af + and 418) of the study suggest that the âver-

age volunes entering primary, secondary and tertiary markets

are 135, 854 and 2,483 maunds per market day respeclively

which total annually 14,640, 64,050 and 1,86,225 respective-

ly, In tonnage, the averãge volume entering each of the

primary, secondary and tertíary markets are respective).y

5I4, 2,346 and 6,821 tons per annum, This total is based on

lhe authors' assumption that there are 104 market days in

the case of primary mârkets, and 75 for secondary and terti-
ary markets.

In the câses of the secondary and tertíary markets, the

benefits of upgrading an earth road to brick,/bitumen,/con-

crete are calculated by considering a shift from rickshaw to

truck. But the Chandina report (p.418) suggests that 68.5

and 90 percent of goods are shipped by head loading into

tertiary and secondary markets respectively. Therefore,

benefits to normal traffic will be the savings derived by

shippíng these volumes of goods by trucks instead of head,/

shoulder loading, not instead of shipping by rickshaw. Tak-

ing this factor into consideration, the benefits to normal

traff ic âppear as folLows.
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TÀBLE 7

Benefits to Nornal Traffic of Upgrading Roads (Revised)

". Thc movcmenc of ó8.5%, 22.5'L a¡d 97" of goods iñto rcrtiary markeas was
rc¡rorced co bc by head/shoulder loading, pcdal rickshaw, and o¡her modes
rcspectively. For simpliciÈy of calculacion, thc 97. l-ry other modes has
bcen includcd in shiprnenÈ by pedal rickshar¡.

In addition, I0,000 tons are !raded annually through

pick-up points (or 20,000 tons considering both ways) .

These points are usuaLly located in vilLages where head or

shoulder loading is the major mode of transport. If roads

are upgraded to faciLitate pedal rickshaw movement, the sav-

ing per ton,/mile will be between 15 and 20 taka. Thus the

annual saving will be between 300 and 400 thousand taka,

Moreover, one may expect that the reduction in transport

charge will not be Limited to the movement of goods only.

It is most likely that the transport cost of passenger traf-
fic wiIl also fall, and that these savings may not be Iess

Upg rad I ng
and Ma rke t

Served

Ner¡
Mode

Exlstfng
Hode

Savfng
lkl Ì.or./

mi le

Hod eu I se
Tonnage

P.a.
( o00)

Toca I
Savlnts
Per Hi Le

P.a.
( one r^,a y )

Total
Savlngs
Per Hi le

P.'a.
boch way s )

From pedestrian
t rack Èo earth road
(single Iane) serv-
i ng prÍ¡riary na rkec

Peda I
rlckshaç¡

Head or
shoulder
loadlng

15-20 o.514 8- 10 16-20

Fron
earth

road r o
bricK,

b:, cumen
a nd

c onc rcte
road

sc rv ing

Seconda ry
ma rke t Truck

Head or
shoulder
I oad ing

20-3 3 2.111

o .2)5
44-7 3 88-146

Ped a I
rickshaw

7-14

Te rc iâ ry
mâ rkc t Truck

Head or
s hou lder
loading

20-33 4.612

2r6-368
Peda I

r ickshau 7-lt 2. t49'
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than those to goods movement. If they are equally signifi-
cantr then the benefits figures in the Last column of Table

7 wíll be doubled. Besides, allowance should be made for

the underrecording of !rade volumes in market surveys by an

insuf f ic ient number of enumerators.

The real benefit fígures may thus be more than double

those appearing in Table 7. Now let us compare lhe benefits

with lhe cost figures. without making any allowance for the

underestimation of benefits mentioned above, and considering

the benefits to goods movement calculated on the basis of

infornation recorded by enumerators, the annual benefits of

upgrading an earth road to a brick/concrete,/bitumen road

serving secondary and tertiary markets are 88-146 and

216-368 thousand taka respectively, whereas the annual costs

of construction and maintenance are 82-98 to 104-125 thou-

sand taka respectively. Benefíts are higher thân costs.

The benefits of upgrading a pedestrían track to an earLh

road serving a primary market âref however, Iess than its
costs, because upgrading of a road suítable for rickshaw

movenent is said to require a vlidth of road and bridges

suitable for truck movement. Às indicated above, this re-

sults in an overestimation of the cost of construction. The

cost of improving a road suitable for rickshaw movenent

wíII be 18-24 thousand taka per mile, whereas the benefíts

are f6-20 thousand taka per annum. This excludes benefiLs

to passenger traffic and other benefits as indicated above
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vrhich, if included, ñây raise Lhe total benefits well over

costs.

Furthermore, the Chandina lhana is " weII developed'r com-

pared to other ruraL areas of Bangladesh. As the authors

mention (p.22), transport charges vary inversely with the

quatity of roads, so that when roads are improved in a less

developed ãreâ, the transport charges for head,/shoulder

loading are expected lo be more than those in a more deveL-

oped area like the Chandina thana. Therefore the difference

between the charges of head loading and truck shipnent ltill
be greater than that in lhe Chandina survey, and thus the

benefit figures will be higher even for the same vofume of

shipment. This concerns only user cost savings, which are

no! considered very important for rural areas. What is more

important ís access to agricultural services, inputs, cred-

it, healthcare and the like. The authors say, in relation

to these benefits, that, since trânsport cost is a small

proportion of commodity and fertiLizer prices, transport im-

provement wilI not have nuch effect on agricultural produc-

tion. This conclusion, however, ignores such important de-

velopmental benef its of transport changes as access !o

institutional credit, which reduces the cost of production,

and to pesticides, which will protect crops from damage.

Such effects (which wiII be taken up later) cannot be disre-
garded. Therefore, lhe authors' comments on the benefit to
generated traffic seem to be incomplete.
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The study presents no cost estirnates for the improvement

of water$ays except to say thät it is "likely to be costly"
and will depend on the hydrological conditions. À few cost

figures are presented from secondary sources in a confused

way. The cost of mechanising a country boat of a 500 maund

capacity ât 1973 prices is as follows:r'8
Enqine

AnnuaI Commercial cost (taka) 3,654 5,1-21 12 t975

AnnuaI economic cost (tâka) 2,716 3,795 9,629

Thus three different figures have been presented for each of

the annual commercial and economic costs, without mentioning

which is related to what.

The relationship between transport charges and the dis-
tance trâvelled by naterwâys is presenled in a diagram which

suggests an inverse relationship between the two variables.
The authors argue that, because charges for short trips are

higher, the shortening of distances by waterways improvement

will not lead to transport cost savings; that the use of wa-

ter\,rays instead of richshaws will not save cost since they

have alrnost the same costs; and that mechanisation is expen-

sive and will reduce employment among those s'ho operate

country boats.

Ibid., p.26.
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However, if speed is essentiaÌ for producers, there may

be a justification for mechanisation. For example, perisha-

ble crops (pineapples and bananas) are damaged due to trans-

portatíon problems and a vast area suitable for their culti-
vation remains uncultivated because of transporLation

difficulties. The authors suggest thât rnechanísation is
justified in such cases.

Although the cost-benefít analysis of e¡aterways is of an

a priori nature and unsupported by data, the comments seem

to correspond to reality. E\ten though rural BangLadesh is

criss-crossed by sma1l canals and low muddy land, wâterwâys

navigable in all weather are rarer except in some southern

riverine dislricts. In most parts of the country's rural

areas, rural roads appear to be the best alternative to wa-

terways in ter¡ns of costs and benefits. Boats are essential

to derive benefits from waterways, whereas roads can be used

for travel even without a vehicle, and hence very small

farmers and the landless poor can also benefit f rorn road ím-

provement s .

In summâryf this traditional approach for the evaluation

of rural transport improvement was criticized in the study

because it could not consider the distribution and the com-

position of benefíts. The authors have presented instead

theír own 'proposed approach', which, as mentioned earlier,
is meânt to examine! (a) how transport cost savings are
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dístributed arnong agricultural producers I transport opera-

Èors, traders and any other party affected by lransport

changes, (b) how the agriculturists will respond to changes

in f arrn gate prices of agricultural produce, and (c) whether

any other obstacle exists which may prevent the developmen-

tal effects of rural trânsport improvement from being real-

i zed .

In other words, the proposed approach recognizes that the

developmental effects of improving rural transport depend on

the extent to which transport cost savings are passed on to

farmers in the form of higher farm gate prices of agricul-
tural produce and loh'er input prices, on the relation of

such transport cost savings to the overall costs of produc-

tion, and on the extenl to iehich farmers can respond to such

price incent ives.

The ways in which the user cost savings may be distribut-
ed among different groups of beneficiaríes and the obstacles

to passing on these savings to the producers have been ex-

plained in a diagram which may be t.ranslated into words as

follows. An improvement in transport facility will lead to

a reduction in transport charges, which in turn wiIl lead to

higher profits for transport operators. Higher profits may

attract new entries into the transport industry resulting in
competition among the operators, or there may be a cartel
agreemênt among them. In the latter case, all the profits
may be retained by trânsport operatorsf and hence the ben-
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efits of transport improvement will have no effect, on

agricultural production. If, holrever, there exists compe-

Èition in the commodity market, the transport cost savings

will be reflected in the form of higher farm gâte prices of

agricultual commodities and in lower input prices, which

will lead to higher profits for farmers. This increase in

profits rnay lead to íncreased agricultural production from

more intensive cultivation of the existing crops or from a

sr¡itch to more profitable crops. rf new land is made

available by transport improvements, employment and output

will increase further.

This is the maín theme of the proposed approach as op-

posed to the traditional approach to the evaluation of rural

transport changes. In the report, however, the only evi-
dence of a rural transport evaluation along the lines of Èhe

proposed approach appears in some comment6 in 'Conclusions

and Recommendations'.

While these conclusions and recommendations rsil1 be taken

up laler, it seems appropriate to mention a few of then

which are related to the proposed approach. Regarding the

structure of commodity mârkets, the authors say:

The amount of data which we were able to collect
on this topic was limited but it is clear that
most farners are in the hands of a very limited
number of traders when selling in primary hats.
These traders advance money to buy inputs and food
before harvest in return for a share of the paddy
at harvest time. This share is bought at a price
that ensures a very high interest rate to lhe
trader Àccess to government credit is time
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consuming and difficult. Credil agencies are
often at a considerable distance and making these
journeys may absorb up to 25å of the credit ap-
plied for Many rural areas remain isolated
irom banking facilit.ies through which loans will
be made available. t t '

While the text presents no supporting data, the Sulla

thana report, which is placed in the Àppendíx, provides some

evidence for the statement that "most farmers" in rural Ban-

gladesh are tied up with conditional loans fron traders.

The main survey indícates that farmers are tied to condi-

tional Ioans, but "relativeLy littIe detailed information"

was collected. A separate survey was, therefore, made with

a sample of eleven farmers, which reported that:
the rate of interest being charged for a loan tak-
en out in January or February and repaid in April
or May was of the order of 50?. This represents
an annual rate of interest of approximately 400?.
The farmers interviewed suggested that indebted-
ness was widespread in the area and virtualJ.y uni-
versal amongst small farmers.'' o

It ís not mentioned whether only indebted farmers were later
ínterviewed or a sâmple was taken ât randon, whether aII of

the eleven interviewees are indebted, how much credit is

taken by each and why, what percentage of other farmers are

indebted in their views, and so on. The omission of such

relevant information and supporting data from any of the

other four thana surveyed cast some doubt on the conclusion

that "it is clear thal nost farmers' throughout Bangladesh

¡,rt

¡20

Ibid. , pp.48-49

Ibid. , p.4132.
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are tied up with such condítional loans.

In our view, although some conditional indebtedness may

reasonably be suspected in rural areas, it is most Iikely
not as widespread and sizeable as to affect market struc-

ture. Ho!¡ever, there is no study available to support ei-
ther vier.¡. Because some conditional indebtedness is due, as

mentioned by the authors, to the distant location of banking

services from the villages and the isolation of villages,
connecting villages by a fast transport system with places

where banking facilities are located could affect the narket

structure. If greater mobility is provided, travelling to

banks will require shorter absences from the farm. with

this saving of time, the cost of receiving credit wiII fall,
which in turn is expected to reduce indebtedness to local
money lenders. The effect is the reduction of market power

and an increase in lhe degree of competion in the informal

money market, and also in the commodity market if it is
presently less than perfectly competitive.

The authors agree on this point with some reservations.

"It is possible that opening up the srnall markets to traders

by transport improvements r,¡il1 mean increased competition

among traders to both buy goods and provide credit on better

terms to the small farmers"."¡ This possibility may however

be affected by two things: trader penelraLion to small mar-

1¿¡ lbid. , p.50.
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the volurnes in those narkets are low,

free to seII in markets because lheyand farmers mây not be

are tied up with conditional loans.

The authors conclude, regarding market structure in

transport induslry, that

The possibilities of cartelisation of transpor!
and credit will thus be reduced through competi-
tíon. This rnight be particularly true for in-
provement of roads within the thana so that they
become suitable for rickshar¡s. Because the costs
of entry for ricksha¡l are smaIl it is possible
that more traders wilL be able to use them to
reach pr imary markets.

This seems to contend that transport ímprovement is expecled

to mâke the transport induslry more conpetitive. As ex-

plained in the proposed approach, mârket power in transpor!

and commodily markets is the probable obstacle in passing

the benefit of user cost savings on to the farmers. This

obstacle does not seem to be strong and may be expected to

be weakened by transport improvements.

The text of the report, then, does not apply the proposed

approach objectively lo the evaluation of rural transport in
Bangladesh. Neither has such an approach been applied in
the individual thana reports (eppendix A) on which the con-

clusions and recommendâtion of the text seem to have been

based; it is evident only in the description of some relat-
ing data and in some comrnents under headings such as 'Trans-
por! chârges and transport as a constraint' (Chandina thana,

p.AL9), 'Some Iikely effects of transport improvement' (NaI-
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chiti thana, p.457), 'Transport charges and transport as a

constraint' (Ranisankail thana, P.4110), and rTransport im-

pIications' and 'Transport írnprovements' (SuIla thana,

pp.ÀJ.34, À141). of Sulla thana.

Thus, although a broâder approach was proposed because of

the inappropríateness of the traditional one, we do not find

an objective and serious application of the approach for the

evaluation of rural transport ín the study. Insteâd, the

description of the proposed approach is immediately followed

by a separate section which describes the historical nature

of the integrated rural developnent program in Bangladesh

with some a priori comments on the role of rural transport

in thís program, and this is followed by 'conclusions and

recommendations'. Before considering these conclusionsr we

will briefly examine the suggested role of rural transport

in integrated rural development.

THE ROLE OF
DEVgrõÞMeF¡

RURAL TRÀNSPORT IN I NTEGRATED RURAL

The historical developrnenl of the rurâI developmen! pro-

gram in Bangladesh has been described in three out of five
sub-sections (excluding conclusion) in the sLudy report.

Two main points have been emphasised. First, the lion's
share of the benefits from the developmental effects of ín-

creased agriculturat inputs (irrigation, fue1, fertilizer,
pesticides and credit) is received by large farmers, which
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leads to inequality in the distríbution of rural incorne.

Second, there is a lack of co-ordination between different
organisations neant for rural development, although there

exists one organísation, the IRDP (Integrated Rural Develop-

ment Program) r established mainly to integraLe aII rural de-

velopment programs.

The essence of transport-related analysis is as foIlows.
(1) The role of transport should be considered in terms of

its role in the integrated rural development program. (2)

Transport inprovements are not necessary for transportíng

irrigation equipments to sites, since this shipment is re-

guired only once. (3) "without substantial governmenÈ in-
tervention in the form of land reform or major taxalion

changes" I large farmers wiIl benefit from irrigation, higher

yields and transport inprovements. (4) Àlthough the dis-
tribution of agricultural inputs (irrigation pumps, ferti-
).izer, pesticids, fuel, credit etc.) is "adversely effected"

by inadequate rurâI transport, limitations are more 1íkely

to result from problems in the arterial transport system

and administrative bureauc rac i es.

There is not much disagreement on these poinls. However,

the net distributional effect of transport changes is not

very c1ear, since it may resuLt in forces which alter exist-
ing distribution in both directíons. In any event, govern-

nent should take measures to reduce or elirninate âny adverse
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dislributional effect.. lt is emphasized in the fourth

conclusion that !ransport inadequacy provides a bottleneck

to agricultural development by adversely affecting distribu-
tion of inputs, but this is not the only obstacle.

Discussions on rural industries appear next. These indus-

ruraltr ies are emphas i sed

landless and poor.

for providing employment to the

The authors, however, remar ked:

It seems to us highty unlikely that in the fore-
seeable future such rural industries will be es-
tablished at below the level of the thana head-
quarters, ... This will not provide âny
justification for road or transport improvements
below this 1eveI.,,r¿2

Because the authors did not define 'rural industries', íÈ

is difficult to understand the kind and scale of industries

they are talkíng about. Probably they do not mean large

scale rnanufacturing industries, since these are neilher la-
bor-intensive nor feasible in a1I rural areas. Most proba-

bly they have snall and cottage industries in mind. Then

the above quotation implies that smaII and cottage indus-

tries are now non-existent and are 'highly unlikely' to be

established in the 'foreseeable future' below thana level.

However, cottage and sma11 industries do presently exist

throughout rural areas of Bangladesh below thana headquar-

ters. There are !97 ,280 handloom establishments ín Banglâ-

desh, most located in rural areas, with a total of 437f015

L2Z Ibid., p.41
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handlooms. 1 
'z 

3

These industries are, however, facing problems: (1) an

irregular supply of inputs and raw materials, and their high

príces; (2) probLems of marketingi (3) a shortage of credit
and capital; and (4) some competition from the manufacturing

sector.

These facts suggest that, contrary to the authors' state-

ment, although ruraf transport can not be expected to solve

the problems totally, improvements to rurâ] trânsport wiII
help solve the first three problems mentioned above. Fur-

thermore, there is IittIe danger of intensifying competition

by improvenents to rural transport because, for example,

saree produced in cottage industries has a price advantage

over synt,hetic saree which is particularly important in ru-

ral areas. The rural poor cannot afford synthetic saree,

the price of which ranges from Tk.700 to Tk.17,00, as

agains! that of cottage industry saree which varies usually

from Tk.50 to Tk. 300.

The survey next takes up the questions of health, educa-

tion, family planning and other government programs, which

reguire access to rural areas and thus denand good rural
t,ransport. The authors suggested an interestíng alternative

BBS, GOB, Statistical Pocket book of Bangladesh 1980,
p. ¡Íe. rór ïuïTñeï-Gîîdõìõe, seã-ñãiEãnTÏãffi .-E-
bibu1Iah, A.R. Khan, M.À. Mia and À.H.M. Sadeq, Small,/
cottaoe Industrv DeveloDment Potentialitv Studv, (Dhaka:
Department of Finance, University of Dacca, I979't.
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to rural transport:
Ideally, the lack of fast transport might be con-
sidered to be an incentive to develop local facil-
ities and thereby prevent the concentration of
such services in the major centres whích involves
the rural population in long journeys to obtain
benefits. r'¿o

The authors do not mention, however, who will receive the

incentives to develop Lhese facilities locally. Do lhey

have in mind the rural population, most of whom are present-

ly below subsistence level ? Most cannot afford to pay a

physician's fees, or to buy medicine. The rural poor cannol

send their children to schools, because they cannot bear the

educational expenses, and because children have to help

thei r parents in work.

Government provision of these facilities at vilJ.age level

in rural Bangldesh seems not to be feasible. Let us take an

example of medical services. The government cannot yet pro-

vide one qualified medical doctor for each thana of rural
Éangladesh to serve an average population of 185062."s More

than 95* of the villages do not have even primary health fa-

cilities.t26 The authors also poin! to another obstacle, the

shortage of manpower with required skíll. one alternative

Bangladesh Rural TransÞort Study, p.41.
¡, 3 The population of a thana is on the average 185062. See

Iadesh Bureau of Statisfices, Govt. of Bangladesh
istical Pocket Book of Bangladesh 1980, p.81.

Bang
Stat

BBS, GOB,
kâ: BBS,

Socio-Economíc Indicators of Banqladesh, (Ðha-
lgEIl;p:-T¡ã;
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suggested is to form district-based nedical teams whích wiII
travel around and provide medical services. According to

lhe authors, this wÍ1I necessitate a good transport systern

whose benefits, although they cannot be quantified' are of

considerable importance since "they all concern access into

the rural areas and no! access for goods moving outwards to

large urban centres"."' This prograrn, however, nay also noÈ

be feasible. For dístríct-based medical teams to travel up

to 5,089 square nilesr'zs in order to serve a population of

up to 7,6L2,000, as in the Dhaka district, r 2' wouLd require

a very good road system and very high-speed vehicles, or

helicopters, which are not feasible for obvious reasons.

what seems feasible is to develop medical facilities at the

thana level and to provide improved rural or feeder trans-

port; these steps wiIl facilitate access not only to medical

services, but also to servíces like institutional credits,

agricultural inputs and extension services, educationr mâr-

kets, etc .

The authors' conclusion to this section may now be con-

sidered. It has been emphasized that transport should be

considered part of an integrated plan for rural development.

"It appears almost certain" "lhat ruraf transport improve-

ment is not at present a bottleneck to agricultural develop-

!¿1

L2A

L29

Banqladesh Rural TransÞort Study, p.42.

Chittaqong H.T.dislrict has an area of 5,089 sq. miles.

rbid,, p.42.
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ment for the majority of population" and that it may lead to

further inequality in the distribution of rural income.

Holrever, "other aspects of rural development" which cannot

be evaluated in money terms require "reasonable transport".

The conclusion does not seem to be a1l-inclusive as is

evident from above discussion. In addilion, while most of

the conclusion seems consistent, the statenent that trans-

port is not a bottleneck to agricultural development does

not reflect the analysis in this section.

3,5 COMMENTS ON CONCLUSIONS

As indicated earlier, the conclusions and recommendations

related to lhe evaluation of transport improvements are not

based on, or preceded by, any objective analysis along the

Iines of the study's proposed approach. They appear to be

based instead on the individual thana reports which are

placed in Appendix B.

The study concludes that small farmers need to narket

smaLl quantities right after harvest due to indebtedness and

the shorlage of storage facilities. Providing irnproved

storage wilI reduce 'the slrain on rural transporÈ' during

peak demand for it and facílítate the marketing of a genuine

surplus.
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The evidence of only the Nalchiti thana has been present-

edt this is said to show that bet¡reen 30 and 40 percent of

the paddy is sold within two weeks after harvest. We could

not find any basis for this fígure in the Nalchiti report,
which act.ually reveals that small farmers sell only 6.53 of

their paddy within 2 weeks of harvest. If all size groups

are taken together, the total sâle v¡ithin 2 weeks after har-

vest amount,s to 9.4*. " o

Let us examine other thana reports for the relevant in-
formation. In the Rangamati thana, sma1l farmers do not

sell anything within two weeks of harvest or in the rest of

the year (see Tab1e 9, p,A76). None of the other three tha-

na reports contain any information on paddy sale within two

weeks or shortly after harvest. ft is difficult to under- --.
stand why this information has been excluded from these tha-
na reports, since the authors base their first t,v¡o conclu-

sions on it, and the thanas have been surveyed by using a

standard questionnaí re.

The authors suggest two reasons for sale 'shortly afler
harvest': (1) shortâge of credit and (2) Iack of storage

facilities. They díd not, however, provide evidence to sup-

port them. Only the Sulla thana report, in Àppendix B,

provides sone íncomplete infornation on the shortage of

credit (see P.4132); it simply suggesls that some farmers

I30 Ibid., p. À48.
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have borrowed money at very hígh rates of interest. Even if
il is fair to argue from this suggestion that these farmers

are required to sell paddy shortly after harvest to repay

Ioans, no evidence has been províded on how much Ís sold

shortly after harvest. No information is presented on the

indebtedness of the rural people in any of other thênas sur-

veyed .

The only reference made in the text concerning the stor-
age problen is to Sulla thanâ. The Sulla thana report does

not give any data on the state of storage except for a de-

scriptive report of ils condit,ion:

GeneraIl
relative
storage

a
v
f.

fac i 1it ies in
undes i rable

the farms were
for long term
. Consequent-
heir crop soon
it is not usu-

, the farmers
ter harvest ing.

storage
crude and

large tities ofqua n
had

Y,
1y
of

I to dispo
Furthe

paddy
of tsè

rmore,
. ally possible for the farmer to store his crop un-

ti1 the wet season when transport is easier and
when il might be possible to market the paddy him-
seff in nearby hats. '"'

No evidence or data have been provided on ¡+hích these quali-

tative statements can be based and so they do not carry much

weight in an empirical study.

Some detailed data on storage have however been provided

for the Rangamati thana in the Appendix. The average capac-

ily of storage per farm of small, medium and large farmers

ate 27, 32 and 87 maunds respectively.'"' On the other hand,

t'r Ibid.I p.À136.

"'Ibid., p.481.
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average paddy production per farm of small, medium and large

farmers is 39, 42 and 73 maunds.133 These data imply that

each of the large farners have, on the average, an excess

storage capacity of 14 maunds, v¡hile each of the medium and

srnal1 farmers an average capacity shortage respectively for
l-0 and l-2 maunds respectively. If the shortage of storage

capacity is responsible for paddy sale shortly after har-

vest, then big farmers of that thana would not selI anything

within two weeks after harvest, while medium and sma1l farm-

ers would do so. But the study itself shows that small

farmers do not se1I anything at any time of the year, and

that medium farmers selI one maund per farm, nhile each

large farm sells on the average three naunds within two

weeks after hârvest.r3* Thís suggests that sale after har-

vest does not depend on a shortage of storage. If storage

is in any way related to sale after harvest, the relatíon-
ship is positive since high storage capacity is related to
high sale after harvest and vice versa.

Besides, storage does not seem generally to be seriously

inadequale in ruraL Bangladesh. This is supported by the

Chandina !hana study:

storage f acilities.
it is not lack of

se 11 and buy paddy,

r33 Ibid., p.475.
r3' 1bid., p.À76.

Most farmers have good
general, it seens that
that forces far¡ners to
need for cash. '"'

slo
but

Tn
ra9e
the
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Evidence conlained in the study itself establishes,

therefore, that the "Iack of suitable storage" does not con-

stitute one of "the main reasons" for selling paddy shorlly
after harvest.

It is, however I true that farmers sell crops and buy

again later for their consumption due to varíous reasons.

Fírst, agriculture is the main source of income for most

farmers. They se11 crops to buy other necessities through-

out the year. Àt the end, nothing remains for consumption,

and hence they buy again. Ðuring this buying period they

usually postpone almost everything that is not necessary for

survival, Iike clothes and shoes. Once the harvest is gath-

ered, they try to buy the postponed things and hence some

crops are sold after harvest. Second, harvest tirne is the

traditional period of social visits. À11 relations will
visit each other and stay a few nights. The hosts, who have

to provide feasts, must raise money from sales. Third, some

farmers sell some produce to repay loans. Finally, in some

cases¡ storage problems may also cause some disposal by

sale.

The first two reasons seem to be the najor causes of saLe

after hârvest. Storage facilities have litt1e to do with

them, and it does not seen feasible to provide enough credit
for these purposes. Improved storage and more accessible

Ibid., p.425.
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Iast two cases which are no!,

sale after harvest.however, the main causes of

The storage solution raises several additional questions.

What kind of storage will be provided? WiIl an independent

store be constructed in each snall or big f arm, or will
there be a common godown in each village for the inhabi-

tants? If a common storage facility, what will be the costs

of construclion, management, securiLy measures, devices to

protect crops, and movement to and from lhe godown? Who

wiII bear its large fixed and regular costs? will the stor-
age have any complementary effects, since improved rural
transport, which is to be replaced by this pIan, has many

other functions besides marketing paddy after harvest?

On the other hand, if a separate godown is proposed for
each farrn, its cost may nol be feasible. Apart from this,
such a proposal may solve very little o! the problem. Stor-

age cannot act as a substitute for rural transport in meet-

ing demands for accessíbilty to education, health, family

planning, agricultural extension servicesf etc.

The study concludes that people are dissatisfied about

the state of rural transport nol mainly because of the ina-

dequacy of the transport infrastructure, but at least partly
due to the shortage of vehicles. Because of this shortage,

small farmers are tied to smal,L local narkets.
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Let examine the thana reports to find out the peoplers

actual response. In the Nalchiti tbana, existing transport
was viewed as inadequaLe/vety poor by 88, 92 and 69 percent

of small, rnedium and large farmers respectively, and as ade-

qua te,/rea sonabl e by 12, I and 31 percent of small, medium

and large farmers respectively.'"' In Rangamati, lhe present

state of lransport was viewed as inadequate,/very poor by

about 62, 64 and 43 percent of small, medium and large farn-
ers respectively, and as adequa te,/rea sonabl e by the rest.'"'
In the Chandina thana, present transport vras viewed as inad-

equate,/very poor by 78, 87 and 96 percent respectively of

sma11, medíum and Iarge farmers, and as adequate/rea sonabl e

by the rest.'3'In lhe Ranisankail thana, the views of trad-
ers instead of those of farmers are presented. About 88

percent cf the traders intervíewed consider the present

transport as very bad/bad/ inadequate. r",

In the Sulla thana report, this information is dropped

for reasons unknown to us. However I some idea about the

adequacy of transport can be drawn from the authors' own

statement : "It is a renote area about 40 mites from lhe

nearest good road and accessible only by water trans-

Ibid., p.À50.

Ibid., p.À81.

Ibid., p.421.

ibid., p.À11L.
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The all-weather water route, however, is very lim-

Considering the response of farmers in three thanas, we

find that on the average 76, 8! and 69 percent of small, me-

dium and large farmers consider the existing state of rural-

transport as inadequate or very poor. AII size groups taken

together, 752 of fârners think it inadequate or very poor.

About 88 percent of traders in Ranisankail thana consider

the present state of rural transport inadequate, bad, or

very bad.

This is the evidence for which an explanation is given in
the conclusions without reporting the finding. The explana-

tion is that dissatisfaction with the exis!ing sLate of ru-
ral transport in Bangladesh is due to the lack of vehicles,
but the evidence provided in the study itself seems to con-

tradict this position. For instance, in the Natchiti thana,

362 and 768 respectively of small and large farmers own

boats, whereas 88? and 69å of thern respectively consider

present transporÈ to be inadequate or very poor. Ì{iha t per-

centage of medium farmers own boats is not reported. It nay

however be expecled to be between 368 and 76*, that is,
about 55å.'n' Noh', íf only those who do not own vehicles or

boats are to express dissatisfaction, then only 248 insteâd

'.0 Ibid., P. A123.

¡{¡ Ibid., p.À49.
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88å of smalI farmers should ex-

the present condition of trans-

Thus the lack of vehicles or

important cause of dissatisfac-

The study concludes lhat fertilizer distribution benefits

Iarge farmers, because they can travel to distribution cen-

tres located at distant markets, and can give bribes (bansh-

ish) lo get it. The first of these two causes involves

problems in rural transport, and thus transport improvements

are Iikely to help reduce this inequality in the distribu-
tion of fertilizer. Eor exa¡nple, if the road transport net-

work is improved so that a farmer does not have to walk

along a difficult path or through paddy fields, and does not

have to pass across unbridged canals and lov¡ muddy lands, he

can move fast even without any vehicle. This may make fer-
tilizer more âccessible to small farmers.

An alternative solution may be to âppoínt a large number

of dealers in fertilizer so that ít can be distributed at

village leveIs. Distribution of fertilizer through exten-

sive dealership outside the direct control or supervision of

thana Ievel officers nay, however, create ânother problem in

the form of bribery, which wiLl increase the cost of ferti-
lizer.
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Thana reports do not provide any evidence for the second

cause of ineguitable fertilizer distribution. 9lhi1e nobody

can rule out the possibility of bribes in fertilizer distri-
bution, lhe probabilíty may not be very high. If it is
found to be an important faclor, though, then one solution
would be to eliminate dealership in ferliLizer distribution
and to distribute it directly under the supervision of thana

level offícers. In that case, thana headquarters should be

weIl-connected with villages so that farmers can easily
lravel to pick it up, or thana level officers can make fre-
quent pre-notified visits to viLlages for fertilizer distri-
bution. this would require !ransport inprovement.

The study concludes that the benefits of irrigation are

also restricted to large farmers. vle could find no related
information in thana reports except for that from the SuLla

thana, the evidence of which contradicts this conclusion.

In the SuIla thana, the irrigated acreage of sma11 farmers

is reported to be higher than that of large farmers. Land

irrigated per acre of small farmers is 0.21 and that of

Iarge farrners is 0.20.'o'¿ln addit,ion, small farmers have a

higher productivity per acre of HYV paddy, which is usually
produced in irrigated land, than medium and large farm-

ers. t n 
"

Ibid. , p. 4I31.

Ibid., p. À130.
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A conclusion is drawn âbout the role of traders, credit,
and indebtedness. Institutíonal credits are located at dis-
tant places necessitating expensive journeys which may ab-

sorb 'up to 258 of the credít applied for', and hence small

farmers are tied to conditional high-interest credits from

traders. Although no supporting data are available in lhana

reports, except for some incomplete infornation from the

Sulla thana, this conclusion appears to reflect the reality
that most farmers obtain credit from money lenders at very

high inlerest rates, and some of them resort Lo conditional
loans as well. We could not, however, find any evidence

rqhich would support a conclusion on the degree of competi-

tion as strong as this: "... it is clear that most farmers

are in the hands of a very J.imited number of traders when

selling in primary hats".¡44 In the Sulla thana, a survey of

11 farmers suggests that local credits have been obtained at

very high rate of interest. The state of conditional loans

nay be reflected in the different prices for paddy sold by

smaIl and large farmers,'o' but this difference could also

be the result of a bad transport system and of the consider-

able distance of market locations.

It is also concluded that the government rice procurement

program (GRPP) favors traders and large farmers. We could

not find evidence in any of the five thana reports to sup-

'oo Ibid., p.48.
r45 Ibid., p. À132.
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port this conclusion. The authors have talked about break-

ing the monopoly in this market, but lhe government procure-

nent is such a small fraction of total narketed rice that it
is no more than an insignificant buyer in a competitive mar-

ket.¡o' However, if the benefits of the GRPP âre to be made

available to small farmers, however insignificant they might

be, the GRPP cent.res should be made accessible to small

farmers. This has transport irnplications, since procurement

at the village level will be highly expensive.

It is enphasized that alI investment and developmenl work

should be considered in an integrated way by considering the

effects of each on the other. This comment is valuable and

there is no disagreement on that.

Rural transport is evaluated ín the study by measuring

the benefits obtainabLe in the process of shipping food

grains out of IocaL areas; movement of nôn-food items and

even of food grains into the area are excluded. Movement of

passenger trâffic is not considered at aI1, nor are benefits

other than transport cost savings in the form of accessibil-
ity to educaLion, health care, agricultural extension servi-
ces, tírnely supply of ínputs and pesticides, family plan-

146 For instance, the total production of foodgrains was
13i.32400 tons in Bangladesh in 1978-79, whereas the gov-
ernment procurement varied from l-4000 to 355000 tons
from 1973 to 1979. The governmenl procurement varied
roughly from 0.1-å to 2.72 of total production. See Ban-
gladesh BBS¡ cOB, Thana Statístics, (Dhaka: BBS, 1981),
p.1, also by the same author, Ee¡gledesb Econg¡iq lu!-vey, 1981-82, p.315.
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ning, institutional credits and so on. It will require a

serious empirical study to show exactly what fraction of the

total obtainable benefits is considered here for the evalua-

tion.

We have shown in our comments on traditional cost-benefít
analysis that its calculations are erroneous. A corrected

analysis shows that benefits in the form of user cost sav-

ings in shipping food grains are higher than the costs of

upgrading roads, even if benefits to passenger traffic are

not considered and no allowance is made for other factors.
If the developmental effects of road improvement are includ-
€d, the benefits are expected to be significantly greater

than costs.

Costs ãnd benefits are calculated, although erroneously,

for improvements to rural roads, but not for walerways; in-
stead an analysís of an almost. a priori nature is made. In

our view, the latùer analysis is inconplete as a basis for
any conclusions. A complete analysis of costs and probable

benefits is necessary for a proper evaluation. In addition,
it seems to us apparent that rural roads rather than water-

ways are the appropriate candidates for improvement from

costs, benefit and distribu!ion considerations. Even the

Iandless poor can get benefits from road improvements,

whereas no benefits can be derived from waterways without a

boat.
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Another conclusíon is drawn lhat the distribution effect

of transporl improvemenls wilI be uneven: transport changes

will benefit traders and large farmers and so adversely af-
fect the relative position of smal1 farmers. Traders are

benefited since they own vehicles which can be used for

faster movement to primary, medium and tertiary markets at

cheaper costs. Large farners also own vehicles. They can

reach large narkets quickly and cheaply, and get higher

pr ices for their products.

On the other hand, lhe small farmers do not own vehicles,

nor can they híre vehícles for the small quantity they sel};
in addition, they cannot ]eave their farms during harvest

time. No cornpetition among the traders and trãnsport opera-

tors is expected to benefit small farmers, because the trade

volume at local markets is snall and the farmers are tied to

conditional loans.

The net effect of rural transport changes is to increase

the ínequality in the distribution of rural income as a re-

sult of trânsport ímprovements.

This conclusion is concerned with the transport cost sav-

ings only, and excLudes other benefits. In addition, a ve-

hicle is not a necessary condition for faster novement. If
a farmer can walk to a market on a hard-surface road instead

of walking in ankle-deep mud, lhrough knee-deep water, or

across paddy fields without any earth !rack, or instead of
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following a diverted road due to bridgeless deep wàter, then

he can move fast and reach large narkets more easily and

sooner. In fact, even traders and large farmers in rural
Bangladesh rarely use vehicles unless on a walerrr'ay; instead

headloading is wídely used. Large farmers have the advan-

tage of spare time because they can hire labor for farm care

during theír absences. A snall farmer, who cannot afford to
hire labor, cannot travel to large markets. If travel time

becomes less due to trânsport improvement, a smalI farmer

could also reach a large market. In addition, the distribu-
tion of other developmental benefits, which we will see lat-
er, may well be equitable. Therefore, the ownership of ve-

hicles does not seem to be â very significant factor in the

distribution of benefits from trânsport changes.

If small f arrners can reach large marketsf new trader en-

try into local commodity markets is not necessary, although

it is not valueless. In addition, the conclusion mentions

the possibility of the entry into lhe transport industry of

a low-cost pedal rickshaw. In that case even the small

farmers could hire rickshaw service to reach larger markets

to get the benefit of high price differential.'o?

Some concluding rernarks are made in the study on the in-
tegrated rural development program (IRDP) which have impli-
caLions for ruraL transport. In order to develop a rural

The di str i but ional effects of
analysed in Chapter v.

transporl changes wi I1 be
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area in an íntegrated v¡ay, access should be provided for

different agricuLtural inputs, for health and family plan-

ning officers, for education, and for other programs. uÀf-

ter consideration of all factors of developnent in a rural
area it may be advisable to make some improvement to the

transport positions''.l¡" Accordingly, some priorities have

been suggested to improve rural transport up !o the standard

of rickshaw movement. t'e

3.6 TWO SETS OF I'SUMMARY ANÐ RECOMMENDATIONSII OF ODG ÀND

Às nentioned earlier, the st,udy was carried ouL jointly
by the Overseas Ðevelopment Group and the Transport Survey

section (Tss) of the covernment of Bangladesh. The field
surveys were carríed and the report written by four overseas

advisors of ODG and one Research Officer of the TSS."o The

two sides of the study team agreed on the main text, includ-

ing the "Conclusions and Recomrnendat i on s'r as they appear in

the text. They could not agree, however, on the "Summary

and Recommendâtions", and hence two sets of thern appear in

the study report, those of the TSS appearing in the begin-

ning of the report and the ones of the ODG in the Appendix.

t 48

14'

Ibid., p. 51

Other administrative and management related reconmenda-
tions are not of our concern and therefore are not com-
mented.

ruo Ibid., p. 4173-4174.
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The report presents the disagreement as follows:

unfortunately, the Bangladesh side and their over-
seas advisors reached different conclusions. So
it has not been possible to âgree to a single set
of recommendat ions. t 5 t

The "Summary and Recommendations" of the Bangladesh side

eontains sorne findings and recommendations on lhe need for,
and benefits of, rural transport improvement. The substance

is as follows. The inadequacy of transport facilities is a

constraint on agricultural development: "Ruraf transport at

present provides positive constraint to agricullura1 devel-

opment and social upliftnen!", "' because present transport

is extremely slow, and hence "Transport development ... is a

must ... to break through the 'vicious circle' of poverty

and for striding towards a higher level of equ i I i br i um. " ' s '
Transport improvement ¡¡iI1 increase the radius of sub-urban

areas, ¡vhich will reduce pressure on urban areas. It will
provide ernployment to the unemployed during construction and

extend the job market after construction. The user cost

saving criterion is not appropriate for the evaluation of

rural transport changes, because most benefits, ¡vhich also

include polical considerations, internal law and order, and

external defence, are not included. The justification of

rural transport development may come from the Food for work

Ibid., p.iii.
Ibid., p.v.

Ibid., p.v-vi.

r61

t52

r53
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Program and self-heIp schemes in which case the prograrns

should be co-ordinated. Since the gestaLion period of im-

provements to the transport infrast.ructure is longer than

thât of other improvements , " .. . trânsport improvements nay

have to precede developments of other inputs,/facilities as a
part of an overall development package"r5 a ; but if they are

completed well before others, income inequality, which how-

ever can be handled with fiscâI measures, frây be created.

Further justification for improving rural transport will
come from an increase in cropping ratio where it is present-

Iy 1ow, or from improved accessibility .

These argurnents in favor of rural transport improvements

imply that the study has already established the positive
developmentâI effects of transport changes. It is, however,

difficult for a careful reader Lo accept them as conclusions

derived from the report since the study has consistenÈIy,

and apparently deliberaLely, argued ãgainst transport im-

provements.

The main theme of the study, though, is reflected in some

olher findings and recommendâtions, the substance of vrhich

is as follows. The marketable surplus in agriculture is
smaJ-l, but seasonal marketing is high due to a shortage of

sÈorage and indebtedness. Therefore, transport problems can

be âttacked by providing credits and storage facilities.¡"s

ibid., p.ix.
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Here lies the contradiction. Most of the "arguments" I râth-

er than findings or conclusions, in this summary allempt to

establish thal the inadequacy of rural transport is a con-

straint on agricultural development, and hence inprovement

is needed and should reasonably precede other development

programs. r s6 But it is said elswhere thât transport problems

arise from seasonal marketing caused by indebtedness and

storage inadequacy. Thís can be dealt r,¡ith by providing

credit and storage. This inplies that transport is not a

real constra int on development.

A further contradiction is evident in points 8 and i.2 of

the summary part of "Summary and Recommendatíons". The for-
rner says that lhe user cost savings criterion, which has

been used in the study for the evaluation of transport

changes, is not appropriate for rural transport evaluation,

whereas the latter states that the "Methodology for rural

transport survey and techniques for identification of trans-

port projects have been established through the present

study"ru' and "it would be highly desirable that the TSS re-

peats similar studies in other case of Bangladesh.""'

¡56

t6?

!54

See points l- and 2 of the sumnary part of the "Summary
and Recommendations". Ibid. , p.v.

See point 3,4 ,7 ,8,9,10,lJ. and 13 of the summary part of
"Summary and Recommendations", ibid., p. v-ix.
Ibid., p.viii
Ibid., p.viii.
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we now turn to the "Summary and Recomrnendalions" of the

oDG. The advisory team of the ODG does not see the diffi-
culty of ruraL transport in Bangladesh as the major con-

straint on agricultural development; instead the con-

straints, according to them, are "associated ¡sith unequal

access !o resources and tied marketing arrangements v¡ibh

traders where competition is limiled".r* They argue that

transport improvements wilI provide a greater advantage to

traders and large farmers. Although transport changes wilI
increase enployrnent during construction, employment will de-

crease in the long run. The seasonal marketing of agricul-
tural products can be reduced by providing credit and stor-
age facilities. However, a justification of transport

changes may corne from the need for movement of scarce

skitted manpower. Transport matters should be considered

only as a part of a package development program. The Food

for }lork Program rnay incJ.ude a transport aspect.

These recommendations seem lo reflect the views ex-

pressed throughout the study¡ although they are sometímes

unsupported by facts. Comments on them have already been

made .

The oDG experts see "little need" for further studies of

a similar type unless the circumstances of any area are very

different from those of the areas included ín the study.

I5' Ibid., P.A175.
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This contradicts the TSS view thal such studies should be

repeated. In this author's view, the approach applied to
evaluate rural transport changes is inadequate, because it
cannot take all probable benefits into consideration. In

addition¡ even the user cost savings are not considered fu1-

Iy and the surveys are subject to a high risk of biases.

This type of study cannot make a proper evaluation of rural
transport improvement. Hence, the need for such an evalua-

tion is not finished¡ as the ODc implies; and the continu-

tion of similar work ¡,rill not he1p, as TSS suggests.

3.7 SUMMÀRY AND CONCLUDTNG REMARKS ON BRTS

1. The Bangladesh Rural Transport Study is the first sys-

tematic inquiry into rural transport in Bangladesh which

subjects it lo formal analysis and initiates a controvery as

lo the role of rural transport improvement in agricultural
and rural development.

2. The study does not specify any well-defined set of key

questions and issues to be investigated; instead a whole

list of issues is raised in several sections under different
heads.

3. The study is empirical in nature, and relevant data are

collected from both primary and secondary sources. A thana

is chosen as the basic unit of the survey, and five out of

the 586 thana of Bangladesh are surveyed.
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4. The survey findings appear to have been affected by

biases ín selecting thana for surveys and households for in-
terviews. These biases might have affected evaluâtions and

conclusions.

5. One of the most imporÈant kinds of information collected

from market surveys is about the movement of goods, along

with other related data, on which the whole evaluation is

based. It seems likely that a serious underrecording of

trade volume led to the underestirnation of trade volume and

benefits, and thus affected the evaLuation of rural trans-
port improvement and conclusions.

6. To evaluate transport changes, the study compares the

costs of construction with benefits to be obtained in the

form of cost savings. Cost estimates seem to be arbitrary.
The study does not provide any detailed breakdown of cost

figures, nor is any basis indicated.

7. The benefit calculations appêar to be erroneous and ar-

bitrary as well. The only benefits considered are the user

cosL savings, which are merely a part of benefits, and even

these âre seriously underestimated. Although five t.hana are

surveyed for the purpose of evaluation, only one of them is

used for evaluation. Because of such errors and shorlcom-

ings, along with probable underrecording of trade volumes

and failure to include the developmental benefits, cost sav-

ings appear to be less than road construction costs.
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8. Being unable to check cost calculations for road

construction, because a detailed breakdown of cosls is not

provided, we could check benefits only by calculating them

from inf or¡nation contained in the Chandina thana report.

wit,hout considering cost savings to passenger traffic and

that to shipment to and from pick-up points, the user cost

savings derived from upgrading an earth road to brick,/con-

crete/bitumen road serving secondary and tertiary markets

exceed the costs of its construction and maintenãnce. Thê

cost savings of upgrading a padestrian track to an êarth

road serving a primary market appear to be less than costs,

when the earth road suitable for rickshaw movemenL is said

to require the width of a truck road. But !,rhen allowance is
mâde for the appropriate width reguirement cost savings are

just sufficient to cover the costs. This again excludes the

savings to passenger traffic and other benefits, including

savings to goods movement which are traded through pick-up

poinLs. Further allorsance sha1l have to be made for devel-

opmentâl benefits, for the probable underrecording of trade

vol-umes, for the biases in the field survey and so on.

9. The evaluation of !,¡aterways is very deficient. Costs

and benefit calculations are not made; instead an attempl is
made by argumenls of a priori nature to show that the ben-

efits do not, justify waterways improvements.
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10. The lransport cost savings criterion, which is used to

evaluate rural transport, is later crÍticized on the ground

lhat it cannot take the distributional aspec! into consider-

ation. Hence a broader approach is proposed in order to con-

centrate on the distribution of cost savings among different
affected groups and on other obstacles whích may adversely

affect the rnaterialization of cost savings in the form of

agricultural development. l,lhi1e the user cost savings do

not appear to be the only, or even the major, benefits of

trânsport changes in rural areas, the study is skeptical

about lhe realization of even these savings in the form of

agricultural development, and does not speak of other devel-

opmentâ1 effects of transport changes. Therefore the pro-

posed approach does not appear to be appropriate for objec-

tive evaluat ion.

1l-. ÀIthough a broader approach, however inadequate and in-
appropriate it might be, is proposed, its data collection
method explained and five thana surveyed for the purpose, it
is not applied objectively in the text of the report, except

for some concluding comments some of which âre unsupported

by survey data and others of vrhich even contradict the evi-
denc e .

12. A few examples of the improper use of thana information

are as follows. It is said that between 30 and 40 percent

of the paddy is sold within two weeks after harvest in NaI-
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chiti thana I whereas the Nalchiti thana report suggests it
to be only 9.4 percent. The reasons are said to be condi-

tional in debtedness and storage inadequacy. There is no

strong evidence of conditional indebtednesas in any of the

thana reports, and slorage facility is found to be positive-

Iy related to sale âfter harvest, which contradicts the

study conclusion. Dissatisfaction i,rith the exisling condi-

tion of rural transport is said to depend on the Lack of ve-

hicle ownership, whereas evidence to the contrary is availa-

b1e in thana report. It is said that farge farmers derive a

greater advantage from agricultural development due to un-

even access Lo ínputs and that this equality will be rein-

forced by transport ímprovements. This argunent is of a

priori nature, except for the supporting facl that the large

farmers of some areas own relatively more vehicles. ÀI-

though large farmers nay be expected to receive nore ben-

efits in this way, transport improvement may also open up

some ways in ¡vhich sma11 farmers wiII be more benefited.

These are ignored in the study.r60 rt is mentioned that ru-

ral industries are important to create employnent for the

abundant labor force, but there is no hope of their estab-

lish¡nent in the foreseeabfe future at below lhana level.

This statement is contradicted by the fact that rural indus-

tries already exist in rural Bangladesh at below thana lev-

e1.

r 6 0 The distributional implications of transport changes
will be analysed Iater.
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13. It is, however, agreed in lhe study that rural transport

is importanL to provide accessibility to ruraL areas for the

Iinited amount of skilled manpower, ând that accessibility
justif ies transport changes.

14. ÀIthough the ODG and TSS reach a cosensus in the report,

they differ in summary and recommendation, and hence two

sets of them are presented. The TSS summary and conclusions

do not seen to reflect the conclusions of the report's lext,
and even contradict each other. Àttempts âre rnade by the

TSS estabLish that the inadequacy of transport provides a

constraint !o rural development. Elsewhere, however, í! is

said that transport inprovement is not really necessary, be-

cause the problems are created by indebledness and storage

shortage which can be solved by the provision of credits and

slorage facilities. In addition, the criterion of user cost

savings for the evaluation of rural !ransport improvements

is considered inappropriate, bul it is latter agreed that
the TSS should repeat such studies by following the estab-

Lished methodology. The ODG, however, argues consistently

against transport improvement, and concludes that no fur-
ther study is required for evaluation, except in special

cases. Its approâch, however, is inadequate lo consider alI
probable benefits from trânsport changes and hence is inap-

propriate.
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15. Overall, lhe rnainstream of the sludy ârgues althrough

consistently against rural transport changes in Bangladesh.

AII the errors in the use of thana information indicated

above seem to be directed to support this position.

16. Since the user cost savings criterion is inappropriate

!o evaluate rural transport because of its low traffic den-

sity, rural transport should be evaluated ín a comprehensive

way which must include alI potential benefits. Sirnilarly,

such an evaluation shoufd consider a1I distributional ef-
fects in both directions. Such an approach wiII be applied

for the present work.



Chapter Iv
THE ROLE OF RURAL TRANSPORT TN ECONOMTC

DEVELOPMENT: THE GROWTH EFFECTS

Because less developed countries (r,oCs) in general, and

Bangladesh in particular, are based on agricultural econo-

mies with the vast najority of their populatíon 1iving in
rural areas, the development of agriculture, rural indus-

tries, and rural âreas is importanL to their economic

growth. This chapter will examine the mechanism by which

rural transport may contríbute to the growth of agriculture
and rural industries, and to rural development in general;

it will also analyze the importance of complementary invest-

ment .

It is important to differentiate between initial trans-
port provision and transport improvement. By initial trans-
port provision is meant the provision of a transport infras-
tructure in an area where no formal transport network

exísts. In Bangladesh, such areas faII into tno categories.

First, Lhere âre areas which are so isolated that hunan sèt-

tlement and,,/or economic activities do not presently exist
there because of linkage probi.em. Such areas, though rare,

are not non-existent in Bangladesh. Secondly, there are

areas where both human settlenent and economic activities

136 -
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such as agriculture and small,/cottage industries exist where

there is no f or¡nal transport network for passenger and cargo

movement. Two terms need explanation here : 'formal trans-
port network' and 'movement'. By a formal transport netv¡ork

we do not mean any particular standard of road, but rather

those roads and wat,erways which are under the jurisdiction
of governrnent offices or departments such as the Roads and

Híghways Department, Inland Water Transport Department, Ban-

gladesh Railways, District Council, Thana Council, or Union

Council. Rural transport usually comes under the jurísdic-
tion of a Thana Council. Sometimes there are roads con-

structed and/or maintained by a Union Council but, effec-
tively, they fal1 under the jurisdiction of Thana Council.

The term "movement" does not imply merely transportation by

vehícles but also íncludes walking and head,/shoulder load-

ing.

Transport improvement means the upgrading of an exisLing

formal transport netv¡ork, ho!¡ever bad its condition. Up-

grading may take different forms depending on the condition

of the formal transport network to be improved.

Bangladesh's rural transport network is generally in poor

condition. RuraI roads are usuaLly meant for pedestrian

movement and head,/shoulder loadíng, rather than for vehícu-

1ar movement, and hence their construction standard is low.

In most areas the construction . of roads requires earLhfiII-
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ing or embankment which is partially l¡ashed out by heãvy

rainfalls during the rainy seasoni some roads are impassable

even on foot during the rainy season. Thus repair to the

existing facility appears to be necessary in most cases

where a formal transport netr,rork exists. Elsewhere, where

roads are in better condition, improvements would involve

(i) making the road embankment higher for a1l-weather move-

ment, (ii) widening the existing facility, (iii) raising

the standard of the road to make it suitable for vehicular

movement such as push-carts, bullock carts, or rickshaw and

(iv) construction of culverts or bridges.

Where there is no formal transport network, pedestrian

passenger movement and head,/shoulder Ioading of goods is

done via the sidewalks and lawns of residential houses, crop

fields, 1ow-water canals and low-Iand, and jungles. To rsalk

through crop fields, the diViding Iines of different pieces

of cropped land are used as footpaths; normally these lines

are 6 to 10 inches wide. Since lhe pieces of cropped land

usually vary in size from 0.07 lo 0.5 acre, the dividing
lines of these pieces of land do not provide a straíght fo-

otpath and hence a pedestrian hâs to move circuitously to

cross a snall di stance.

Provition of transport where no formal network exists

wi11, of course, have more dramatic effects than will the

improvenent of existing networks; it wiII lead to human set-



tlement and econonic activíties in the area,

and,/or non-agricultural. r 6 r Both effects âre,

por tant .
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agricultural
however, im-

The growth effects of transport changes will now be ana-

lyzed in several categories: the effects on the size of

cultivable land; the introduction of modern inputs and the

diffusion of technological change in agriculturei provision

of access to institutional credits; changes in crop composi-

tion; and market expansion and development of rural indus-

tries. In addition, the role of complementary investnent

will be analysed.

4.]. TRÀNSPORT ÀND THE AREA OF CULT]VABLE LAND

Land has important quantitative and qualitative effects
on agricultural production; transport has implications for
both. The qualitative aspect, which involves the apptica-

tion of modern agricultural inputs and the diffusion of

technological change, wilì. be dealt with later. Quantita-

tive effects are produced in those areas of Bangladesh which

cannot be brought under fruitful cultivation due to the

shortage of transport 1inkage.r6z For example, a vast area

in Rangamati, where about 758 percent of the land is suit-
able for growing valuable fruits like pineapples and banan-

See, for example, ibid., p.À90.

Ibid., p.À90.
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as, remains uncul t ivated.

In prínciple, there may be several Èransport related rea-

sons for this. Firstf the absence of a transport network

increases the cost of transporting products to market. Sec-

ond, delays in shipment cause perishables to spoiI. r s 3

Third, a shortage of transport results ín an irregular sup-

ply of agricultural inputs which affects production adverse-

Iy and increases the per unít cost of products. These addi-

tional costs are sufficient Èo make production in some areas

not economically viable, and consequently such areas renain

uncult ivated.

Transport provision can be instrumental in bringing such

land under cultivation beneficially with favorable direct
effects on growth. For graphical illustration, we take a

case similar to thât of Rangamati, where perishables_ can

profitably be produced but are not, because delays i'n shíp-

ment v¡ou1d lead to spoilage during marketing; shortage of

transport Iinkage thus turns the potentially beneficial ac-

tivity into an economically non-viable operatíon.r'n

The spoilage problem due to the inadequacies of trans-
port facilities has been recognized as a problem 1ímít-
ing agricultural production and marketing. See Laurence
Hewes, RuraI Developrnent : World FrontiS, (Iowa¡ The
I owa s ta te U-niîeïEÏîy-Tie s s, -T97? 

) I-TTB .

Throughout this work, the Lechnigue of partia
rium analysis and the theory of firm are a
graphical illustrations, and perfect cornpetit
sumed which is usually vaJ.id in agricultura
since the conditions of a perfectly cornpetit
more or less exist and hence the príce is g

l equilib-
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I market,
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Figure 1: Transpor! Linkage and production in New Àrea

In Figure 1, the pre-transport average and marginal costs
of production are given by ÀCo and MCo respectively. The

market price of the product, say pineapples, is pm, while pf

indicates the farmgate price, which is defined as the market

price minus per unit transport and spoilage costs. If lhere
is no cost for transportation and spoilagef pm and pf coin-
cide, Pm=Pf, and equilibrium production is (OOo) at which

MCo=MR(=Pm). The positive net revenue is equa]. to

farmer. In addition, it is assumed that the farmers arerational who respond. to price changes. Subject to thequalification of residual effects in analysiñg the com-plg¡r behavior of agriculturaÌ production,- thã analysiswill provide an approximation o-f farmer response to new
opportuni!ies.
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t (oQo) (Qo¡) l-t (oQo) (QoB) l=t (0Ao) (es) l

There are, however, high transport and spoilage costs be-

cause of the absence of any trânsport network. At this lev-

eI of output the ârea [(O0o)(aC)1 gives these costs, which

eliminate aIl profits and reduce sale proceeds further lo
câuse a loss eguivalent to an area of

[ (oQo) (Qol) ]-[ { (oQo) (Qoa) }+{ (00o) (Ac) i ]=t (0Ao) (Bc) I .

Thus high lransport and spoilage costs turn potentiaL po-

sitive benefits into losses and hence production is not un-

dertaken in such areas. Providing a transport network wiII
reduce transport costs and eliminate or signíficantly reduce

spoilage costs, and can be expected to increase the farmgate

príce of pineapples from Pf to, Sây, P'f. This implies a

per unit reduction of transport ând spoilage costs by PfP'f
when the entíre cost savings are passed on to producers or

by less than PfP'f when a part is retained by transport op-

erators.

The producers wiIl consider the farmgate price, P'f, in

production decisions and thus lhe production of pineapple

will be carried oul to (OQt) at which MCo = MR (=P'f). The

producers just break-even at this ]eve1 of output. Thus

initía1 transport provision in this area increases output

from zero to (oot).
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But thât is not the end of the matter. À transport net-

work is expected to reduce production costs further because

of the easy, Èimely, and less expensive supply of agricul-
tural inputs and implements it facilitates. Âs a result,
production cost curves will shift downwards from Aco and MCo

to, Èay, ÀCt and MCt respectively. The new equilibrium out-

put is (OQ't) a! ¡vhich MCI=MR (=P'f). The producer's rev-

enue net of cost is equivalent to the area

[ ( 0o'r) (o'r.D) ]-[ ( oe'r) (e'r.¡) ]=t (00't ) (DE) l

Thus transport provision in this situat,ion turns effec-
tive losses into a situation of breakeven operation without

any reduction of production costs, so that production in-
creases from zero to (OQt), and into one of positive net

revenue rqith production cost reductions so that production

increases, in total, from zero to (oQ't), where (oot) is due

to the fall in transport and spoilage costs of the product

and (otQ't) is due !o the reduction in productíon costs.

This benefit of initial transport provision is obtained

in one crop seâson. In order to determine total benefits,

the potential benefits of every season of every year for the

entire Iife of the transport network would have to be added

and compared lrith costs. The current value of the benefit

stream can then be compared with the discounted present val-
ue of construction and maintenance cost of the transport in-
frastructure to determine the economic viability of trans-
port provision.
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+.¿ BNSW, INPUTS AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHÀNGE IN
AGRT CULTURE

The size of land is an importânt aspect of agriculture,
but Lhe relative importance of land area falls as develop-

ment in the agricultural sector takes place and as techno-

logicaÌ change, both biological and technical, alters the

composition and combination of farm imputs. r 6 6 Given the

quantity of land under cultivation, agricultural production

is a function of land guality, which is in turn a function

of modern inputs and technological change.

A change in factor proportions towãrds better factor com-

binations is necessary in Bangladesh for several reasons.

First, there is a low land-man ratio. Consequently, a high-

er production per unit of land is required to feed the ex-

isting and growing population. Second, in the earlier stag-

es ot any country' s development, industrial growlh and

overall economic development rnay significantly benefit from

agricultural development. Higher agricultural productivity

depends not only on the natural but also on the artificial
fertility of Iand, brought about by technological change and

better input composition. The experience of most of the

LDCs, including Bangladesh, in this context has been dis-

166 J. N. Lewis, , rrThe Changing Importanc
Factor of Production in Farmíng", in the
the Twelfth Interna!ional Conference of Àg

e of Land As a
Proceedinqs of
r icultural Ec-

õãõmiãEl-( Mããl sonl---õtEoiã--TñTle r siEy
p ,42r ,

Press, 19 þb / ,
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couraging. 1 6 6

Àgriculture in Bangladesh is primitive in nature.r6' The

farmers are illiterate and untrained; most do not know t.he

benefits of fertilizer and other modern inputs and some even

consíder these inputs harmful for land and for produce

tâste. Farners stiII use Local 1ow yielding varieties of

seeds although high-yielding varieties (HYv), which increase

production are available. Crop damage by plant disease and

insects is widespread and frequent. Farmers are uninformed

aboul pesticides and entomological services. Even if the

government has provided for such services, they arê not âc-

cessible to farmers.

In addition, irrigation facilities are important for the

development of agriculture in Bangladesh. There are two ag-

ricultural seasons, raíny and dry. Since Bangladesh has a

high risk of floods, rainy season crops, and particularly
rainy season paddy, are subject to a very high risk of natu-

ral calamities in the form of floods, cyclones and tornados

which are mainly responsible for paddy damage and fam-

Iú6
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ines."" On the other hand, although dry season crops are

free from flood risks, they are subjecÈ to the risk of

drought. In addition, the dry season cannot be used for ex-

tensive cultivation because of the shortage of water. WhiIe

it is very difficult, even impossible, to control floods,

drought is controllable if irriga!ion faciLities can be pro-

vided.

The productivity of low yielding varíeties (lyv) of seeds

is very low. A several fold increase in productivity can be

achieved by introducing HYV seeds along with modern inputs.

This is confirmed by the Bangladesh experience wit,h paddy

production. ! " The HYV seed, however, requires a rchole

seed-irrigation-fertilizer package: it needs continuous wa-

ter and the application of fertilizer and pesticides.

I68 Out of 486 thana of Bangladesh, 306 are subject to the
risk of flush flood, and 158 are subject to the risk of
normal flooding. See BBS, cOB, Thana Statistics, p.1t
and "One of the inherent problems facing Bangladesh ag-
riculture is a unique environment prone to natural dis-
aster such as severe monsoon season flooding on vasl
lracks of land, periodic cyclones and droughts". Gov-
ernment of Bangladesh, Second Five Year PIan, (1980-85),
p.xii-4.
For example, the productivity of LYV rice is 9.78 maunds
per acre whereas that of HYV rice is on the average
48.28 maunds per acre. See Bangladesh Engineering Con-
sultants, Feasibilit,y Study : Fulchari Thana, a report
prepared for the Ministry of Loca1 Government, Rural De-
velopment and Co-operatives, Government of BangIa-
desh, (Dhaka: MLGRD, n. d. ) pp, î-2!,22.
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There are several reasons why the diffusion of this tech-

nology and the introduction of modern agricultural inputs

have been Iinited in Bangladesh. First¡ there is the infor-
mation gap: farmers are uninformed about the benefils and

availabiliLy of improved technology. Several factors are

again responsible for the informatíon gap : (1) the low

literacy rate, ¡qhich Iimits access to âny printed inforna-

tion sourcetto (2) the isolation of villages and the limited
contact of villagers !,rit.h the outside and with thana level

agricultural offices; (3) the inaccessibility of broadcast-

ing and telecasting information media to the farmers due to

financial constraints; (4)the Iimited effectiveness of the

most effecLive information source, the agricultural exten-

sion services, because of the shortage of skilled service

personnel and Èhe Iimited mobility of available personnel

due to the transport problem. Second, even if the farmers

of any vi).lage do fearn about the technology available, in-
adequate transport imposes a barrier to its introduction.

The distribution authority usuaÌIy selects more accessible

areas to receive irrigation facilities. r ? r Fertilizers and

pestícides are distributed by the government nainly through

In 1974 census, the literacy rate of the population of
Bangladesh as a rshole is 19.38 (the rate for rural popu-
lation is expectedly lower). See BBS, cOB, Statistical
Pocket Book of Bangladesh 1980, p.143.

See, for example, USAID (Ðhaka), Proiect Paper : ziIIa
Roaá Maintenairce' and Improvemenú, 15ã'ãïa : 

-usaID, 
ï9€TI

Þ35;- anã-Iouiõ zuger l--nc . , Rura! Roads sludy, vo1.1,
p.Iv-3.

I?T
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thana level offices, which cover an area of up to 180 sguare

miles. These inputs are required during the period of peak

cuLtivation and, as a result, sma11 farmers cannot afford !o
make long and tíme consuming journeys leaving Iivestock, in-
cluding ploughing aninals, unfed and farms uncared for, nor

can they híre labor either to take care of the farm or to go

to obtain inputs from distant locations."' The tine cost

during seasonal peaks and the information gap may be among

the important reasons why small farrners cannot use rnodern

inputs. The introduction of both product and process inno-

vations appears to be adversely affected by the inaccessi-

bility of required inputs and by failure to provide them,

both resulting, among others, from transportation prob-

Iems."" The third obstacle is financíaI constrain!. Except

for a very few, aangladesh farmers are poor and hence it is

difficult for them to apply inputs and to inlroduce other

kinds of technological change in agriculture.

There is no simple solution to this problem. Given the

institutional framework of the fand tenure systen, there nay

be several factors which can reduce the severity of the con-

'"' See Bangladesh Rural TrânsÞort ry¡I, p.SO.

r"' A world Bank study suggests that farmers refrain from
adopting crops the supply of whose inputs cannot be as-
sured due to the problem of accessibility to the market-
ing network "which is closely related to the status of
transportation infrastructure". See world Bank, Adop-
tion of AqriculturaL lnnovations in Developinq Coun-
EEiãs,- ---lorfa'--¡añ'E-----3EãTf - morïîñs- Þãþãr
ñõ.8I4, (t¡ashington: IBRD, February 1981), p.19.



straints ou!lined above. RurâI transport is clearly one

them, but the relative contributíon of different factors

controversial.
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Effects of Ne¡q
tiõnãl-uñiver s i til-xêw-Glïîãa

Rural transport can help reduce the information gap. It
has been found that rural transport changes help spread edu-

cation in rural areas lhrough the establishment of schools,

encouragement of higher enrolments, reduction of drop-out

rates, introduction of female education, and so on. ¡ ? 1 The

effect of rural transport on education and rural 1íteracy

seems, however, to be an indirect and long term phenornenon.

In addition, the inadequacy of transport does not appear to

be the major cause of illiteracy; village poverty, the use

of child labor, and an inability to afford educational ex-

penses are probably the major factors. If, however, rural
transport can contribute to income growth, it will contrib-
ute further, although again indirectly, to education. Ruraf

development requires an imrnediate reduction in the informa-

tion gap, but the impact of transport on such development

through its effect on literacy ís less clear.

t7 4 See, f.

Eeú, F
Baru:
úSãTD,/I
À Study
tion,
Researc
1970 ) .

or example,
. E. Okada,
Soc i on

es al rc
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(rñã ÃGt
Economi c
ïãTIãi-ña

h Bulletin NO.33, New Guinea Research Unil,
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Improvements to rural transport can, however, eliminate

or reduce the second and fourth causes of the infornation

gap listed above. If the transport infraslructure is devel-

oped to provide fast movement, the mobility of isolated viI-
lagers is expected to increase. r 

" " They can carry their
saleable goods even to big markets instead of selling
through middlemen. More frequent visits to narkets, rela-
tives, thana headquarters, and urban and sub-urban areas

wiII expose them to relatively developed areas and facili-
tate the exchange of ideas through contacts. A1l these

changes will help dissernÍnate ideas and ínformatíon.

The most inportant source of information however is the

agriculturaL extension services. r ? 5 It is very difficult for

!7 6

There is a possibility of rural-to-rura] and/or rural-
urban migration in search of job, The inter-regional
migration in rural areas rnây help even out regional im-
balance in the demand and supp).y conditions of rural em-
pLoyment. The rural-urban migration is not desired, be-
cause there already exists a huge slum area constituted
of the people migrated from rural areas for livelihood.
Hor\'ever, the probabiliLy of such migration does not seem
to be very high. First, rural transport is meant for
providing transport linkage mainly from farm to market
and trade centres, and it does not necessarily connect
villaJ.ges with urban cent,res. Second, if transport is
supplemented by complementary inveslments, lheir effects
on agriculture and rural industries are expected to cre-
ate additional employment opportunities in areas served.

Extension ¡vork includes the followíng services. First,
the provision of information on better technology, HYV
seed and other inputs, the ways to apply then, their
benefits, and on the availabitity of institutional cred-
its, etc. This is a kind of non-formal education
through channels other than formal schooling. Second,
motivation and persuation of farmers to be recíeptive to
new ideas and methods. Third, help them become capable
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a limited number of extension personnel to visit t,he vast

area of a thana in rural Bangladesh on foot since the trans-
port system is usually very poor in rural Bangladesh. ¡ ? 7 Ru-

ra1 transpor! changes can obviously help remove or reduce

this constraint on the mobility of extension personel and

thus play an ímportant role in providing information to
farmers on the availability and benefits of inputs and im-

proved technology and helping diffuse technological change

in agriculture.

Ànother factor which Iimits the diffusion of technologic-

al change is the distance of distributing centres. Trans-

port changes can reduce this barrier. If a journey back and

forth can be made within a few hours instead of lwo days,

one going and one coming back, and the journey is less ex-

pensive, the reduction of time and fínancial costs is ex-

pected to faciLitate widespread application of rnodern in-
puts. Transport cannot, however, direct).y reduce financial

r11

of applying new techniques. Fourt,h, supervisory servi-
ces during introduction of new methods by extending ad-
visory and technical assistance. Fifth, demonstrating
lhe effectiveness and benefits of new methods by model
farms for the quick diffusion of technological change.
Sixth, help farmers avail new technology and modern in-
puts.

The problems associated with the provision of extension
services are as follows. Firsl, shortage of skilled
manpower, and of resources on the part of the Government
to appoint more personnel even if available. Second,
the immobility of the limited number of extension per-
sonnel caused by transport shortage. The agricultural
offices are located at thana headquarters to serve 100
to 350 villages which are densely populated and the. pop-
uLation is more or Less evenly di.stributed.
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constraints; its role is an indirect one in iLs developmen-

lal effects on rural income, agriculLural and non-agricul-
tural..

Thus the provision or improvement of ruraL transport will
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of agricultural
extension services, and witl facililate the diffusion of
ideas, the application of modern inputs and the introduction
of technological change in agriculture. AI1 these factors
wilL together change the production function. Geometrical-
ly, this wiII lead to a downward shift in lhe cost curves of
a farm, since the per unit cost of production at each level
of output will be less than before.

fn Fig.2, the initial average and marginal cost curves
are given by ÀCo and MCo. Given product price p, equibibri-
um production is (Oeo) at.which the farmer just breaks even.
Changes in the transport infrastructure will bring about,
among others, the following effects : increases in the ef-
fectiveness of agricultural extension services, easier dif-
fusion of ideas, and introduction of rnodern inputs and tech-
noJ.ogical change. These effects wiIl change the whole
production function, ceteris paribus, so that the cost
curves shift, say, to ACt and MCt. Other things being
equa1, a new equlibrium ¡vill be established at a higher lev-
el of production, Oet. The representative farmer is earning
positive revenues ne! of costs which are given by the area

t (091¡ (Qr 
"B) l-t (oar) (Qr.c) l=t (oQr) (Bc) l
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The ceteris paribus conditions may not necessarily hold
true. For example, if the production function changes for
every farmer, which is guite possible, the market supply
curve may shift to the right and hence the price will faII.
In that case, the increase in production of the representa-
tive farmer will be J.ess, buE still higher than before, and

the positive revenue earned by the farmer wiLl be b(DE)

times the new guantity where O< b -<1, with production in be-

tween (O0't) and (OAt), on the assurnption that Lhe new price
Pn is such that (De't) .< pn -<(EO't)" Consumers will also be

benef i ted when pn < (EO't ) "
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On the other hand, the direction of price change for a

farmer may be different when the market price and farmgate

price do not coincide and transporl cost savings are passed

on to farmers. Àt the one extreme, when the previous change

due to suppJ.y shift is zero and the later price change is
positive, lhe growth effect will be reinforced and the new

output, say Qn, will be higher than (oQt) so that (oQn) >

(oQt) with Pn > (Q't.E). on Lhe other extreme, as explaíned

above, (oQ't) -< (oQn) .r< (oQ!). The net ef f ect wi1l. depend

on the relative strength of the two forces. In any case,

production is expected to be higher than before for the rep-

resentative farm and the total produclion of the area served

by the transport network is expected Lo be unambiguously

greater than before.

4.3 TRANSPORT AND INSTITUTIONÀL CREDIT

Farmers of LDCS are poor. In particular, the farmers of

Bangladesh are among the poorest in the world and even the

largest farrners in Bangladesh may be considered poor by

world standards. This poverty necessitates credits both for
agricultural produc!ion and for consumption. Most farmers

do no! produce crops for the full year and hence need cred-

iÈs for consumption, wilhout which they cannot survive, not

to mention further agricultural production and efficiency.
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There are two main sources of credits in rural Bangla-

desh: local money lenders, the most important source of

Ioans, and banks and financial institutions. The lowest

l-evel financial institutions are localed at the thana 1evel,

e¡{cept for a few thana where bank branches may be available

at the sub-thana level in big narkets or trade cèntres. In-

terest rates charged for credits from local money-lending

sources are extremely high and many times higher than those

charged by institutional sources. A study finds that the

interest rates charged on loans from informal source vâry up

to 4003 per annum,r?6 whereas inleresÈ râtes on agricultural
credits from institutional sources vary from J.l Lo 128 per

annum. r ? t

L19

See Bangladesh Rural Transport Study, P. 4132.

The interest rates on agricultural credits from institu-
tional sources are as fo1lows.

Interest rate (8)il ffirlrTgzE.Instituions

Bangladesh Samabaya Bank(to central co-op. Banks)
Central Co-op. Banks(to primary socie!ies)
Primary societies
( to farmers etc. )
Bangladesh Krishi Bank short

1on g
term

term

7

9

!2

11
11,5

See World Bank, Banqladesh:
nen! I ssues, p.90.

Current Trends and Develop-
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The villagers in general, and smalL farmers and the land-

Iess poor in particular, rely on informal local money lend-

ing source for borrowing. Their access to institutional
credit is very limited.¡30 No single reason can be suggested

for this phenomenon, but there are two sets of causes, one

responsible for the viJ.lagersr failure to avail themselves

of institutional credits, and lhe other for credit institu-
tions' reluctance to advance loans to villagers.

The villagers are unable to enjoy the facility for the

foltowing reasons. First, there is again an information

gap; most of the villagers, and almost all of the village
poor in particular, are unaware of the existence of such a

facility. The reasons for this information gap are illiter-
âcy, the isolation of villages which Iimits farmers' con-

tacts and interaction r¡ith outside and trading centers in-
cluding thanaheadquarters, inaccessibilityof extension

services, and so on. Second, the distant location of credit
institutíons along with the dif f icuJ.ty, expense and tí¡ne

needed for travel, imposes high financial and time costs,

while sometimes the dishonesty of distribution personnel

causes addiÈional cost in Lhe form of bribery.¡r¡

Share
Iive,
was 9
GOB,

of rural areas,
in total Ioan s

.8 percent in Ban
Socio-Economic rn

where over
advanced by

908 of the population
inst i tut ional agencies
ng 1978-79. See BBS,
Bangladesh, p. L57.

g1
di

adesh dur
cators of

A study suggests tha! such time and financial costs may
absorb upto 25'< of the amount of credit applied for.
See Bangladesh Rural TransÞort Studv, p.48.

16t
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Às wellr credit institutions are reluctant to extend

Ioâns !o villagers. These are as follows. First, most of

lhe lending institutions require some sort of security or

collateral against Loans advanced rchich most of the vi11a9-

ers cannot provide. Second, fluctuations in farmers' in-
come I due to factors such as natural calamities leading !o

crop faílure and bad harvest, flucÈuations in demand for ag-

ricultural items, and etc., cause fluctuations in their
loan-repaying capacity. Third, the isolated villagers, be-

cause of their ignorance and unfamiliarity wi!h commercial

bankíng practice think that the repayment of loads is esca-

pable. WhiIe money lenders' Ioans are fully paid even if
land and assets must be sold, those of banks often remain

unpaid even after a good harvest because of this attitude.
Fourth, because of the second and third reasons, bad debts

in rural lending are high, and banks are required to main-

tain a higher liquidity balance for meeting day-to-day cash

withdrawals by customers; both of t,hese facts Iimit bank

profilability. FinalIy, because the rural transport network

is poor, the communication system poor, and farmers both ge-

ographically scattered over a vast area and in need of small

Ioans, credit administration and management become compli-

cated and expensive, with an adverse effect on bank profit-
abi l i ty. "'

r62 A world Bank study found a similar cause of farmer inac-
cessibility to institutional credits in rural areas of
LDCs. See world Bank, The PoIitical Economy of special-
i z eQ Fa rm cr ed i t r n si iElEiõi'-Tñ-ïõw= Incõñã -CoõñETE,
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To the extent that rural transport has effects on these

problems , the severity of the problens outlined above wiIl
be related positively to !ransport shortagê and negatively

to transport improvements. The mechanism through which

transport can help reduce or remove constraints on the wide-

spread distribution of instit,utional credits in rural areas

is fairly clear. The immediate and direct effect of trans-
port provÍsion/improvements on the information gap will be

through a fast, easy,and inexpensive transport linkage with

the outsíde and partícularIy with trade centres where credit
institutions are located; this Iinkage will facilitate fre-
quent visíts and outside conlacts, and allow information

disse¡nination by extension personnel. This will also reduce

the cost of borrowing, which includes transport and tíme

costs.

RuraI transport provision/inprovement is also expected to

improve rural credit management and administration on the

part of credit institutions. Improvements 1n this area wiIl
have effects on repâyment and credit worthiness, and rnay

thus, along with increased contacts with agricultural exten-

sion services, change the farners' attitude towards insliti-
utional credits. Effects on other constraints are expected

to be indirect. For example, fluctuations in agricultural
income which adversely affect credit worthiness wilI be re-

WorId Bank Working paper No. 446, (Washington: IBRD,
r-981) .
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duced by minimizing the risk of natural calarnities through

the intensive cultivation of safe-period crops, as analysed

earLier, and by reducing price fluctuations partly lhrough

evening out demand variations with better marketing facÍ1i-
ties. In addition, to the extent that rural transport tnay

Iead to higher agricultura). production by facilitating the

introduction of technological change, providing access to

extension services and the Iike, it wilI have positive ef-
fects on credit rcorthiness. Thus, although there are sever-

al- varíables of differenl importance, rural transport does

have a role to play in removing constraints on the distribu-
tion of institu!ionaI credits in rural areas.

FoIlowing the politíca1 independence of Bangladesh in

1971, aIl financial institutions were nationalized. Subse-

quently, the Bangladesh government has controlled credit
management through these nationalized institutions in an a!-
tempt to provide access to â part of institutional credils
for agricultural development. For example, the nationalized

banks are asked to advance ten ¡niIlion (100 crores) taka un-

der the 100-crore Agricultural Credit Progrâm to the fârm-

ers, withoul any collateral reguired and irrespective of

farm size or of lenurial statusr owner or sharecropper, for

the development of agriculture. Obstacles to financial
credit on the part of credit-advancing institutions have

thus been withdrawn, but the effectiveness of this program

has still been limited because of the first set of con-

straints.
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In fact, this program has not been sufficiently publi-

cized, and conseguently most of the farmers are unaware of

il. The causes of the information gap, which have transport

implications, are already analysed above. In addition, even

if this credit is advanced without a credit-worthiness test,
some formalities must be futfilled including a certificâte
from the locaI Union Council office or any other important

person. The whole operation of receiving loans is expected

to involve several journeys which include visits to the Io-

cation o! credit institutions to ask about lhe necessary

formalíties, visits to submit the certificate and, if ac-

cepted, to make the formal applicatíon, and frequent visits
to inquire whether bank formalities and file-work procedures

are complête. rt is this writer's experience that many dif-
ficult journeys on foot, over a distance of âbout five miles

had to be rnade over a period of several months lo obtain a

loan of TK. 25,000 (US $1100 approx. ) for the farmers of

Pirpur Irrigation Project, a village in the district of Dha-

ka. This loan was, furthermore, easier to obtain than most

because a person with good connections was involved in its
procurement.

Thus, even if the crêdit-worthiness crilerion for loan

disbursemenl is withdrawn from a particular credi! program,

its performance is poor, first, because of the infornation

gap and, second, because of barriers presented by distance

and transport problems. These are aggravâted by the ineffi-
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cient procedure of banking services, which imposes nany dif-
ficult, expensive and time consuming visits back and forth.
The problem is thus not only transport-relatedi transport

provision or improvement wilI, however, alleviate the diffi-
culty of such journeys and reduce the informalion gap, and

thus increase the accessibility of institutional credits to
farmers.

One inportant characteristic of infornal loca1 money

lending is that sonetines money is lent on the condition

that the borrowers will seII crops to the lenders during

harvest at a price far belor¡ the mârket price. Thus â very

high interest is paid as borrowers sacrifice a parL of pro-

duce price. The interest rate thus varies inversely with

the product price received from lender traders.¡83 One in-
teresting consequence of lhis phenomenon is that although

some credits are for non-agricultural purposes, for in-
stancê, for consumption or social occasions including mar-

riages of daughters and sons, this form of interest payment

stilI af fects production adversely.

This situation can be illustrated geometrically. The im-

plied assunptions are that there exist two credit markets,

informal and formal; that the size of the formal credit mar-

ket and hence its credit suppJ.y are greater than those of

the informel one; and that transporl and the accessibility

See Bangladesh Rura1 Transport !Eê.y., p. ¿8
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to eaih other forof credit to farmers are directly related
reasons ana lysed a bove .
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Figure 3: Transport, Credit and Àgricultural production

Às shown in panel À of pigure 3, credit accessibility is
positively related to transport availabi).ity. Transport Tl
hinders access to institutional credit market C(I ), and

hence the affected people resort to local money lending mar-

ket C(L) for borrowing. Transport availability T2 provides

access t.o institutional, credit market C(I ). when money is
borrowed from Iocal money lenders C(L) Hith Limited trans-
port f acil.ity Tl , the interest rate is high r2 in panel B

which is given by t,he inÈersection of credit denand curve D

and local. market money suppJ.y curve S(L). The higher inter-
est r2 corresponds to a lower product price p). in panel C,

c I 7
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which, given the average ând marginal revenue curves, AC and

MC, Ieads to an equilíbrium output (O01 ) so that the farmer

is j ust breaking even.

If lransporL facilities are increased from T1 to T2 in

pânel A of Figure 3, the farmer's access to credits increas-

es from the locaL market C(L) to the institutional credit
market C(r) along the curve T which represents the relation-
ship betr.veen transport avaílabili!y and access to credit
market. The credit supply in C(I) is higher S(t) in panel

B, so thât the resulting intersel rate is lower r1. This

Io¡çer interest rate rI corresponds to a higher produce price

P2 in panel C for a representative farmer, The new equilib-
rium production is established at (oQ2). The output of the

representative farmer is increased from (oQl ) to (oQ2,) cet-

eris paribus, and his revenues net of costs are increased

forn zero to

I ( 002) (Q2.À) l- t (002 ) (02.8) l= t ( oaz) (ÀB) I .

Thus higher production may be achieved by a more inten-

sive cultivation of land and a higher application of inputs

and technological change due in part to the availability of

cheap credit. A general effect of this type may lead to a

higher market supply of the product. In any case, agricul-
tural production is expected to increase ând thus the growth

effect is positive.
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4,4 TRÀNSPORT ÀND CROP COMPOSITION

Àn appropriate crop composition based on land suitabilily
is ímportant for an efficient allocation of resources. If
crop cornposition is determined instead by such factors ãs

inadequate marketing and transportâtion facilities, the

choice may well be inefficienl.

If producing certain goods is made economically non-via-

bIe by some fâctors, producers refrain fron these products

even if they are potentially more remunerative than the

goods produced instead. This is especially true of trans-
port-intensive and perishable products. If marketing facil-
ities are poor, in part because of the transportation prob-

Iem, farmers in an isolated non-market village economy are

discouraged from selecting those crops for production which

have high market values but are perishable, or which are

lransport intensive and bulky but profitable. Fôr instance,

fruits, vegetâbles, and diary products yield a high return

but are períshable. " n Similarly, bulky crops like sugercane

may be potentially profitable buL their profitability may be

eliminated or reduced by the difficulties and costs of

A study shovrs Lhat transport inadequacy limits produc-
tion of perishables ín Bangladesh viIlages. See Louis
Berger Inc. r op. cit. , p.IV-3.

The sane study suggests that the provision and,/or im-
provement of transport wilI facílitate production of
perishables such as vegetables, e99s, milk and fish in
the villages of Faridpur district of Bangladesh which
have great demand in urban centres. Ibid., p.IV-8.
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transportatÍon. Thus inadequate transport dictates the

selection of crops which are less perishable and less trâns-
port-intensíve, and ¡nore remunerative items are sacrificed
because of delays and costs of transportation and the re-

sulting marketing problems. Crop composition may also be

affected by the supply conditíons of compLementary inputs.

Some cash crops may require particular inputs the availabil-
ity of whích may be affected by factors sometimes related to
transportation.

The information gap also plays a rofe in inefficient crop

cornposition: the illiterate and uninformed villagers do not

know the benefits of alternative crops and hence stick to
traditional selections. If, as has already been estab-

lished, transport changes can increase the efficiency and

effectiveness of agricultural extension services, extension

workers may advise farmers on appropriate crop composition.

Crop composition may also be made more efficient by lhe

introduction of new crops. This may be enhanced by import-

ing new ideas, supplying new inputs, and providing adequate

marketing facilities, in all of which transport has a role

to pIay.r'"

In a village of
duced as ã cons
See Owen, l,¡iIf r

Rajasthan, India, sugercane was intro-
equence of rural transporl improvements.
ed, Distance and Development.
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In short, transport changes can help in lhe choice of ap-

propriate crops for cultivation. If transport cost is re-

duced, bulky crops can be produced and marketed for higher

return. SimiIarly, perishable crops can be transported
quickly to consumer centres. The importation of ideas may

Iead to the introduction of new cash crops. Às we1l, the

cultivation of particular crops can be facilitated if neces-

sary inputs are supplied ínexpensively and quickly. Thus an

appropriate crop composition in favor of cash crops for
higher return is a function, among oLhers, of crop size,
perishability of crops, marketing facitities, supply of in-
puts, agricultural extension services, and new ideas. r ¡ 6

Func t íonaIly,

PCC=f ( Pr,8,M,I ,E,NI ,A )

with f'(pr), f'(b) < 0; f ' (m),

sínce,

P=g ( Pr f B,M, A )

with g'(pr), 9'(b) < 0 ; 9'(m) > 0

and

Pr,B,M,I,E,NI = h(T,À )

(1)

f '(i), f '(e), f '(ni) > 0

... (2)

....... (3)

166 In the Philippines¡ over a period of t.$¡o years âfter ru-
ral road improvements, the production of several marke-
table crops increased by 402. See USAID/philippines
covernment, RuraI Roads Evaluation pre.j._e,g!., (philip-
p i ne s : UsA I D, -1-9-'73' ) . ----STmifã?Eïõr e-E uÇõEa n e and bã -
nanas \tere produced in Bolivia after road improvements.
See Wennergren, 8.8., and l,thitaker, M.Ð. | "Investment in
Access Roads and Spontaneous Colonization", !an(l Econom-
ics, 52 (1976).
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with h'(pr) ,h'(b) < 0 ; h'(m), h'(i), h'(e), h'(ni) > 0

where PCC=production of cash crops, Pr=cost of perishability
(damage) | B=cost of bulkiness, M=marketing facilities,
I=supply of inpuls, E=extension servicesf NI=nevl ideas,

e=profitability, T=transport changes and A's=other factors

held constant which are less relevant for present analysis.

Because of (3), Iower transport changes cause higher

profitabitity in (2), which along with (3) Ieads to the se-

Lection and hence higher production of cash crops in (f).'"'

4.5 RURAL TRÀNSPORT AND MÀRKETING

Markets are segmented in most of the rural areas of Ban-

gladesh, rnainly because of inadequate transport facilities.
There are local markets where small loads are traded, and

big markets at relatively distant places. These two catego-

ries of markets are segmented by transport barriers and

hence two different sets of comnodity prices prevail in

them. Most big traders do not enter local markets because

of transport problerns, transport costs and, nore importânt-

1y, the both physical hardship in traveling along muddy

Ndu1u observed in Tanzania that the degree of commer-
cialization of agriculture was Ínversely related to
transport costs to secondary markets, and that the agri-
cultural supply of cash crops responded positively to
reductions in transport costs. See Benno Joseph Ndulu,
"The RoIe of Transportation in Agricultural Product: The
Case of Tanzania" (Ph. Ð. Thesis, Northwestern Universi-
ty, 1979).
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pâths and occasionali.y through the knee-deep $tater of a

canaL or through mud. Às a consequence, the lor,¡er prices in
local mârkets are justified not only by differences in

transport charges. The situation does not, however, imply

imperfect competition in loca1 narkets. No individual sell-
er or buyer appears to be able to âffect the price in local

market.s and hence perfect competition may be assumed to pre-

vail ín these rnarkets. r 6 I

lf transport is provided or improved, more traders are

expected to enter local markets. Since a competitive narket

is assumed, the trader penetraLion does not inply any change

in the elasticity of de¡nand for agricultural commodities,

but rather a shift out$'ard in the mârket demand curve. This

shift will lead to an increase in the price and consequently

in the volume of agricultural items traded in local markets.

An individual farmer wiIl face a given higher price even in

Iocal mârkets. This will lead to higher return änd conse-

quently to higher production for an individual farmer. This

situation can be explained by the help of a diagram.

Panels A and B of Figure 4 pertain respectively to a Io-
ca1 market and a representative farm, which have different
horizontal, but the same vertical scales. The lelters with

zero subscripts denote situations h'ithout transport facili-

Älthough this assumption seems to be justified in agri-
culture, it is not necessary for the analysis, and, re-
alistically, the result is not expecled to be signifi-
cantly affected if the assumption is relaxed.

raô
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Figure 4: Transport, Marketing and ÀgricuLtural Production

ties or changes¡ and those v¡ith subscript t denote situ-
ations with transport facilities or changes.

The market demand and supply curves without transport
changes are Do and So respectiveJ.y in panel À of Figure 4;

they deternine a ¡narket price, Po, so that Vo is traded in
the local market. fhis price Po is given to the representa-

tive farm facing average and rnarginal costs as depict,ed by

ÀC and MC respectively in panel B. Àt price Po, the repre-

sentative farur produces Oo output and just breaks even.

Àfter transport changes, Do shifts to Dt in panel À of

Figure 4 because of the higher de¡¡and created by the newly

penetraded traders, while the supply curve renains the same

\

/
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ín the beginning, and thus a new price Pt is established in

the market ¡rhich is given to the representative farm in pan-

el 8.1"'At this price Pt, its equilibrium production is 0t,
ceteris paribus. The revenues net of costs are given by the

arêa

t (oar ) (or.À) ]-i (oot ) (Qr.B) ]={ ( oar) (ÀB) l

An increase in the production of individual farms is ex-

pected to lead to higher aggregâte production in the area

served by the transport changes so that the market supply

curve will shift to the right in panel À of Figure 4, imply-

ing a faII in product price. this adjustment process will
continue untiL a new equilibrium price-quantity solution is
obtained. For simplicity, one ¡nay assume that, after such

adjustments, the new supply curve consequent upon transport

changes is St, determining a market price P't, which is giv-

en to the representative farm; accordingly, his new equilib-
rium output is O't, at which he is still earning a positive

net revenue .

1" This is expected to happen particularly in a project
area presently served by small and 1ocal markets. The
shift in the demand curve is probably such thât the
price will be close to that established ín a big markel.
If all rural areas are provided wilh better transport
infrastructure, there wilI be shifts in both demand and
supply curves which will establish a whole new equilib-
rium r+ith a different combination of price and quantity.
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Rural transport changes can increase not only trader pen-

etration into the loca1 markets but also farmers' access to

big markets. Even if IocaI markets become more accessíbIe

to traders, big traders coming fron distant places by train
or waterways may still prefer to rely on big markets for

their purchases, leaving the locaI markets to small traders.

Thus the demand curve for any product in a large market is

expected to be stilt higher than that in a local market im-

plying a higher price of the product in the large market

which cannot be explained in terms of transport cost differ-
ential, In this case, it will be beneficial for farmers to

transport their products to big markets.

There nay, horqever, be some skepticism about the materi-

alization of such growth effects of transport changes.

First, higher trader penetration into the local markets

seens unlikely because the volume of trade in locaI markets

is Iow. In addition, smaII far¡ners tied up with local loans

contingent on the sale of crops during harvest to lenders

wiIl be unable to sell products to other trâders even if
trader penetration occurs. Second, if there is any barrier

to entry into the transport industry, market power in the

transport industry wiII restrict any transport charge reduc-

tion so thât the benefits of transport changes cannot be

passed on to farmers for higher production or to the trad-
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Such skepticisrn is not necessarily valid. Because of the

Iow prices for agrícultural commodities in local markets un-

der existing trânsport conditions, large farmers usually

manage to transport their marketable items to big markets

for higher prices. If the price gap is narrowed down rea-

sonably by transport changes, big farmers nay choose to sell
some of their products in loca1 markets, particularly when

t,hey seII in small quantities, and thus the traded volume ín

loca1 rnarkets may increase.re0 The volume needs notr how-

ever, increase up to the level of a big market, since the

number of traders in big markets is expected to be higher

than that of small markets anyways. On the other hand¡ even

if trader penetration is low in Local markets, farmers wilI
be able to transport their crops to big markets on the im-

proved or ne$ transport network. Second, there is little
evidence on widespread lied marketing arrangements in rural
Bangladesh, aLthough such arrangements do exist to some ex-

tent. Therefore, lhis wilI probably not restrict signifi-
cantly the benefits of the rural transport changes to be

passed on to farmers. Transport changes may also contribute
to breaking the systen of such tied marketing arrangement by

increasíng accessibility to institutional credits.

¡eo This process
curves, wh ich
tion.

invoLve shifts in demand and
11 establish a new price-quantity

supply
solu-

maY
wl
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In addilion, there is no regulation in Bangladesh re-

stricting entry into the rural transport industry. In fact,

co-operative financing encourages entry. Moverover, the pe-

dal rickshaw, suitable for low-standard rural roads, is a

cheap vehicle made mainly of local materiaLs, and hence re-

quires a nominal capital. The vehicle can carry man, goods,

or both, and is Iabor-intensive. in Lhis situation, it is

not clear why potential entrepreneurs and operators should

hesitate to enter the transport industry when opportunities

are created and rural unemployment is high. Even ignoring

cargo shipment, pâssenger movement in a densely populated

rural area is bigh whích adds to transport demand.

There is also skepticism about price response in agricul-
ture. Since agricultural land is limited and fíxed, and

there is â limit to the intensive use of land, price incen-

tives may not lead to higher agricultural production. In

principle, this seems to be valid ¡,¡here all possible inputs

have already been used for intensive cultivation according

to existing technological knowledge. But the situation may

be changed when a technological change that provokes a posi-

!ive price response occurs. In Bangladesh, agriculture is
still primitive and so there exists a tremendous potential

to develop it through the introduction of modern technology.

Therefore, if price incentives are complemented by the ade-

quate and timely supply of modern inputs, credits, irriga-
líon, agriculturâI extension services, and adequate market-



in agr iculture.

Therefore, even if it is possible that some potential

obstacles may restrict the growth effect of transport chang-

es from materializing, the possibility seems slight.

4.6 RURAL TRANSPORT ANÐ NON-FÀRM ÄCTIVTTTES

RuraI transport can potenlially contribute to the devel-

opment of non-farm rural activities. Although rural house-

holds in LDCs are mainly involved in subsisLence agricul-
ture, Lhey also have some non-farm activities at village
Ievel including handicrafts, artisan activitiesr cottage and

small scale industries. these activities are important for

several reasons.

First, they provide additional enployment for the unem-

ployed or partially employed rural poor and thus add to
their income. Rapid population gronth has been increasing

Èhe already high population density in Bangladesh. Although

it is expected that much of the growing labor will be ab-

sorbed in agriculture, non-farm jobs will be the goal of an

increasing proportion of the labor force "roughly two out of

every three job seekers over the next 25 yeârsr'.r'¡ ln Ban-

gladesh, one-third of the rural workers rernain unen-

ing facilities,
should not wor k

there is no reason why price
174

incent ives

Ðevelopment of Small Enter-r9l vlorld Bank, EmÞlovment and
pr i ses, (washîñg-Ion- : I BRD;L 978), p.11.
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pLoyed. r " ¿ Another micro-study suggesls thal unemployed

man-days are 324 of the total man-days available in a vil-
lage without technologícal change in agriculture. " "

Given the extent of unemployment in rural areas, it is

difficult to reduce poverty only by developing agriculture.
In Taíwan, for example, real inco¡ne in rural areas fell evên

r¡hen agricultural productivily increased âs a result of

post-war land reform and developmental policies, and the ru-

ra} income rose only when rural industries developed to pro-

vide gainful employment to the landless and the unem-

ployed. r'¡

Agricultural deveì.opment is important, but it is not suf-

ficient to change a state of rural poverty in which popula-

tion growth appears to supercede agricultural growLh. this
phenomenon requires the creaLion of ample non-farm employ-

ment opportunities. Since it is not feasible for the manu-

facturing sector to provide the required opportunities in

the near future, due to the shortage of capital, entrepre-

neurship, marketing facilities, etc., it is necessary that

Gove rnment
(1980-85),

of Bangladesh, Second Five Year PIan
p.VIII-3.

À. H. M. Sadeq, "Àgricultural Finance! Strategy of Mech-
anized Irriga!ion and Implications- A Case Study, " (Dha-
ka: University of Dhaka, 1979), (mimeographed).

DennÍs L. Chinn, "Rural Poverly a
Farm Household Income in Developing
f rom Taiwan," Econonic Development
27 (!978-1979) : 283:301.

r93

nd the Structure of
Coun t r ies ¡ Evidence
and Cultural Change
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most of the unemployed labor force be absorbed in cottage or

small-scaIe rural industries as weII as in agriculture.

Second, a signíficant part of high unemploynent in rural

areas is seasonal in nature. Seasonally unemployed workers

cânnot nigrate to the urban areas permanently, for they are

needed in agricultural activities during ploughing, planting

and harvesting seasons. Instead of remaining unemployed for

fairly long periods of the year, they can be fruitfully em-

ployed in small scale or cottage-type industries. This kind

of supplementary employment opportunity is important to re-

duce rural poverty.

Third, production cost will be low if such industries are

located in rural areas. Because of high rural unenployment

and the low cost of living in rural areas, wage demands are

usually lower in rural than in urban areas for the same

work. In addition, capital outlâys Íor land and building

are expected to be relatively low in rural areas. Therefore

the cost of production in these industries is expected to be

]ow. The lo!,¡ production cost and the resulting lower prod-

uct prices may have positive effects on the demand for com-

modities produced by these industries, and thus on produc-

tion, enployment and incorne.

Fourth, a sizeable part of the demand for small or cot-

tage industrial products ís rural based, because (i) more

than 908 of the population of Bangladesh live in rural are-
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as, and (ii) these products are usuaLly not of high quality
and hence are cheaper so thât the rural poor cân afford
them. These low-cost producls include J.ungi, gamsa, and

saree in Bangladesh.

Fifth, rural industries will discourage migration of

unskilled workers from rural areas to lhe already over-bur-

dened urban areas to search for jobs.¡" Thís trend of mi-

gration has been causing rapid growth of urban s1ums, con-

gestion, housing shortages, health hazards, and industrial
un re st .

SixÈh, the growÈh of some smaIl scale and cottage indus-

tries will increase these industries' demand for intermedi-

ate goods like yarn for handloom industries, equipment for

weaving units, and so on. This will encourage the growth of

manufacturing industries which produce intermediate goods

for smaLl ând cottage industries.

FinalIy, and probably most important, is the gradual

transfornation effect. Employment in the small cottage in-
dustrial enterpríses, agricultural production for the market

because of good marketing facililies, and higher rural in-
come are aII expected to contribute to a change ín the pro-

re5 In India, about 10 percent of regular farm and non-farm
workers, and 56 percent of casual workers are willing to
migrate to urban centers for fuII-time wage employment.
See World Bank, Rural Unemployment - ! Survey of Concept
and Estimates for India, WorId Bank Staff i{orking Paper
ño. z3-¿-, -TfããñiñlEon: r s-nD , 197 Ð, p. i i i .
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duction outlook from subsistence motive to comrnercial

rationality. Similarly, these factors are expected to

change the consumption pattern by increasing demand for man-

ufacturing goods. Such a change may result in an expansion

of the manufacturing sector and thus a gradual transforma-

tion of the econorny from a tradítíona1 nature to a modern

stage.

There are, however, obstacfes which Iimil the development

of rural industries in LDCs I including Bangladesh. Rural

transport can play a role in renoving so¡ne of the obstacles

and thus facilitate the growth and development of rural in-
dustries.

One of the limiting factors is related to the marketing

of goods produced in smaIl/cottage industries. There may be

several different kinds of markets. First, the village mar-

ket covers mainly the village in which it is located; items

produced and marketed i.ocaIIy include small furníture and

agricultural ímplements Iike wooden ploughs and moi (land

leveJ.ling tool). Second, a slightly wider market covers a

few villages around a local market, and sometimes spreads,

up to the area of a thana. The small,,/cottage industries
producing goods and services mainly for this ¡narket ínclude

potteryf anirnal driven oil crushing, rice threshing, black-

smithy, goldsmithy, and so on. Third, the nationv¡ide market

is spread throughout the country; items produced for such a
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wide mârket include clothing like lungi, gamsa, saree, cha-

dar (a winter cloth), and woolen garmenls, simple household

utensils, and so on. In addition, there is a great and

unexplored potential for some nationwide consunption of such

items as canned mango and pineapple products.r'6 Fourth, the

market for handicrafts, which is mainly constituted of t,he

urban rich and middlê class population. These products have

significant export potential as we1l. Bangladesh has aI-
ready been export ing handicrafts to the world market. I e '

Fifth, there is a sub-contracLing market in which goods or

intermediate goods are produced on a contract basis so that

demand for then is predetermined and ensured.

Rural transport has an important role to play in the mar-

keting and shipment of these products to and f rorn these dif-
ferent kinds of markets. only in the first case does mar-

keting not involve much movement and shipmenL, while in the

Iast case, because the outlel is ensured and defínite' the

benefits of transport changes will consist maínly of trans-

port cost savings. An additional benefit may be obtained,

however, when transport changes help spread sub-contracting

activities to the presently inactive and remote vi1lages.

This kind of sub-contracting at the village level probably

re'See, for example, M. Raihan Sharif et a1, op. cit,., and
Banqladesh Rural Transport Studv.

¡'? Bangladesh has exported handicrafts of worth TK. 51 mil-
Iion during 1981-82. See Government of Bangladesh, Bãn-
gladesh Economic lJlvg.g, 1981-82, p.160.



does not exist at present in Bangladesh. One of

may well be the present state of the transport

hence t.he access problem.
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the reasons

system and

In aIl olher cases, marketing may involve considerable

cargo movement, and narkets have to be explored by the own-

ers of these industrial units. One important phenomenon

of such enterprises in Bangladesh is that the ohtner himself

is usually the buyer of raw naterials, operator of lools and

machineries, and seller of products. In smaÌl enterprises

there is no division of work between managenent, operation,

marketing, etc.i for example, the owner of a handloom indus-

t.rial unit is required to visit markets to buy raw materi-

aIs, design clothes lo be produced, operate hand driven

tools, and then sell the products during market days. Those

who can afford to establish severaL weaving units employ Ia-
bor for the operation of additional units while one of them

is usually operated by the owner hirnself .

I f the lrãnsport system is inadequate and dífficult,
these operator-olìners cannot explore distant and potentially
profitable markets. Therefore, the middleman, who buys

cloths from households or loca1 markets to se1l in big mar-

kets, and thus make a good profít, comes into the picture.

If this benefit can be retained by the enterpreneurs them-

selves, industries are expected to expand and develop.
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The marketing problern is especially acute in handicrafts

and some coltage industrial products of Bangladesh. ln a

study of the potential for small,/cottage industry in lhe ru-

ra1 areas of Rajshahi district of Bangladesh the absence of

adequate markets iras found to be one of the most inportant

limiting factors.r'¡ while other factors, including the Iack

of a promotional system, play a role in the narket,ing prob-

1em, the inadequacy of transport J.inkage is clearly very

important. fn fact, the inadequacy of transport facilities
is one of the major factors limiting the location of indus-

trial enterprises in rural areas."' Such inadeguacy seems

to be a cornmon phenomenon limiting the development of

snaIl,/cottage industries in almost all LDCs. A study in Af-

rican small industries suggests, "A1most universally, the

market system serving small enterprise development in Àfrica

is severely limíted because adequate cornmunication and dis-
tribution networks are not available.'oo

There is some skepticism about the beneficial effects of

improvements in the transport infrastructure, which may fa-

cilitate the entry of manufactured substitutes into rural
areas, so that rural industries wiII face competition from

See M. Raihan Sharif et aI, op. cit.¡tô

I" Duraid Yawer, Rural Industrialization for Developinq
countries, (petñîi--ctrãEanã--Þu5TÏcaTîõn+ r9ftlfÞÞl
47-48.

'¿o 
o PhilIip A. Neck, ed.,

PoI ic ies and Programmes
SmalI Enterorise Development

(Geneva: I LO, !977), p.199.
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the nodern sector.¿o¡ The manufacturing industries are in a

better positíon to compete, because of governnenl support

programs in the form of subsidíes, tax holidays, and protec-

tion and because of lhe economies of scale. Such competi-

tion may not, however, be as threatening in Bangladesh. Some

products, Iike handicrafts, pottery, goldsmith items, etc.,
are not suitable for manufacturing industries. A few items

of rural industries may however face competition from out-

side, for example, clothes produced in rural weaving indus-

tries, and particularly lungi, saree and gansa. Gamsa is

widely used in rural Bangladesh, where almost every male

person has a gamsa and a lungi, and every vJoman has sarees.

Due to reasons unknown to us, the rnanufacturing industries

have never t.ried to produce gamsa and so the rural sector

enjoys a monopoly in its production. The manufacturing sec-

tor has been trying to compete with the rural sector in the

production of lungi and saree, but it seems to have failed
to capture the markets for these commonly used items. Peo-

ple prefer lungis and sarees produced in the handloom indus-

tries, and these lungis are widely used in both rural and

urban areas. The saree market has faced some effective com-

petition in urban centres, but from synthetic saree imported

from abroad rather than from mânufactured sarees. OnIy the

rich can afford imported sarees, and the others stilI depend

on rurally produced sarees. Therefore, it does not seem

or WorId Bank,
(l^Tashington:

RuraI Enteror i se and
IBRD, 1978), p.39.

Non-farm gry-lg@.!,
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likely that competition consequent upon transport changes

will severely affect rural industries.

An adequate transport neLwork is not needed only for mar-

keting facilíties. Production costs may increase, and the

snooth functioning of rural- industries be disturbed, when

the supply of raw materials is affected by transport short-

age. Visits to distant markels on difficult roads for sup-

plies involve both financial and tirne costs which increase

per unit price of the product. Sometimes production is se-

verely disturbed when ra¡,r materials cannot reach distribu!-
ing market places because of trânsport problems, especially

during the bad weather days of wet seasons. A hard surface

road, instead of a mud road, may help solve this problem.

One of the pressing needs of small industries is for
credit. The villagers are generally poor, and v¡hiIe a few

surplus farmers do exist, many of them do prefer not to in-
ves! in these industries. The ownership and operation of

many cottage industries, such as weaving or pottery, are

considered to Io¡,rer social status and hence large farmers

seem usually to refrâin from such invofvement. It ís mainly

the rural. poor, unable to get support themsleves fron agri-
culture, who resort to these socíaIIy degrading, but econom-

icaLly profitable and socíally desirable activities. They

need credit to operate these industries but thè inaccessi-

bility of institutionaf credits makes them rely on informal
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noney lending sources which charge very high rates of inter-
est. Although severaL factors are responsíble for this in-

accessibility, Lransport changes can help remove some of the

obstacles in ways analysed earlier, and thus can contribute

to the development of rural based industries.

In view of the importance of small enterprises in rural

âreasf it has been suggested that extension services be pro-

vided to potential entreprenêurs and to existing establish-

ments at the village level.'o' These services would include

training for operational skiIl, providing designs, acquaint-

ing villagers with new techniques and presenting some basíc

instruction in marke!ing, managenent and business methods.

Fornal training schools and institutions are usually Iocated

at urban areas beyond the reach of village dwellers. On the

other hand, it is not very feasible to create training fa-

cilities at the village Ievel-. Therefore, informaL educa-

tion can usefully be provided through extension ¡,¡orkers.

The importance of extensíon services for the development

of rural industries has led some LDcs to provide them. For

example, in Indiaf a progran has recently been established

to provide extension services lo smalI rural enterprises.'0"

Under this prograrn, private consultants are being sent to

J. Mouly and E. Costa, Employment Policies in Developinq
c o u n t r i Ë s, ( l o n d o n : c è olÇã-ãÏïõ-a ñd U n-lTñ, T 9Ñæ
R. v. Rao, RuraI .Industrialízation in India, (De1hi:
concept eublisñTl!-cõ:;-T97ttl , p.3E. -

203
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smaIl enterprises in the countryside to extend technical

consultancy services. The service is free for the backward

areas, while in relatively developed areas the smaII enter-

prises bear 25 percent of the cost.

A practical alternative may be to integrate this service

with other developnent programs. For instance, in Bangla-

desh, development services are available down to the lhana

leve1 where assistance in agriculture, farníIy pLanning,

health, and institutional credits is located. If technical

and advisory services for small enterprises are integrated

with these other development programs, their costs wiII be

1or.r, and administrative and infrastructural problens can be

handled in an integrated vtay.

Thís policy will have significant transport implications

because it wiII require freguent movenent of potential en-

trepreneurs to thana headquarters or of extension officers/
workers to villages and thus wiII depend on adequate trans-

port facilíties. In particular, given the scarcity of

skíIled manpower in Bangladesh, if exÈension of f icers,/¡rork-

ers âre to visit villages, the efficiency and success of the

program will depend significantly on the adequacy of rural

transport.

Thus rural transport can potentially contribute to the

development of non-farm small,/cottage induslries in rural

areas by widening markets, helping in adequate and timely
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supply of raw materials and neccesary inputs, providing ac-

cess to institutional credits, and by increasing the effi-
ciency of extension services. This non-farm activity is an

important means of increasíng income and reducing rural pov-

erty and ís thus important to economic growth. World Bank

and ILO s!udies suggest that transport improvements are re-
quired for the development of non-farm enterprises to

r,¡iden their markets, and improve their access to
raw materials, labor, public utilities, and com-
mercial and marketing services .... The existence
of a growing non-farm sector in developing agri-
cultural regions adds to the demands placed on ru-
raI infrastructure, and is an imporLant factor to
be considered when investment prograns for infras-
tructure are being drawn up.¿04 The lack of "hard-ware" ínfrastruclure, such as roads, handicaps
snaIl enterpríses.¿05

These studies suggest that rural transport is conducive to

the expansion and development of non-farm rural industries,
while inadequate rural transport Iimits their development

and expansion.2o6

¿on world Bank,
p.40.

Rural Enterprise and Non-farm EmpLoyment,

'z05 ILO, Small- Enterorise ÐeveloDment
q r am s, -( elã :-TlõJ 977J;-Fi7dõ,-

PoI ic ies and Pro-

206 It rural transport helps increase income in the tradi-
tional sector of the economy, it has forward J.inkages
with the expansionary effect on the modern sector of the
economy. These secondary effects are not analysed Ín
this study. Anybody inetrested to look at them may see,
for example, Gerald M. Meier, Leadinq Issues in Economic
DeveloÞment, (Madison: oxford UnTversity eress,--T9-7lf;
Bruce F, Johnston, "The Role of Agrículture in Economic
Development" Àmerican Economic Review (1961), pp.57L-81;
r.H. Lee, 'SErãETãE ïõffilsïãrr-iñg agricutiirral Surlplus", in Gerald M. Meier, ed., op. cit.; J. Mouly and
E. Costa, EmDLoyment Policies in Develooino Countries.
(London: George Allen and Unwin, I9741 ,
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4.7 ROLE OF COMPLEMENTARY TNVESTMENTS

Rural transport can potentially contribute to incone

growth in the traditional sector of the economy of LDCs and

in the expansion of rural industries, the mechanism of which

has been analysed earlier. The inadequacy of transport is

not the only constraint on rural devefopment: rural trans-

port is only one of many components that deserve deve].opmenl

and that may as well have different degrees of potentiali-

ties to contribute in the process of development. Our anal-

ysis above describes the development potential of rural

transport only in absolute terms; it does nol relate or com-

pare trarnsport to the growth potentialities of other conpo-

nents in rural development. If complemenlary investmenls

occur, and thus other constraints are removed as transport

changes ure *åde, the developmental effects of rural trans-

port can be acceÌerated greatly. It is therefore not proper

to single out transport for ruraL developmen! by ignoring

other constraints: it is important to understand the role of

other factors to arrive at a comprehensive plan for rural

development.

The factors that can contribute to rural development, the

inadequacy of which can be considered as constraints on it,
may be broadly diviiled into tlto groups: directly productive

components and support components. These are not !otally
independent categories since each conplements the other but
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primary roles.
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the nature of their

Directly productive components are Èhose vrhich affect
production directly, rather than facilitâling or supporting

productive activities. For instânce, the introduction of

technological change through the provision of irrigatíon and

modern inputs wilI directly increase agricultural productíon

and hence is a direcly productive component.

On the other hand, support conponents are those whose

main functions are to support directly productive activi-
ties. For insÈance, the irnprovement of marketing facilities
for farm products encourages commercial farming and higher

produc t i on.

Some components may, however, be considered as both di-
rectly productive and support components depending on timel

space, and situation. The agricultural extension services

and rural transport are support components because the usual

functions of the former are educational and those of the

Iatter are supportive, but both components sometimes can

lead directly to increased production. For example, when

rurâ1 transport opens up potentially cultivable nêw areas,

it produces a direct increase in production; if extension

workers give practical help in the use of fertilizers and

pesticides, thus preventing crop damage, their help wilJ.

have a direct effect on production. Hence both nay be re-
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garded as directly productive components in the partícular

cases.

The directly productive components include: (1) irriga-
tion, (2) drainage, (3) agricultural implements, (4) high

yielding variety seed, (5) fertilizer and pesticides, (6)

opening up of new land, and (7) tools, machineries and raw

materials for small,/cottage industries.

The support components include: (1) extension servíces,
(2) credit, (3) rural t.ransport, (4) education, (5) health

care, (6) farnily planníng, (7) repair and maintenance of

farm implements, (8) storage for inputs and output, (9) ag-

ricultural price support and marketing facilities, and (10)

marketing and sales promotíon of smalI/cottage industrial
produc t s .

Since the major role of rural transport is supportive, it
will usually support other directly productive activities,
rather than iniliate Lhen. It should not be expected that

the provision of a support conponent will produce all de-

sired results. Rural transport changes can contribute to
economic development, particularly to rural development,

mainly by removing constraints on developrnent. The contrbu-

tion of these changes wiII vary directLy with the availabil-
ity of other complementary development components. For ex-

ample, irrigation technology is needeil to solve Lhe problem

of low producLivity and crop damage through flooding and to
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facilitaÈe the introduction of HYV seeds and cultiva!ion in

a flood-free winter season. In this situation, if an area

Lacks facilities for irrigation and ¡nodern inputs like fer-
tilizer and pesticides, transport improvements may produce

an incentive for growth but cannot enable producers to real-
ize that potent i a I.

The important point here is the comprehensiveness and si-
multaneity of all components, both productive and suppor-

tive, which not only complement each other but also depend

on each other to the extent thatr if one component is miss-

ing, it may disturb the functioning of the others. For ex-

ample, if HYV seed is available, but not irrigation, the

yield may be less than that of even the traditional variety,

since HYV seed needs continuous watering. On the other

hand, irrigation without improved seed or inputs is less

fruitful because traditional varieties have some biological
Iímíts to their growing capacity. SimiIarly, if a linited
number of workers or officers are employed to provide êxten-

sion services, as is done in Bangladesh at the thana level,

and a supporting lransport net$ork is not available, it will
be very difficult to provide the required services, and thus

the expenditure on such extension personnel wilI be a less

productÍve investment. SimilarIy, the cornplementarity of

family planning programs and health services, and of the

propagation of the importance of birth control and the

availability of birth control devices, is obvious.
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This characterístic of complementarity anong the produc-

tive and support components of rural developrnent ca1ls for a

comprehensíve progrâm which wiIl provide all facilities in

an appropriate proportion. Such a program should not only

be comprehensive; ít shouLd as well provide these facilities
s imul taneous Iy.

Thís may seem to be a utopiân suggestion for an LDC v¡hose

limited resources restrict developmental efforts. The sug-

gestion should not be taken as a policy recommendation in

the strict sense; however, its objeclive is to provide an

ideal standard for development efforts and to suggest that

the phenomenon of complementarity should not be overlooked

in policy natlers. Às much as possible, complementary com-

ponents should be provided i.n an appropriate proportion to
achieve the des i red goal.

Because provision of aII faciLities in an appropriate

proportion is seldom unfeasible in an LDc, programs should

be formulated according to certain priorities. The determi-

nation of such priorities at the national level rnây some-

tirnes be misleading and inefficient and, therefore, priori-
ties should instead be based on individual cases. For

instance, if irrigation is considered the first national

priority, a decision which may be appropriale for many areas

of Bangladesh, and therefore is provided in areas like Ran-

gamati of Chittagong district, the project will be an unpro-
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ductive investment until some transport link is established

since the lack of transport facitities ís responsible for

the present uncultivated state of lhe area. On the other

hand, if thê transport system is irnproved in an area where

HYv crops cannot be introduced because of water shortages,

the investment in transport is inappropriate since irriga-
tion seens to have a higher priorily in this area.

Thus development programs may be selected most efficient-
Iy on the basis of priorities established in individual cas-

es. It does not seem to be a difficult task. In Bangla-

desh, aIl public agencies responsible for rural development

have offices at the thana level where the officers acquire

practical knowledge of the area's problems and priorities.
Thana level officers should be trained to understand the im-

portance of this aspect of their work and tentaLive propo-

sals based on an ãreâ's priorities should originate from

them. They should do this by consultation !,tith Union Coun-

cil members and chairmen, and with local leaders, and by

visits for some farm level ínterviews. They should also un-

derstand the productive and support cornponents of rural de-

velopment and the nature of their conplementarity.

After initial proposals are obtained from thana level of-

fices, projects should be evaluated by a comprehensive tech-

nique, which should incorporale both growth and distribu-
tional effects and determine the viability of projects and
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purpose in Chapter VI .
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À model will be developed for this



Chapter V

RURAL TRANSPORT ÀNÐ THE EOUITY PROBLEM :
DISTRIBUTION EFFECTS

5.1 REÀLITTES OF INCOME DTSTRIBUTION IN RURÀL BANGLÀDESH

while transport changes have the polential !o con!ribule

to economic arowth, the benefits wíII be anbiguous for the

vrelf are of Bangladesh if it increases ínequality in the dis-
tribution of income. In order to examine the distributíon
implications of rural transport. changes, it is useful to de-

scribe briefly the existing pattern of income distribution
in rural Bangladesh. Since there is no adequate and appro-

priate information on income distríbution, information on

the distribution of land ownership may be used as a proxy.

Land distribution in rural Bangladesh, as revealed in Table

8, is skewed.

The great majority of rural households are headed by

small farmers or landless wage earners. OnIy about eight

percent of households can be categorized as large farmers;

those own about 48 percent of cultivated land. Although

land is unevenly dístributed, all but a few farmers can be

considered small farmers by international standards; even

those who own more than the existing legal linil of 33 acres

I q4



per household would not be regarded

large or even as medium farners.

'I Otr

in many countr ies as

TÀBLE 8

Distribution of Land ownership ín Bangladesh (1978)

Size Grouo
( in ac res)

Percent of
households

Percent of
â.reâ

0-3.00
3 .0r-5.00
5.01 & above

83,27
8.24
A ¿q

33.39
r8,22
48 .39

Jannuzi, F.T., J.T. Peach, The Agrarian Struc-
true oi sansiaqesi'r: en ¡¡irpeõîñeñËõeîãïõõ-
mentr westvier,, Pressf Colorado, 1980, p.19.'(ãEEidqed).

Source:

Very small farmers generally do not produce enough to

feed their family members. Some of the srnalf farmers produce

enough for the subsistence of the family, though generally

they do not produce any surplus over food requirement. Some

of the medium and almost aII large farmers have a food sur-

plus, the anount of which depends on the size and quality of

tand and family size. the surplus is used to buy clothing

and items such as kerosine, salt, and spices, and to meet

the expenses of house repair, medical care, social and re-

Iigious occasions and agricultural cultivation. Some margi-

na1Iy large farmers cannot even meet all non-food basic ne-

cessíties, not to mention the case of medium or small

farmers.
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In short, the income }evels of the village people in Ban-

gladesh are such that, excep! for a very few, not even large

farmers are rich by world standards. It is not, therefore,

the higher absolute incorne of any particular group in the

agricultural sector which is of great concern, but the rela-

tive income position of the rural population. PoIicy chang-

es or developmentâI efforts, Íncluding transport changes,

should not weaken the position of the lower income group.

One important point is that large farmers and some of the

surplus farmers in the medium size category generally manage

to oversee agricultural activities on their farms. They us-

uatly use hired labor along with their own, and some of lhem

depend solely on hired labor. Às a consequence they have

leisure time at their disposal and can frequently visit tha-

na headquarters and other trade centers. Some of them âct

as brokers for the villagers. Because of such outside con-

tacts and connections, developmenlal services, which small

f arrners are deprived of, are accessible to them.

this is, in brief, the existing distribution of rural in-
come in Bangladesh. we nor,, turn to examine how the proba-

ble benefits of rural transport changes, as analysed in lhe

preceding chapter, are expected to be distributed anong the

affected people I and what the resultant relative distribu-
tion of inco¡ne is antícipated to be.
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5.2 RURAL TRANSPORT ÀND INCOME DISTRIBUTION

The opening up of new areas or provision of new transport

Iinkages brings potential agricultural land under productive

cultivation. This leads to an increase in agricultural pro-

duction, the mechanism of which has been analysed earlier.
The benefit is the net revenue equivalent to the area

[(oQ't)(DE)] in Figure 5.

Price
6

Cos t
MCo Mct ACo

A
Pm

P'f

Pf

ACr

Qt Qo Q' t OutPut

Figure 5: Transport r Ne$ Àreas and Benefit Distribution

The distribulion of this benefit wilI depend on several fac-

tors. If this kind of Land is owned by the state, which is

most likeIy in case of unused, barren, and waste land, ben-

D

c
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efit distribution wiII depend on how this land is allocated

for settlement and cultivation after transport 1ínkage. If
this land is sold through markets, most probably the exist-
ing large farmers will be able to acquire it. In this case,

or in case where this land is already owned by large farm-

ers, Iarge farmers r,¡i11 recieve the entire benefit. The

landLess or small farmers wiIl however get sone benefits in

the form of wage income through higher ernployment. In Fi9-

ure 5, the benefits of a new agriculturaL operation given by

the area [ (oQ't). (DE) ] r,¡i11 be retained by large farmers,

and only a part of [(oQ't)(Q't.E)] will be retained by small

or landless farmers in the form of wage income. On the oth-

er hand, if public policy emphasises the eguity objective,

the new land wiII most likely be distributed to small or

Iandless farmers.2 o ? In this case the entire benefit of

higher production, [ (o0't ) (DE) ] , will be received by smalI

farmers, and a part of [(oQ't)(Q'lE)] wiIl go to vrâge labor-

ers, and lhus income distribution will be more equitable.

If policy is consistent r,¡ith the policy objective of achiev-

ing equity with grovrth, this distribution effect seems to be

most likeJ.y.

zo'Both growth and equity in the distribution of income are
officially accepted policy objectives of Bangladesh.
See the covernnent of Bangladesh, !-eg p¡g Five Year PIan,
(1980-85).
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It is more likety that waste and fallow land is owned by

the state. Ànd because equity is officially accepted as an

objective of developrnental efforts in Bangladesh, consisten-

cy of behavior requires that such wãste or fallow land be

disÈributed among sma11 or landless farmers. Thus both

growth and equity can be achieved simultaneously.

Às analysed earlier, agriculture can be developed signif-
icantly by the diffusion of technologíca} change and through

lhe introduction of complementary modern inputs. Transport

changes can reduce or remove some constraints on the wide-

spread application of improved technology, biological, chem-

ical and,/or mechanical. The distribution of benefits de-

rived through this channel will depend on the extent to

which different income categories are affected by techno-

logical change. If transport changes remove or reduce the

constraints on small farmers' application of modern technol-

ogy to a greater extent than those on large farmers, small

farmers are naturally expected to benefit more than large

farmers, and vice versa.

Let us therefore examine the probable effects on differ-
ent income groups. Small farmers seem to be nore seriously

affected presently by the major constraints on the applica-

tion of modern inputs and the diffusion of technological

change: the information 9âÞ,'o" inaccessibility to inputs,

To reca I1 ,
others, by

the Ia rge
illiteracy,

information gap is caused, among
the isolation of villages and ím-
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and financial constraints. The illiteracy rate seems to be

directly related to farn size in Bangladesh villages. The

education of the children of large farmers is encouraged and

facilitated because their labor is not required in Iivestock

and farm care, large farmers can afford educational expen-

ses, and outside contacts have raised expectations and aspi-

râtions. Às a consequence ¡ the Iiteracy rate is much higher

among large than small farmers. To the exten! that trans-
port changes affect the level- of education in a village fav-

orab].y, snaII farmers may benefit disproportionâte1y. Large

farmers can already afford to send their children to distant
schools and even to towns for education. SmaII farmers can-

not think of thís.

Às already indicated, Iarge farmers' outside contâcts act

as an information source for them. Thís source of informa-

tion is however extremely limited for small farners. There-

fore, transport changes are expected to increase outside

contacts more for smaIl farmers which may cause a dispropor-

tionate increase in the ideas and information they receive.

In addition, since the agricultural extension personnel,

being unable to cover the ¡vhole area, usually limit their
visits and services lo large farmers, any increase in the

efficiency of their services in terrns of coverage and quali-

mobi 1i ty of the
level contacts,
extension servic

villagers limiting outside and thana
and the poor perf or¡nance of agricultural
es.
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ty is expected to benefit small farmers more than J.arge

ones. The former ís expected to receÍve (a) extension ser-

vices instead of no service and (b) better quality services

because of the hígher efficiency of the service personnel,

whereas the latter will be benefited only by (b), and obvi-

ousty [(a)+(b)] >(b).

Thus trânsport changes are expected to reduce the con-

straint produced by an information gap on the diffusÍon of

technological change for smalL farmers to a greater extent

than for large ones. And to the extenL that reduction in

the information gap favors the application of nodern tech-

nology in agriculture, small farmers wiIl be benefited ¡nore

than their better-off counterparls.

The second constraint is the inaccessibility to modern

inputs and technology. Àgricultural inputs and implemenls

such as fertilizer, pesticides, and irrigation equipment,

are distributed by the government through the thana Ievel

offices of appropriate ministríes. To recall, the distant
location of distribution centres along with inadequate

transport imposes a constraint on the diffusion of techno-

Iogical change. This conslraint is less severe for large

farmers than for small ones, because of the large farmerrs

leisure time and financiat ability. Transport changes wiIl
reduce both time and financial costs of passenger movement

and cargo shipment. Since the large farmers have leisure
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time, which does not have an alternative econornic use, their
time costs may be considered as neglegible and can be ig-
nored. The benefits of trânsport changes to the small farm-

ers in this context are the saving of both time and finan-

cial cost which is obviously greâter than the saving merely

of f inancíal, cost enjoyed by large farmers. Thus, while

transport changes will make modern inputs more accessíble to

farmers in general, the benefits to small farmers seem to be

greater than those to large farmers.

The diffusion of technological change ¡ri11 cause a down-

lvard shift in the average and marginal cost curves of a rep-

resentative farm. Since, as analysed above, small farmers

are expected to benefit more than large farmers, the rele-
vant shift in cost curves will not be same for them.

If the representative farmer is a small one, l-et us assume

that the shifts are from ÀCo and MCo (without project) to

Act and Mct (with project) so that the small farmer is

earning a ne! revenue equívalent to the area [(OQt) (BC)] in

Figure 6. If, however, the farmer is a large one, the

shifts wiII be less, say, to AC't and MC't . The net rev-

enue now is

[ (oQ-r)(Q.r.F) ]-[ oQ'r)(Q"r.H) ]=[ (oQ"t)(FH) ]

so that the net revenue obtained by the smal-l farmer is
greater than that of Iarge farmer by an amount of

[ (o0r)(cK) ] + [ (0'r.0r)(BK) ]
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Figure 6: Transport, Technological Change and Benefit
Distribution

and the gror¡th effect for the small farmer is greât,er than

that for the large farmer by (Q't.Qt). Thus the diffusion
of technological change along with the introduction of nod-

ern inputs, both biological and chernical, as a result of

transport changes, appears to be more equitable.

There is however a generâl belief that the irrigation
technology in the production of HYV rice, which comes in an

irrigation-seed-fertilizer package, reinforces the exist,ing

inequality in the distribution of rura] incone by inproving

the relative income position of large farmers.¡o' Two types

,

Q"t

'ot Rizwanul Islam, nv¡hat Has Been Happening to Rural Income



of arguments are usually advanced:

economically viable for irrigation
there has been a trend towards land

areas of LDCs.
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(1) small size is not

technology, and (2)

concentration in rura 1

The arguments are not as strong as they appear to be.

The first argument is of an a priori nature, and does not

have empirical validity, particularly in Bangladesh. It has

been found that irrigation technology in rural Bangladesh is

size-neutral.2 ¡ 0 It is practically impossible for a Iarge

farmer to irrigate only his land and to exclude the neigh-

bouring land of small farmers. The land in Bangladesh is

highly fragmented and no large farmer has all his land con-

centrated together in one boundary; instead it is scattered

throughout one or more fields. It ís practically irnpossible

and not economically viable to build a drainage system which

covers one person's tiny and scattered pieces of land to the

DistribuLion in Bangladesh?, " DeveloÞment and Change
10(1979).

'¡o Àvailable evidence suggests that smalI farmers in Ban-
gladesh have been disproportionateLy more benefited from
irrigation technoLogy. In the SuLIa thâna, small farm-
ers have 21 percent of theír land irrigated, whereas the
medium and large farmers have brought respectively 17
and 20 percent of their land under írrigation. In addi-
tion, snall farners have a higher productivity per acre
of HYV paddy, which is produced in írrígated land, than
nedium and large farmers. In the Rangamati thana, smalI
farmers have disproportionately more land under HYv rice
cultivation than large farmers as well as higher produc-
tivity per âcre. In the Nalchiti lhana, however, the
percentage of paddy land under HYV for large farmers is
higher than for smaIl farmers, which is partly counter-
balanced by productivity difference in favor of snalI
farmers. See Banqladesh RuraI Transport Study.
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exclusion of others'. The agricultural distributing depart-

ment (BÀDC) requires those who r¡ish to receive an allotmenl

of irrigation pumps or tubersells to show a reasonably size-

able amount of l-and to be brought under irrigation. This

requirement implicit.ly demands that al1 possible neighbour-

ing and connecting land should be covered by irrigation¡ ir-
respective of the ownershíp size. In practice, this is gen-

eraIIy taking place in Bangladesh as well as, apparently, in
I ndia . ' ' 1

The argument based on land concentration is indirect, and

is valid only if iÈ can be proved that ov¡nership concentra-

tion is taking place only in irrigated and not in non-irri-
gated areas, or that the trend of ownership concentration is
greater in irrigated than in non-irrigated areas. Unfortu-

nately such conLrofled studies are rarely available in LDCs,

and non-existent ín Bângladesh. Some Indian experience how-

ever suggests that irrigation technology reduces ownership

concenLrat ion of land. ' ' '

Sen and Rao have found thât the small farmers in many
parts of rural India have been applying irrigation tech-
nology lo a disproportionately larger proportion of
their land than lhe large farmers. See B. Sen, "Oppor-tuníties in the Green Revolution", Economic and Politi-
cal weekly Review of Agriculture, 2 81¡la rc-ñJ970-J i 

-ãnã-t.
El_ul--Tãõ, Aqriculturã1 Production Functions, Costs and
Re t u r n s i¡ I ñAi-a-;-lDeTñ'î : ¡ sîã-ÞuEll i sIï n 9- Hõüs el-T965)l

2r¿ See, for example, V. M. Raor "Land Transfers in Rural
Communities : Some Findings in a Ryotwari Regíon," E!9-nonic and PoIiticaI Weekly Review of Agriculture,
3õ'-(3ãptãffi e r-T972fTÃnd-E;ç Rad la wa, G r e en ñ,evo I ut i o n,(oetrri: Vikas Publishing lrouse, I974), Þ:fæ.-
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Therefore, it cannot be said that the introduclion of ir-
rígation technology, facilitated by transport chânges, leads

unambigiously to inequality in the distribution of income in

rural Bangladesh. The relative coverâge of land by irriga-
tion facilities depends on the proportion of land owned by

different size categories in the project area. If these

categories have an equal proportion of 1and, irrigation cov-

erage is expected to be proportional, and vice versa.

There is no reason to argue a priori that Ìârge farmers wiII
have disportionately more Land under an irrigation project,

or vice versa.

The evidence, however, suggests that small farmers wilI
receive more benefits even if an equal proportionate land is
covered by irrigation facilities, for several reâsons.

First¡ the per acre yield of HYV rice grown in irrigated
land is in general higher for sma1l farmers than for large

farmers, because the former can take more intensive care of

their small Iand holdings. Second, Iandless and small farm-

ers will likely get more J.and f rorn large farners for share

cropping, because the latter wiIl most probably be unable to

cultivate all of their land holdings since the HYV requires

greater farm care and supervision. In this case, the area

operated will be nore equitably distributed, even though the

distribution of ownership is unchanged. Third, most of the

income of lower-range snall farmers and landless households

is deríved from non-crop enterprises, in the form of wage
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biIIs for their work for large farmers. In general, the in-
troduction of irrigation technology increases croppíng in-
lensi!y and hence the labor required per unit of land. This

leads to an increase in empLoyment and probably h'ages.¿r3

Thus, even if the percentage of land brought under irriga-
tíon technology is proportionate for aII size categories and

not significantly high for the better-off farmers, it is
possible Èhat the resulting income distribution will be more

nearly equi tab1e. "'o

The favorable distribution effecls may be expected across

regions as well as across households. At present, those

thana which are isolated and possess poorer internal trans-
port systems are disadvantaged in terms of developmental ac-

2¡3

2\A

Trânsport changes wiII reduce employment in a different
way. The introduction of vehicles, if any, wiIl reduce
employnent in headloading shipment. this may however be
compensated by generating employment elsewhere. First,
the construction of roads and their regular maintenance
will create sorne jobs. Second, employment opportunity
will be created in the trânsport industry for operating
Iabor-intensive vehicles Iike rickshaws, pushcarts and
bulLockcarts, and in transport related industry Iike re-
pairing workshops along roads. Third, the expansíon oÊ
rural industries consequent upon transport changes will
generate enployment for the unemployed. FinalIy, higher
rnobility and the resulting improved information on the
inter-regíonaI employment siLuation wiIl help even out
the seasonal nâture of employment in âgriculture.
In this context, the conclusion of C.H.H. Rao after a
careful consideration of the distribution of gains out
of technological change in Indian agriculture is worth
noting: "...., the available evidence suggests that for
the country as a who1e, the net impact of technological
changes and the changes in the dislribution of ârea op-
erated is a decline in the relative share of large in-
comes (nominal) and in income disparities in the rural
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tivities. " " Efficient and qualified development officers do

not want to accept postings in t.hana with bad transport net-

works or, if posted, manage to be transferred from them.'¿rÉ

Such thanas are usually bypassed in selecting sites for com-

prehensive developmenl programs¿'? because of difficulties
in transporting required materials, in the mobility of staff
rnembers, and in maintaining supervisory and administrative

contact with the sub-divisional or district level offices of

the concerned mínístries.

Within a thana, developnent efforts are usually concen-

trated in villages which have a relatively good rural trans-
porl system and are better linked with thana headquarter.2 t 3

Since transport is normally very poor in rural Bangladesh,

thana Ievel officers in virtually all departments general.ly

concentrate their aclívities in villages which are closer to

sector." "On balance, the distribution of income in the
rural sector in the country as a whole has become less
unequal during the Iast decade". See C.H.H. Rao, Tech-
no1óqical chañqe and Distribution of cains rn rndiañ-ãã-
riculture, (DeIhi: The MacmiIlan Company of India Linít-
ed, 1980).

Most of the government departments which are responsible
for rural development in differenl ways have their low-
est leve1 offices at thana headguarters which âre sup-
posed to serve L00 to 350 villages. These offices are
authorized to distribute inputs like fertilizer, pestí-
cides, HYV seeds, irrigation equipments, and to provide
extension services.

¿ 1" See Louis Berger Inc. , Rural Roads Study, voI.
p.lv-3.

âr5

2t1

210

1

rbid., Þ Ttt-2

P.IV-4.tbid,,
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thana headquarlers. visits of agricultural extension staff
ând other field level employees are also thus limited to

nearby villages. Not only do farmers from distant víIlages

not receíve these services, they cannot avail themselves of

such services for t¡{o reasons. First, because of their iso-
lation, most of lhe villagers do not know about such servi-
ces. Second, journeys are time-consuming and difficult. ¿ 1e

Thus people in relat,ively distant villages are deprived of

developmental services.

Although the transport problem is not the only factor
limiling the effectiveness of developmental efforts, it
seems at least to be one of the major constraints on such

activities. If rural transport is provided where it does

not exist and improved where it barely exists, development

workers of different departnents will be able to make fre-
quent visits, supplies r,¡ilI be easily accessible, and vil-
lagers wíl1 also be able to make visits to thana headquar-

ters when necessary. Thus developmental efforts, it is
hoped, will be distributed regionally and favorably affect
regional income distribution.

Ä more nearly equitable distribution of the benefits of

transport changes seems Iikely to occur through the provi-

sion of accessibility to institutional credits. As anaLysed

'¿r' A study suggests that
desh cannot afford to
1ow-leveI government
rv-4.

the isolated villagess of BangIa-
visit thana headquarters where all

services are located. Ibid., p.
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in the preceding chapter, Bangladesh farmers reguire credits
both for consumpt.ion and production. Smal1 farmers do not

have access to institutional credits and consequently resort

to local rnoney-lending sources which charge exorbitantly
high rates of ínterest. Since large farmers have at least

some access to credits from instituLional sourcesr which

charge much lower rates, the most severely affected people

are the village poor, Iandless and small farmers, who rely
on informal sources of credits. Borrowing from informal

sources, and hence the severity of the debt burden, seem to

vary dírectly with farm size."o

220 Studies indicate that the access to ins
in rural Bangladesh varies directly wi
thus the cost of credit ís inversely
See M. Hossain, ESrm Size, Tenancy and
: An Analvsis of Farm Leve1 Data, refer
u] I slam, "T,lhat Has Been Happening to
tribution in Bangladesh?", op. cit. p.401. Similar evi-
dence is available in India. In rural India, the
percentage of the amount from co-operaLives to total
borrowing varies positively and disproportionately with
farm size, and among different areas, the concentration
of co-operative credit is higher wherever the concentra-
tion of assets is higher. See Reserve Bank of Indial
Lepoft ol lhe ÀlI India Credit Review Cp¡Ei!!Êg, 1969.
rn-id-dTTionag?îcuTturaI--;ããiE--ãIsEffi ã-6!'public
sector banks in India increase disproportionately with
farm size in the case of medium and long term loansi
short term loans also increase with farm size, but not
disproportionately. See Reserve Bank of India, "Agri-cultural Àdvances of PubIic Sector Banks : An Analysis",
Reserve Bank of India Bulletin, ApriI 1964, pp. 643-46.
ïT-=ñõ11ã-5ã ñõtdTaE-Tïãñsport is inadequãte in most

t itut ional c redi t
th farm size and
reLated to size.
Lând Productivity
r ed-to in Rizwan-
Rural Incone di s-

of the rural areas of India. See P.C. trípathi,
cil. and Wilfred Owen, Ðístance and Development.

op
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Transport changes can help reduce dependence on expensive

informal sources of loans by increasing farmer's access to

institutional. credits. The distributíon of resulting ben-

efits will depend on the relative reliance on informal cred-

it sources of dífferent size categories and is expectêd to

be inversely related to farm size. The lârger the farmer,

the lor+er his dependence on ínformal sources of credit, and

hence the lower the benefit. The snaller the farmer, the

higher his reliance on local money lendíng sources, and thus

the higher the benefit. Therefore, transport changes will
reduce the debt burden equitably by increasing access to in-
st i tut ional sources of credit.

As anaLysed earlier, transport changes canr through in-
creasing accessibility to institutional credits, reduce lhe

debt burden of conditional loans with a resulting effect on

farm production.'2¡ For instancer transport provision or in-
provement from Tl- to T2 reduces the farmer's dependence on

loca1 credit sources, C(t), and increase his access to the

institutional credit market, C(I), in panel À of Figure 7,

so that the interest rate falls from rL t,o r2 in panel B,

The product price thus increases from Pl to P2 , and equli-
brium oulput from Ql to Q2 in panel C.

To recall¡ somê money lenders advance loãns to lhe poor
and to the small farners on the condition thât the bor-
rovrers will repay the loan in kind duríng harvest at a
price of the crop way below market price. This implies
a very high rate of interest paid by sacrificing a part
of the product price and thus affects production.
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Figure 7: Transport, Credit and Benefit oistribution

The distribution of benefits wil.I again depend on the

relative incidence of debt at present. Since it is usually

the village poor and the snalÌ farmers eho resort to this
kind of conditional loan, they will naturally receive the

najor benefits of reducing this severe debt burden."' The

222 The institutional credits are rel.atively more accessible
to large farmers for several reasons. First, the infor-
nation gap is less for them because they have contact
$ith trãdè centres through their visits for selling sur-
plus and buying industrial consumption - 99ois, and for
ãvailing themselves of resreational faciliÈies. Second,
the opportunity cosÈ of time spent in naking visits for
loans is 1ess, since being able to hire labor when nec-
essâry for farm care, they can afford to enjoy.leisure.
In adãition, they can adjust visits for loan with usual
visits for shoping and recreation. Third, they pass
credit worthine¡s test to recieve credits from even for-
mal banking sources beyond the specialized 100-crore À9-
r icultural Credi t Program,

The institutional credits are almost beyond the reach
of smalL farmers or tenant agriculturisLs, because of
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higher production 01 .Q2 is obtainable nainly by small farm-

ers who take such Ioans.

In general , large farmers wí}1 also be benefited as a re-

sult of transport improvements and resulting credit cost re-

ductions, but their benefits are expected to be Lower than

those of small farmers because the later are benefited in

two h'ays, through accessibility to institutional credits and

transport cost reductions, while large farmers are benefited

mainJ.y through transport cost reductions. Thus this effect
of transport changes appears unambigíous1y to inprove the

position of snall farmers as compared to that of large farm-

ers, and hence to contribuÈe to a reduction of ineguality in
the distribution of rural income.

There is another side effect of this phenomenon. The in-
formal local money-Iending sources consis! of the village
rich : large farrners and traders. Àccess to institutional
credits wiII reduce the demand for local credits which earns

both the first and the second set of constraints anal-
ysed earlier, since the severity of these constraints
varies inversely with the farm size and directly with
poverty. In particular, the lime cost of making several
journeys, even íf other constraints are reduced, is very
high for smaIl agrículturalists. Their agricultural ac-
tivities are based on farnily }abor which has to take
constant care of the Iivestock raised for ploughing and
milkíng along with the requirement of farrncare. In par-
ticular, the time cost is extremely high when credits
are mostly needed for inputs and seeds during the peak
cultivation period. Restricted by such constraintsl
small agriculturists rely on locaI money lending source
for borrowing, which charges very high rates of inter-
est, and thus are deprived of relatively cheaper ínstí-
tutional credits.
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a high income for the lenders. A decline in, or elimina-

tion of, demand for these credits wiII reduce or eliminate a

sizeable amount of interesL income of the relatively weIl-

off villagers. This detrimental effect on the rich wiII im-

prove the relative income position of the poor, and rein-
force the equitable distribution of rural income conseguent

upon transport changes.

Transport changes facilitate an appropriate composition

of crops which increases farm efficiency. The benefit dis-
tribution in this case wilI depend on factors affecting
crop composition. The introduction of bulky and perishable

crops made possible by fast movement and transport cost re-

ductions, mây benefit all size groups of farmers equally.

It rvill probabLy lead to a parallel shift in the income Lev-

el of alI people affected, the distribution of benefil being

neither equitable nor i nequ i table .

If, hor+ever, appropriate crop composition does not in-
volve perishable or bulky crops, but is instead facilitated
by more efficient supply of inputs and of advisory services

of agricultural extension personnel, small farmers wiIl
probably benefit more from the new situation as they gain

access to facilities large farmers alreâdy hâve. Therefore,

to the extent that these improvements in service and supply

conditions encourage better crop composition, the small

farmers are expected to benefil more thân the }arge farmers.
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The phenomenon of market segmenta!ion due !o the trans-
port barrier and the reLevânt growth effect of transport

changes has been anal-ysed earlier. A demand curve shift in

locaI markets due to trader penetration into locaI markets

as a consequence of of trânsport changes causes an increase

in the product price in panel, À of Figure 8, which Leads to

higher production of the representative farm by (0o.0't)

wÍth a positive net revenue in panel B. The guestion

arises: who is the beneficiary of this increased production?

The answer lies in the answer to another question: who are

Èhe people making use of local markets ? The people who us-

ua1Iy seII in local markets are logically expected to be the

benificiaries of higher prices resulting from transport

changes.

Large farmers manage even in t,he present condition to

transport their products to large and distant markets for

higher prices.'"' Since the small and some mediun farmers

usually use local markets, they are the ones who will ben-

efit more than others by higher product prices at local mar-

kets. Therefore transport changes in this case are expected

to improve the relative position of small farmers.

The reasons are as foLlows. Fírst, they have free tine
to nake time consuming journeys. Second, some of them
own vehicles for shipment. FinaIly, they can hire addi-
tional Iabor for help in cargo movement by head,/shoulder
Ioading as well. Being unable to afford such journeys
and shipment, small and some medium farmers usually selL
their commodities at local markets.
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Transport changes reduce both the time and financial
costs of movement ând thus increase the accessibility to

large markets. The resuLting higher production and positive

net revenues are expected to benefit small farmers dispro-

portionately, for, while transport cost savings benefit both

groups, the time cost savings benefit smaII farmers more

than large ones. z'zr This is illustrated diagramatically in
F i gure 9.

A study in the viLLages of Faridpur district of Bangla-
desh has found that ti¡ne cost savings are "more vaLua-
b1e to the smal1 farmer (and even the landLess) than lo
the larger farmer, since the former does the ph

Y
L

sical
me lo
Lou i s
o

labor b
visit

y his own hand and often can not spare t
distant markets for higher prices." See

Berger Inc. Rural Roads Studv, vol.l, 1979, p. IV-
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In panel À of Figure 9, the Local and J.arge market demand

curves, Dl. and Db respectively, are superinposed, and a sup-

ply curve S is assumed ín both, for sirnplicit,y. Equilibrium
prices Pl and Pb are established in loca1 and large markets

respectively, which are given to individual farms.

Panel B of Figure 9 itLustrates a representative farm

which can represent aLternatively the conditions of a small

or a Large farm. ÀCI through ÀC3 âre average cost curves

which include the average production and transport costs,

ând average time cost involved in the transport of commodi-

ties. The notãtions ÀPC, ÀTCl, ÀTC2 and ÀtC depict average

0 Ql Q2

PâneI B



production cost, average t ransport

average transport cost for large

cost for small farms respectively;

reductions in unit transport cost

quenl upon transport changes.

2J.8

cost for local market,

market and average time

and ÀTC'2 is AtC2 minus

to large markets conse-

Let us first consider thal the representative farm ís

that of a small farmer, His unit cost when goods are trans-
ported to a local markeL is ACl which includes unit cosls of

production and of transportation lo a locaf market, APC and

ATCI. When goods are shipped to a large market, lhe rele-
vant âverage cost curve is AC3, which is the sum of the unit
production cost and the unit costs involved in shipment to

large markets both in the f orrn of transport charges I ATCZ I

and tirne cost, AtC. Given Pb, the small farmer cannot ship

his goods to a large market profitably, since ÀC3 is greater

than Pb at every level of output. He can, however, sell at

the local market at the point at which Pl equals AC1 so that
he is just breaking even. Accordingly, small farmers cannot

beneficially use the facilities of large narkets even if
prices are higher there.

Now assume the representative farm to be a large one.

The average cost curve relevant to a local market is the

same ACI, bu! thal relevant to a large market is now ÀC2 in-
stead of AC3. The difference is explained by the time cost,

ÀtC, involved for small farmers but not for a large farmer,
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because the opportunity cost of his leisure time spent in

shipment is negligible and can be ignored. The large farmer

can profitably sell his output at a large market, since Pb

is greater than AC2 at the equilibrium leve1 of output Q1 ,

and thus earns a positive net revenue even without transport

changes.

Let us now introduce into the model transport changes

which will reduce the financial and time costs involved in

transportíng of commoditites. In the case of a representa-

tive large farner I AIC2 shifts, sây, to ATC'2 so thal ÀC2

shifts to AC'2. As a consequence, output increases from Ql

Lo Q2 and a greater net revenue is earned. On the other

hand, if the representative farmer is a small one, AC3

shifts to ÀC'2, since transport cost is reduced fron ATC2 to

ATC'2, and additionally, the time cost ÀtC dísappears or be-

comes negligíb1e because of the possibility of fasl move-

nent. SmaII farmers can now penetrate large marke!s profít-
ably . In this case, the representative smalI farrner is not

only entering large markets, he is earning a positive net

revenue, so the benefit to him is thus higher than to a

Iarge farmer.

Transport changes wiII involve changes and shifts in oth-

er curves including ACl and D1. This will establish a new

set of equilibrium values of different variables after aII
possible adjustments. Such adjustnents are ignored here be-
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cause they are not necessary to arrive at the predictíon,

and because the prediction is not expected to be signifí-
cantly affected by these adjustments.

The phenomenon can alternatively be represented mathe-

matically.
Ac=cp+ct. (5.1)

with Ct=M+bt. ...(5.2)
nhere Ac=average total cost, Cp=average production costl

Ct=average cost of transportation, M and t = average money

and time costs of transportation, and b = the individual
valuat ion of t ime.

For a local market t is insignífícant and can be ignored;

hence AC is
Àc=cp+M (5.3)

In the case of a large market¡ the value of t ís high,

but b is ínsignificant for a large farmer and therefore bt

may be ígnored. His average total cost is thus given by

(5.3).

On the other hand, the value of b is high for a small

farmer and conseguently b is signifícant. The resul-ting av-

erage cost for a snalI farmer is therefore

AC=Cp+M+ br... (S.4)

In panel B of Fig.5, AC2 and AC3 correspond lo equations

(5.3) and (5.4) respectively, so that Ac3 > Ac2 by an amount
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of the term bt. When transport is provided or improved, t
ís reduced so that bt can be ígnored for both small and

large farmers. The new AC for both small and large farmers

is
ÀC' = Cp + Mr . ... (5.5)

where M > M' because of financial transport cost savíngs.

Equation (5.5) corresponds to AC'2 in panel B of Fig.5.
Since equations (5.4) > (5.3) > (5.5), that is, Ac3 > ACz

> ACt2, sma11 farmers receive a disproportionately Iarger

benef it than large farmers.

There has been much discussion in transport IiteraLure
regarding the distribution of this benefit among the affect-
ed parties.'¿5 Some have argued about transport cost savings

that the extent of shift in the average cost curve will not

be the same for large and sma1l farmers; instead the shíft
for the former will be higher than that for the Iatter.,,.
Large farmers, it, is argued, own vehicles which give them ân

additional advantage in reducing transport costs, while

small farmers, who do not own vehicles, receive a smaller

cost reduction, Consequently, large farmers wilI benefit
more than sma11 farmers.

2¿5 See, for example, A.À. Walters, The Economics of Road
User charqes, (Baltimore: John Hopkiñã úñîveïEiEyTr6
1%-B);-T.1 . Hine, The Àppraisal oi Rural 'Feederì noads,
( L o n do n : e 1 a n n i ñ g--ãnã-Err s-þ r t nõE eãîc ñ--ãïã-Tom-þIEã-
tion, 1975); and Banqladesh RuraI Transport Study.

2 2 6 See, for example, Bangladesh Rural TransÞort Study,
p.50.
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This position is not âs strong as it âppears lo be.

First, the proponents of this view ignore average time cost

ÀtC, and thus ignore the shift from AC3 to ÀC'2 for small

farmers. They rather consider only the shift from ÀC2 to

AC'2 and say that this shift will not be the same for all
size groups. Vle have argued that the shift for lhe small

farmers, AC3 to ÀC'2, will be larger than that for the large

farmers I AC2 to AC'2. Second, existing evidence on the

higher vehicular ownership of large farners in eangladesh

suggests that the vehicles are usually counLry boats for wa-

terways.22? The v¡aterways are not very important for rural
transporl analysis, because the possibilit.y of inprovements

to all-weather waterways is limited; when they do become im-

portant ín wet seasons, all of Bangladesh is flooded, and

there is no need to improve waterways for wet season trans-
portation. Therefore, mainly rural roads appear to be impor-

tant for rural transportation policy. The appropriate vehi-

cles for rural roads are low-cost pedal ricksha¡rs and

bullock-carts. Large farmers in eangladesh do not usually

operate ríckshaws or bullock-carts because they reguire hard

manual labor, which is considered work of the poor. whenever

large farmers or the village rich o¡.rn any of these vehicles,

they usually rent then out on a daily rental basis; thus

ownership of these vehicles is considered a business invest-

ment, rather than a neans of transport. Therefore, when

227 Ibid.,p. 4135.
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Iarge farmers owning such vehicles require movement, they

have to hire rickshaw or bullock-cart services as does any

other person irrespective of income level, occupation or ve-

hicle ownership.

In the case of rural roads, vehicle ownershíp does not

seem to have much of a discriminatory effect on cost reduc-

tion for the owner as a result of transport changes. conse-

quently, large farmers do not appear to be in a more advan-

tageous position due to their ownership of vehicles than the

small ones. The financial transport cost savings consequent

upon transport changes will probably be the same for all,
both srnaIl and large farmers, whereas ti¡ne cost savings wilI
be economically more signíficant for the small farmers, so

that the reLative position of the latter is expected to be

improved disproportionâte1y more than the latter. If, how-

everr one is inclined to assign greater financial transport

cost savings to large farmers, this may be somewhat can-

ce11ed out by the greater time cost savings of small farm-

ers.

On the other hand, boat ownership seems to be different.
Boâts are operated by ovrners, " " " and except for rental

boâts, the relative dis!ribution irnplications of improving

"" In areas where
in some of the
farm care and
Hence anyone can
himself most of

aIl-weather waterways are available and
other rural areas during wet seasons,

mobility requíres the help of a boat.
afford one, buys it and operates it by

the times irrespective of farm size.
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v¡âterways wilI probably be different. If waterways âre

developed for aIl-weather navigation, large farmers may be

expected to benefit more thân smalI farners. However, the

landless wage Iaborers who operate rentâI boats wiII also

benefit, probably more than J.arge farmers, since the rental

boats are operated full tíme, r,¡hereas lhe large farmers op-

erate their boats occasionally when needed. In brief, the

large as we1I as the landless professional transport opera-

tors will probably be benefited disproportionãte1y to small

farmers who neither ov¡n boats nor leave their farms to oper-

ate rental boats. Such smal1 farmers wiII, however, benefit
by reductions in both financial and time cost savings after
road transport changes. Thus, while a1I size groups will
benefit in absolute terms¡ the relative benefits will depend

upon the relative size of these benefits, \,rhich cannot defi-
nitely be determined a priori.

A number of points need lo be considered in evaluating

the distribution of benefits arising from growth of non-farm

aclivities which results fron such improvements as lransport
changes. First, relatively well-to-do households ín rural
Bangladesh consider most non-farming activilies degrading.

Hence, although large farmers are financially able to slart
such enterprises as weaving, potLery, or tailoring, in part

through their greâLer access to credits and institutÍonaI
support, they usualJ.y prefer to confine themselves to farm-

íng activities. Some members of the families of margína1
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farrners and landless workers, on the other hand, choose to

['ork at non-farming activities as apprentices, and later for
wages in these activities. Those workers who have entrepre-

neurial potential sometimes try to estabLish one such unit
ín their households by using saved and,/or borrowed money,

since a small unit. of non-farm activity, for example, a

weaving tools, does not require much capital."'

Second, when large farmers do estabfish a non-degrading

activity Iike a rice miII, they usually do not operale tools

and machines themselves. Their enterprises are relatively
Iarge and their involvement is mainly managerial and promo-

tional.

Third, the creation of favorable conditions for these in-
dustries by providing greater ãccess to markets, extension

services and institutional credits is expected to affect
poor and disadvantaged entrepreneurs more favorably, because

the rích farmer's financial position and Ieisure time have

already given him some access to these facilities.

These considerations, except for the second, suggest that

poorer potential entrepreneurs may benefit more from the de-

velopment of non-farm rural activities consequent upon

transport changes, In the second case, the major benefit in
Lhe form of profits will be retaíned by the owners, ând the

This happens only in the handloom industry. Empirical
study is not however available to show the evidence.
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poor will receive a share of this benefit only through

higher employment in the new activities. The net effect
wilI depend on the proportion of the entrepreneurial class

emerging from groups of large and small farmers and from the

landless wage laborers.

There is some evidence to indicate that the development

of non-farrn rural ac!ivities improve the relative position

of the village poor. A study ín Taiwan suggests that the

âverâge incorne level of the smallest farm size class, wi!h-

out non-farm opportunities, would have been 33 per cent low-

er thân the actuâI level found, while that of the largest

farm size class would have been only 6 per cent lower than

their actual income, and "Thus, the expansion of non-farm

opportunities had the effect of reducing relative inequality
in the rural areas. "'" o

5.3 SOME OTHER DISTRIBUTION EF'FECTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The benefits of transport changes may arise in a differ-
ent way. The construction or improvement of the physical

infrastructure will create investmenL opportunities in Èhe

transport industry. Investments in road vehicles or boats

wiIl be possible for the relatively well-to-do households.

Some of the large farmers and the village rich are expected

to buy vehicles to be operated by others on a rental bâsis

"o Dennis L. Cinn, op. cit. , p.299.
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and probably sometimes by hired labor. Small farmers and

the village poor cannot afford to invest in this trade and

hence this benefit will most likely be retained by the

wealthier members of the village. Those who rent vehicles

to operate or are hired wiIl, however, 9et a share of ben-

efits from this investment opportunity either as wage income

or as residual income after rent payment; income per unit of

Iabor in either form is expected to be much higher than that

in head/shoulder loading work because of the higher effi-
ciency provided by !ransport changes. Therefore the rela-
tive íncome position of transport operators will be higher

than that of lhose who are still engaged in head,/shoulder

loading. Benefits to the large farmers or the village rich
who invest in this trade are expected to be higher than to

the operators, vehicular or manual.

The problem of a benefit differential between owners and

operators can, however, be dealt with by organising co-oper-

ative agencies. The agencies will buy rickshaws, pushcarts,

baby taxis or boats for the poor who will operate them and

pay a part of their daily or weekly income to the coopera-

tive as part payment of the vehicle price. Àfter a specified

time when the full price, probably with interest, is paid,

the operators will oçn lhe vehicles. This practice has been

successfu] in the Comilla Co-operative of Bangladesh and can

usefully be extended by thana level co-operãtive agencies of

other äreas of the country r+here transport changes wilI take
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place. Thus the village poor, instead of the rich, will
eventually receive benefits both as operators and investors.

This wilI conlribute to the equitable distribution of rural

i ncome . .

An important phenomenon of relatively isolated vilJ.ages

is Lhât a few ¡¡ell-of f people, the large farmers of the

area,2!' emerge as brokers to the outside for other vil}ag-
ers. The brokers have contacts and connections with thana

leveI and sometimes higher IeveI offices, and hence village
visits by development officers/workers are usually arranged

to be made to their farms. Thus the brokers have control

over outside facilities. These connections give prestige

and honor in the eyes of the illiterate village poor. In

order to maintaín such a status guo, and to maintain their
vested interest, for example, in the form of money lending,

brokers exercise their povrer so as to monopolize outside fa-

cilities.

One vray in which this monopoly por,¡er may be broken ís by

breaking the isolation of the remote villages. Allhough the

elimination of such a monopoly depends on several factors

Iike income level and education, rural transport changes are

expected Èo increase outside visitsr contacts and connec-

It has been found that such brokery system existed in
the rural areas of Faridpur distríct of Bangladesh. See
USÀID, DHAKA, Proiect PaDer : Zil-Ia Roads Maintenance
and Improvements, (Dhaka: USAID, 1981), p.35, and also
see Louis Berger Inc., rojlù Roads Study, pp.IV-4.
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tions by vilJ.agers and thus help reduce brokery power.232 Irì

addition, transport changes are expected to contribute to

inco¡ne growth and education which l¡i11 further reduce bro-

kery power.

If rural transport makes any contribution in this direc-
tion, as is likely, it wilI be to the relative advantage of

smaLl farmers and the poor, and !o the disadvantage of the

Iarge farmers who act as brokers in an isolated village.
The distributive impact of this effect will, of course, be

equi tab1e.

So far r,¡e have analysed the probable distribution of ben-

efits and rural íncome generated by examining the effects of

transport changes among different íncome categories present-

ly dwelling in rural Bangladesh. The villagers have been

considered mainly as producers of goods and services. gues-

tions may arise about the welfare distribulion between pro-

ducers and consumeFS, "" but this independent field of in-

The USAID while analysíng
Faridpur naintained, " Wit
communication, the monopo
broken, âs the costs of

broker
ovement

stem of

these "brokers"
trânspo

1S
decreases and the

the
h irnpr
ly of
t rave I

sy
of

rural
rt ând

fre-
:-:-YJ::-:

Dha ka ,
quency of meetings íncrease ,.. See USÀID,
Paper : ZiIla Road Maintenance and I mplglsms¡!,
õFì cit.,-Þ;35.-
In Bangladesh, it is difficult to seperate and distin-
guísh between the producers and consumers of agricultur-
aI itens, because most of the 90å of the populalion who
live in rural areas are both producers and consumers.
OnIy 108 urban dwellers can be exclusívely considered as
consumers of these items. If they are affected adverse-
ly, it will produce a favorable effect on income dias-
tribution.
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vestigation is not an objectíve in this study.'31

In sum, rural transport changes demonstrate good growth

potential. It cannot be expected that the distibution of

benefits consequent upon transpor! changes will remove the

present ínequities in the dístribution of ruraL income in

Bangladesh. Economic analysis indicates, however, thât most

forces are 1ike1y to contribute to the reduction of this in-
eguality, although some forces will also tend to increase

it. on balance, one may expect that the reLative income po-

sition of the the worse off will probably be improved as a

consequence of transport changes, or ât leâst, that the dis-
tribution of rural income consequent upon trânsport changes

will probably not be so inequitable as to leave the villages
in their present state of isolation and immobility.

Ho\,rever, a few comments are in order. When transport
changes Iead to higher crops prices in Ioca1 markets,
those who are excLusively consumers in the locaL area
wilI be affected. Addítionally, goods movement nay be
diverted from some areas not served by an improved
transport netr,¡ork to ones served by il so that the pric-
es in the former wilI rise which will naturalì.y affect
the welfare of the consumers in the respective areas.
If improved marketability leads to the interregional
specialization in the crops enjoying comparative advan-
tage, and lhe regions irnport and export from each other,
the welfare loss in exporting regions may be balanced by
welfare gain tÌ¡rough cheaper imports from other regions.



Chapter VI

À MODEL FOR EVALUATING COMPRET{ENSIVE RURAL
TRANSPORT PROJECTS

6.1 INTRODUCT]ON

The objective of this chapter is to develop a nodel which

wiì.1 incorporate both growth and distribution effects into
ils systen. This is important for several reasons. First,
it will provide an operational technique for the objective

evaluation of comprehensive rural transport projects. Sec-

ond, if a nurnber of projects appeâr to merit irnplementation,

some sort of priorizing will be necessary, especially in
view of the resource constraints in less developed countries

such as Bangladesh. In this context, the evaluation capaci-

ty of this model can assist in ranking of the proposed pro-

jects. Finally, the model perf orrns an integrating role in
the policy and decision making process.

It is vrorthy of note that the model is sufficiently gen-

eral to be applicable to the evaluation and the priorization
of projects beyond the type that is specific to lhis thesis.

Such applications would require âdjustment of the variables

used in the evaluatÍon of growth effects.

23r
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In the context of this study, the growth effect is essen-

tially the benefits expected from the implementation of a

rural transport project. This includes, in addition to the

measurement of transport user-cost savings, the development

effects on agriculture and non-farm rural âctivities, the

income growth of transport traders and, possibJ.y, other

variables that appear to be inportanl to policy makers.

The distribution effect v¡ill reflect the impact on relative
income dístribution of the peopJ.e in the area affected by

the project. The relative influence of distribution effect
wiII, however, depend on the normative value judgement

placed on it in the planning process. Both components of

growth and dístribution are set in the model so that each of

them will have ils own effect in the evaluation of any pro-

ject. The evaluation process necessarily involves both po-

sitive (what is) and normative (what should be) elements and

the model facilitates their systematic treatment.

6,2 THE MODEL

There are three ratios in the model : the objective ratio
(R), the benefit ratio (B), and the distribution ratio (Ð).

The objective raLio, which acts as the policy variable in
the model, is the weighted val,ue of the benefit and distri-
bution ratios and reflects the combined effects of grorrth

and distribution in terms of the distribution norms in use.

The benefit ratio is the ratio of economic Aains to costs
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and an indicator of lhe growth of incone. It is more ínclu-
sive and comprehensÍve than traditional benefit-cost ratios
applied to the evaluation of transport projects. The dis-
Èribution ratio, to which we shall return, is an indicator
of the distribution inplications of the project under con-

sideration. In addition, the model contains a constant (c)

which is a weight given to the distribution of benefits de-

rived from the project: this is a normative and subjective

ele¡nent in the model to be integrated Ì¡ith the two positive
element.s B and D.

The functional relationship among the three raÈios is ex-

pressed as235 I

cR=BD (6.01)

The desirability of projects wiIl depend positively on

the value of R. The higher the value of R, the more desira-
b1e the project is, and vice versa. Às the formulatíon sug-

gests, t,he value of R will depend on the values of B and D

and on the nornative value judgement reflected in c. Given

B, a higher value of D and,/or c will reinforce R. Thus"

once the values of R's of proposed projects are derived, the

priority ranking can be determined in descending order of

the values of R.

'z¡5 This functional form vhich incorporates both growth and
distribution effects is operationally simple and seems
!o be free from some undesirable featpres detected in
some other formulations of the form R=g'D?
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Two different but related and importanl eLemenls ín the

evaluation process are addressed in this model: (1) the po-

sitive, rather than normative, element which involves the

esti¡nation of B and Dr and (2) the political efement which

ínvolves the determination of the value of c, which depends

on the (normalive) value judgement of the policy makers.

Às already indicated, the value judgement of Lhe policy

makers plays an imporlanl role in this model. The policy

makers will have to decide and agree in principte on how

much weight is to be given to distribution, and thus agree

on a definite value of c. This should be done prior to pro-

ject evaLuation, openly and deliberately, to avoid any pos-

sibility of nanipulating priorities through manipulat,ion of

the value of c. Once this is decided and agreed upon, the

model can be used for the evaluation of all projects under

consideratíon. Given the estimated values of B and D, the

vaLue of c will determine the relaLive importance of distri-
bution in the evaluation and pJ.anning process. This wiII be

reflected in the value of R which wilI help determine prior-
ity ranking of the projects.

Às an illustrative exarnple, 1et us consider síx hypothet-

ical projects, P( i ) , with different estimated values of B

and Ð, and examine how the values of R and, accordingly, the

priority ranking change as the normative value judgement and

hence the weights assigned to distribution change. Let the
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projects be as in Table 9 Hith the normative vaJ.ue judgement

reflected in the values of c that appear in the last column.

TÀBLE 9

SeveraL projects wiÈh Different value Judgement

Assurned Values
of. c to evaluaEe
each p roj ec c.

0.0

o.5

t.0

2.O

Given these values of B, D and c, the projects can be

evaluated by using the modeL R=B D: The evaluation result
can be summarized in Tabl.e 1.0. The vaLues of R of the pro-

jects P(i) appear in columns 2, 4, 6 and 8; and Èhe priority
ranking for different norms are presented in col.umns 3, 5, 7

and 9. Às the table shows, the val.ues of R and, according-

ly, the priority ranking of the projects changes when there

is a significant change in normative val.ues !¡ith respect to

Proj ect

PI z-0 1.2

P2 r.5 I.5

P3 3.0 t.I

P4
t.0

P5
L .15 r.5

P6
| .25 I.75
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distribution. For instance, project P4 ranks first when c=

0, c=0.5 and c=l.0, and fourth when c=2. In other words,

the people with more inclination to growth wilt rank P4

first, whereas the people more concerned about equity and

welfare will rank it fourth. The forner will rank P6 sixth,
whereas the latter will rank it second.

TÀBLE 10

EvaLuation and Priority Ranking of projects for Different
value Judgenent

Now we move on to the estimation of benefit ratio. It
has been argued throughout this work that the user-cost sav-

ings are not the onl-y benefits to be obtained from rural
transport changes. Instead, the developmental effects may

be more imporlant in benefit calculation. It is, however,

very difficuLt to estimale all the quantifiable and the

Proj ecc
c-0 c-0. 5 c-l c=2

Rankln¡ R Ranking R Ranking Ranklng

PI
2.O 3

2. L9 3 2.4 4 2.88 6

P2 1.5
5 1.84 5 2.25 5 3 .37 5

P3 3.0
2 3.15 2 3.3 2 3.63 3

P4 3.5 I 3.5 I 3.5 I 3.5 4

P5 t,v5 2.t4 4 2 ,62 3 3,94 I

P6 t.25
6 r.65 6 2. L9 6 3 .82 2
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non-quantifiable benefits. ln addition, it has been argued

that rural transport projects should be supplemented by com-

plementary investment to achieve the maximum possible ben-

efit out of scarce capital resources.

The comprehensiveness of the investment package may de-

pend on individual circumstances. Given the condition of

rural Bangladesh and its resource constrainÈs, a minimal

package of complementary investment may consist of the pro-

vision of improvedcul-tivation technology, particularly
through irrigation facilities for the introduction of high

yielding seed varie!íes, and other necessary agriculturaL
inputs and extension services. The_ package for the presenb

purpose includes investment in transport infrastructure, i r-
rigation facilities and exÈension services. The benefits to
be included in the model consist of benefits obtained in

farm and non-farm activities, transport cost savings to car-

go and passenger traffic and lo the transport operators.

The model is, however, general and can incorporate any num-

ber of variables. For example, the benefit ratio is calcu-

lat,ed as follows.
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= Benefit derived from the incremental output of

jth agiicultural product in the ith year.

= Benefit. derived from the incremental output of

kth smal.l/cottage industry in the ith year.

= Benef i.ts to transport users, freight and pas-

senger traffic respectively.

= Benefits. to transport traders, freight and

passenger respectively.

= Salvage value of the project at the termination

of the project life.

= Fi.xed and maÍntenance cost of transport infra-

structure respectively.

= Incremental cost of producing jth agriculturaf
product in the ith year. This is simply the

total production cost of jth crop !.vithout pro-

ject minus that with project.

= Incremental cost of producing kth sma11. /cottage
industrial product in the ith year. This is

calculated by subtr:acting total production cost

of kth product with project from that without

it.

= Fixed complementary investment on the part of

the government. For instance, the provision of

irrigation facilÍties to the project area.

84.
1J

Bl.IK

"ä''"1'
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C; = Variabl'e complementary investment (e'g" AgrÍ-

cuLtural extension services) on the part of tlre

government.

ô. = Discount factor applied to calculate the present
ì

value of the benefit and cost of the ith year'

If lnterest rates vary with purpose, regions and/

or projects, the discount factor can vary across

proiects or even for different components of a

proiect. Discounting has to be adjusted

accordinglY.

we no!, turn to t,he definition and estimation of D. The

distribution ratio D is defined as the ratio of the income

concentralion ratio of the project region',. Cr to the. in-
come concentration ratio of the present value of the incre-
mental benefit stream over the project tife, Cp.

D=ä

While the precise form of the income concenlration ratio is
not specified here, as ít requires recognition of the sta-

tistical materiâ1 available and other statistical considera-

tions, the measure must be sensitive to the relative impor-

tance of income shares.2t' The definition of D is general in

If the concentration ratio of a
mated due to data problem, Èhe
the country can be applied for an

regi on cannot be esti-
concent rat ion ratio for
approximation.

The Gini measure, which is basic to income concentration
measurement, is ambigious in this respect
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the sense that the policy makers can choose any appropriate

concentration-ratio measure on the basis of data availabiliy
and preference. Given Cr, which is faírly stable,233 a pro-

ject which has a favorable equity effect wilÌ reduce Cp so

as to increase the value of D, The higher the value of D,

the more desirable the project ís; and the Lower Èhe value

of Dr the less attractive the project is on equity grounds,

assuming c > 0. The distribution effect wí1I, thenr rein-
force the evaluation of any project by affecting the value

of R in n= s ¡c. This influence will depend on the particu-
lar value of D and the weight c assigned to it.

Às mentioned above, the definition of D is fairly general

in the sense that any appropriate meâsure of concentration

ratio can be used depending on data availability and lhe

policy makers' preference. The calculation of a concentra-

tion ratio requires that the population in the areã of the

project be divided, for example, into quintiles (or deciles)
in terms of income level to estimâte the probable distríbu-
tion of the present value of the incremental benefit stream

over the project life. The present value of the annual ben-

efits would then be distributed anong lhe quinliles (or de-

ciLes) on the basis of expected distribution pattern and the

share of each quintile or decile could be summed up to get

the total share received by each group of the population

The concentrat ion rat i
stable unless a radícal
in the country.

o of a region/country is fairly
inst i tut ional change takes pLace
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over the project life as in the following matrix

TABLE ].1

Matrix Showing the Distribution of the present Value of the
I nc rementaL Benefits

b
9"

I
=1

Q, .0.\ ¡ ! 'I,nl

nn*n, l " "\n m

n

I

L
)b

n

n

i
L

Iu a

n

I
-ì

oln

whe re

þ=present value of benefits derived from

â'th economic activity in ith year.

Q=the mth quintile (or decile) group of population

cl-Lt . . t, )L

i=I, . . .,n
m=], . . .,5 (or lu).

The last row in lhe matrix provides the tota.I present

value of the incremental benefits accrued to different in-
come groups of the population over the project life. This

can be used to derive Cp by any appropriate measure of con-

centration ratio. Once Cp is derived and the value of c is

a=
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agreed upon, and cr is available or estimated, the deriva-

tion of positive and norrnative components for equity consid-

eration in the evalution process âre complete. This along

wiLh the estimated B can now be used to get the value of R

which will help evaluate projects and rank them in order of

desirability, where desÍrability is a function of both

growth and equity implications.

6.3 THE APPLICATION OF THE MOÐEL

Application of the model for the evâIuation of a compre-

hensive rural transport project requires empirical study

based on field surveys. Since this is not an objective of

this work, an illustrative example of a comprehensive rural

transport project in Bangladesh is provided below by taking

data from different sources, using national average figures

and by estimating others where necessary. This illustration
should indicate the direction of the viability of rural

transport projects in Bangladesh when both growth and dis-

tribution aspects are considered.

6.4 DATA SOURCE AND ESTIMÀTES

this illustrative example is based on the following basic

assumptions.

1. The project life ís twenty years.



2. No formal transport infrastructure exists
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presently in

the project area.

3. The proposed rural road will be two miles long with 12'

crest r+idth and with 2:1 side slope and includes t¡vo 10'

span concrete culverts. 'z 
3 e

4. Às a minimum complementary investnent, the project in-

cludes only the installation of shallow tubewells (ST!.I¡"o

for the provision of irrigation water in order to facilitaLe
introduction of HYv rice instead of Iow yielding variety
(LYv) rice, (for simplicity, only one agricultural crop,

rice, is considered (j=1) ).

5. A half -rnile on both sides of the road will be affected by

the construction of the road so that the total affected area

stands as two square miIes.

6

the

One extension officer would be enough for the area when

road is constructed.

À standard of kutca (unpaved and earlhen) road for rural
Bangladesh is of L2' crest width and 2:1 side slope. See
Bangladesh Engineering Consultants Ltd., Feasibility
Study : Fulchari þe, a report prepared f or the Minis-
try of LocaI Government, Rural Ðevelopment and Co-Opera-
tives hereafter called MLGRD, (nhaka: MLGRD, n. d.), p.
1,4-24. And two 10' span culverts are assumed for a road
of two miles lengh. It should be noted here that these
assumptions are made, secondary data used and estimates
done for an illustrative purpose. À real analysis would
be based on the best appropriate estimates available.

À STT¡7 is a 1ow-power tube$ell which is widely used ín
Bangladesh for ground water irrigation.

2 40
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À rural transport projecl should be complemented by at

Ieast the provision of necessary ingredients of !êchnologic-

al change in agricuLture (mainly directly productive co¡npo-

nents). In an irrigation-seed-fertilizer package of HYv

rice, for example, which is the major crop in Bangladesh ag-

riculture, seed and fertilizer are more or less available.

There is, however, a problem of supply and distribution
which may hopefully be reduced to a reasonable extent by the

improved mobility created by an efficient trânsport infras-
tructure. The irrigalion equipment is included seperately

in the project which is not avaÍlable in the mârket and in-
voLves hígh cost. The cost of seed and fertiLizer is in-
cluded in the project in the form of cultivating HYV rice.

6.5 THE COST OF THE PROJECT

Àbout 6 acres of land wíIl be required for the construc-

tion of the road which will cost (CTL) about Tk.90,000'o' at

the rate of Tk.1,500 per acre (Col .2,Table 4.1).'n'The cost

'z4¡ The eslimates and figures are presented in Bangladesh
currency. The exchange rates between 1976-1978 were on
the average as follows:

US$ 1.00= Tk.15.467 duríng JuIy 1976-.lune 1977.
USg l-.00= Tk. 15,122 during JuIy 1977- June 1978.

See VlorId Bank, Banqladesh : Current Trends and Develop-
men! r ssues, p. (ffi'cy EquivaTenG).

242 A road with 12' crest width and 2:1 side slope and with
3' height means 24' base width. This wiII reguire 5.82
acres of land for two miles, The cost of land per acre
is Tk. 1,500. See Bangladesh Engineering Consultants
Ltd., p. D-22. I Cost and benefil figures are rounded
and the resulting tables are placed in the Appendix l.
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of consLruction of the road (CTC) is about Tk.230,000, being

Tk.86,000 for earth work and Tk.143,000 for two culverts
(co1.3,Table À.1).'43 The maintenance cost (CTM) of the road

is assumed to be Tk.3000 per annum. 2 ¿ ¿ After every five
year, an extra amount may be needed for occasional overhaul-

ing. Àccordingly, Tk.5,000, instead of Tk.3,O0O, is assumed

to be requíred in every fifth year after the first year of

construction (coI.4, Table 4.1).

There are 1,280 acres in the project areâ of lwo square

míles out of which about 700 acres are under cultivation.2a"
It is difficult to separate the individuaL contribution made

by the increased mobility of extension workers, more effí-
cíent supply and distribution, increased accessibility to
credit, increased price incentíves through better marketing

facilities, cornplementary investments, etc. on agricultural
production. It is, however, convenienL to estimate the

243 The cost of earth work per 1,000 cft ís Tk.150. And the
cost of a J.0' span culvert is Tk.7!,234. See Develop-
ment ConsuLtancy Services, Ltd., Elìg i nes¿ilg and Sociõ-
Econonic Survey of Gouripúr thaña,-i3€T, a report pre-
pa-ieã-TõrTfã1lc-n¡l---6ÊãFaî-lncRo, 1öBt ), þ.a-a' ana
A-11.

The road is made of earth and is unpaved. The mainte-
nance cost is meant mainly for repairing normal washouts
caused by rain. Because of the low labor cosl, the re-pairing cost nay be assumed to be on the average
Tk.3,000 per annurn. i{hile the average estímate seems to
be more 1ikely, the arnount, may vary regionally from
Tk.500 to Tk.5,000.

On the average 60v" of. Iand in Bangladesh is under cultí-vation.-- See 99S, gOBr StatistióaI Yearbook of Bangla-
desh 1980, pp.2l2-n3 (caTãu-IãTãd--[- 

-

245
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probable total effect on technological change in agriculture
and productivity. Accordingly, it is assumed that the entire
cultivable Iand wilI be covered by irrigation for the culti-
vation of HYV rice gradually in four years such that the cu-

mulative percentage of land covered by irrigation are 50,

60, 65 and 70 in the first, second, third and fourlh years

respectively, while only 1l-.L5å of cultívable land is pres-

ently irrigated which is assumed to remain same rcithout the
project. 'z 

¿ 6 Accordingly, the numbers of shallow tubewells
required in four consecutive years are 15, 3, 1, and J., and

the unit cost of STW is about Tk. 35,000.,1' The life of a

STW is ten years so that the STt¿ls will have to be replaced

in the IIth year. The cost of lhe STI.¡ (CIÀ) is provided in
column 5 of Table À.1). The cost of maintenance (CÀM) of
the STwq is about Tk.9,000 which has to be incurred in the

sixth year after installation (coI.6,Table A.I). The cost

of providing extension services (CAVWO) is about Tk.1O,B00

per annum, with Tk.9,600 as salary ând Tk.1,200 lransporta-
tion cost (co1.8,TabIe À.1). The yearty Lransport cost sav-

íngs of the extension officer will be roughly Tk.3O0, so

that the yearly cost with project (CÀvw) wiIl be Tk.IO,500
(coI.7,Tab1e À.J.). The total cost of the project is

"o" Ln 3-977 , area
BBS, GOB,
p.148.

i rrigated was
Soc i o-Economi c

11.153 in
Indicator

Bangladesh, See
of BanqLadesh,

See Development
p. À-6.

ConsuLtancy Services,Ltd. , op. cit.,
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TCp = CTL + CTC + CTM + CIÀ + CÀM + (CÀVWO-CÀVW)

nhich is presented in column 9 of Table À.1). rn all the

cost ând benefit calculations, discount factors are calcu-

Iated at the l-5å rate of interest in order to derive the

present values of cost.s and benefits streams over the period

of twenty years. For simplicity, the interest rates for

different components of the project are assumed the sâme.

6.6 COSTS ÀNÐ BENEF]TS TO AGRICULTURISTS

Since accurate data for land under HYV rice are not

available, the area irrigated is taken as a proxy for FIYV

acreage. The areas under HYV and LYV rice without project
(w,/o) are 80 and 620 acres respectively.'n" They are assumed

to remain same without project. The acreage under HYV rice
wilt rise and that under LYv rice rvill falI with project (w)

as assumed above'o' (CoIs.2 and 3,Table 4.2). The per acre

costs of production of LYV and HYV rice are Tk.990 and about

Tk.1,500 respecLively. "o The yields per acre of LYV and HYV

rice are 9.78 and 48.28 maunds (about 362 and 1,786 kg. )

respectively.'u' The cropping intensities with and without

To reca}1, the area irrigated is presently 11.L58

pe
t

brought
and the

See Bangladesh Engineering Consultants Ltd., op. cit
P.B-29,

That is, 50, 60, 65 and 70
under HYv rice in the firs
fourth years re spec t i ve 1y

rcent of 700 wil be
, second, third

'zrr The yield of HYv boro is 48.28 maunds per acre, and the
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projects are 1.66 and 1.53 respectively.,6 2 Total output

with project (TPw) in the respective year is ca)-culated by

lhe following formula

ryl,¡=[ (LLyv) (yLyv) (crwo) ]+[ (LHyv) (yHyv) ( crw) ]

where LLYV ând LHYV are cultivable land under LYV and HYV

rice respectively; YLYV and YHYV are respectively per acre

yield of LYV and Hvv rice; and CIW and CIWO are cropping in-
tensities of land with and without project respectively (TYW

is presented in coI.T,Table 11).

Total output without the project (col"8,Tab1e A.2) is
calculated by using the same formula. The only difference
is that LLYV and LHYV are different which variables with the

project appear in coLumn 2 and 3 respectively, whereas

these values without the project are constant at LLYV=620

and HYV=80 acres. The incremental output (col .9, Table 4.2)

is simply the total output with the project minus the total
output without it. The price of rice is considered to be

about Tk.130 per naund. ' " ' The incremental revenue

average yield per acre of LYV rice 9.78
Bangladesh Engineering consultants,
F-2t-22.

maunds. See
op. cit.,pp.

2s'z The cropping intensity is simply the total cropped area
divided by net area sown. As mentioned earlier, the in-
troduction of irrigation technology is found to increase
cropping intensity from 1.5318 Lo !.6626 by facilita!-
ing multiple cropping in Bangladesh.

2 5 3 The harvest price of paddy is Tk.114.68 per maund(1977-80), But the annual retail price of cleaned rice
in Dhaka is Tk.257.25 per maund (L979-80). The average
price of paddy over the year may be assumed to be Tk.130
per maund. For the harvest price of paddy and retaiL



(co1 .10,Table À.2) is
price.
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the incremental output nulliplied by

6,7 COSTS ÀND BENEFITS TO NON-FÀRM ENTREPRENEURS

About 100 units of rural indus!ries (URl).s4 ãre assumed

to exist presently in the project area and are presumed t,o

remain same without project. It vras argued earlier that the

implementation of the project is expected to tead to an ex-

pansion of rural industries. Since it is difficult to sep-

erate the magnitude of individual effects, a particular ex-

pansion is assumed. The number of rural índustries with
project (URIW) is assumed to increase by lE of that without

ít (URIWO) in the first year and by 5* in every subsequent

year upto the end of the project Iife (col.2,Table À.3).
The per unít operation cost of rural industries without pro-
ject (CRII^¡O) is assumed to be about TK.12,000 per annumzss

which is assumed to faII by about TK.300 with project (CRrvü)

price of rice, see BBS, GOB, Statistical Pocket Book of
Banqladesh L980, pp. 472,475.

By rural industries, Ìre mean the units of handloom oper-
ations, units of animal driven oiI-crushing instrurnènts
etc. À firm may possess more lhan one such unit, â1-
though an one to one relation is usual. À village level
mícro-study observes that an area of 975 people has 36
of such RI .units, and accordingly, the area in question
with 3132 (see section 6.8) people may be roughlt infer-
red to have l-16 units of RI . For t,he study, see
A.H.M.Sadeq , Agricullural Finance: !!r a!_g-ry of Mechan-
i sed r r r i qát i oñ-¡¡rì-ããã-TñETTõaE-iõnE-Þ .44 ,.=3 .

This includes the costs of
The major cost is however
i ndust ry .

inputs, Iabor and marketing.
the cost of yarn in handloom
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because of the transport user cost savings and timely supply

of inputs. Total cost of rural industries without project
(rcRMo) is derived by multiptyíng uRIwo by cRIL¡o

(coI.4,Table 4.3), and total cost of rural industries with

project (TcRIw) is

[{(uRri^r). (cRilr)} + { (unrw-uRrwo). (cERr )}]
where CERI is the cost of establishing a new industrial unit
r¡hich is assumed to be about TK. 3000 (col.3,Tab1e À.3 ) . 'u'
The incremental cost of RI with project is simply TCRIW mi-

nus TCRIWO ( col. 5, Table 4.3).

There are different kinds of RI which produce output of

aI1 different sizes and values. It is difficult !o estimate

them in a common unit of measure. While an enpirical study

for project evaluation can take all available Ri into con-

sideration, this study considers the resulting effect on

revenue for simplicity. It has been argued that the effi-
ciency of existing RI is expected to increase because of un-

disturbed input supply and of efficient marketing which may

have positive effects on Lhe volume of trade and price. Àc-

cordingly, the totâI revenue per URI with the project (RRiW)

may be assumed to increase to, sây, Tk.19,900 from that
without the project (RRII,Jo) of Tk.19,200.'s" TotaL revenue

The initial fixed cost of RI is not high. For instance,
a unit of Lhe handloom industry consists simply of a
wooden weaving unit which is manually operated.

This is estimated on the assumption of a marginai.ly al-
trâctive remuneration for the entrepreneur. The per URI
revenue over cost is considered to be Tk.7,200 per year
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from rural industries with the projec! (TRRI ) is simply URIW

multíplied by (RRIw), (coL.6,Table 4.3); and total revenue

from rural industries without the projecl (TRRIWO) is
[ (URi}lo) . (RR]I.¡o) ], (coI.7,Table A.3). The incremental rev-

enue is TRRIW minus TRIWO (col. S,Table 4.3).

6.8 COSTS AND BENEFITS TO PASSENGER TRAFFIC ÀND PÀSSENGER
TRANSPORT OPERATORS

First, let us estimâte the probable number of trips in

different years of the project life. According to lhe 1974

census , 522 of the population of Bangladesh are adults, ¿ 5 ¿

and population density is 1,566 per square mile in Bangla-

desh.'"' Accordingly, there wiIl be about 3,J.00 people wiLh

about 1,600 adults and 1,500 minors in the project area.

No information is available on the number of outside vis-
it.s of the rural people. It is ho¡+ever expected that the

ímprovement of transport facilities would lead to an in-
crease in outside visits and the contacts of the rural peo-

before project which amounts to Tk.L9,73 per day for theentrpreneur, while a daily-wage laborer earns ik.18 per
day Isee Development Consultâncy Services Ltd., endi-
neering and, Socio-Econornic Survey of Phulpur Thana,-õ?ã-
pa r ed-ïor-Thã--Mmõ';----fDfãk-TilcRD, --Te-'ãTT, --El-' a: r e .
This amount may increase to Tk.21.70 per day with pro-ject because of the project effect and thus the revènue
over cost is Tk.7,920 per year per URI .

'z5" See BBS, GOB, StatistÍca1 Yearbook of
1982, p.51 .

Iadesh @'Ban

'zs' BBS, GOB, Statistical Pocket Book of Bangladesh, p.84
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ple."0 It is therefore assumed that there rvill be five and

one outside visíts of tv¡o miles distance per month for

adults and minors respectively along the constructed road

after the implêmentation of the project. Each visit ín-

volves ti{o trips, one going out and one coming back. For

sirnplicity, the nurnber of trips is assumed to grow at about

2.36?,, since population grows at that rate."t When the road

is constructed, aboul ten percent of the trips are assumed

to be by rickshaw and the rest on foot. Thus the total num-

ber of trips by rickshaw (NOTR) and on foot (NOTF) every

year is the respective number of lrips ín lhe previous year

plus about 2.364 of it, starting in the firs! year with

about 2,3000 and 208,000 trips by rickshaw and on foot re-

spectively (co1s. 2 and 3,Table 4.4).

The cost and benefit estinates are made as follows. The

travelling time on foot without project is assumed to be 30

ninutes per mile. À trip by rickshaw is assumed to take 10

minutes per mile so that 40 minutes and hence TK.1.20 wiII
be saved in a trip of two miles by rickshaw.26'z The rickshaw

Outside vísits include visits to markets, trading cen-
tres, thana headquarters, houses of relatives, social
gatherings and parties,etc.

a6L See BBS, GOB, Stât i st ical
1980, 1982, p.84.

Pocket Book of Bangladesh

Per hour labor cost is TK.1.80. this is estimated from
the fact that daily wage is TK.18.00 per day, where the
worker works about 10 hours a day. For the wage rate,
see Development Consultâncy Servíces Ltd., Engineering
and Socio-Economic Survey of Phulpur Thana 1981. á fè-
po r t-Fr epa r eã-To r ttre ¡l-Lc-nÐ p . e-:fa;
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fare per míle is about Tk.1.50. But about 10å of the vil-
J.agers are still expected ùo prefer to hire rickshaws for

travelling. There may be tv¡o reâsons for this. Firs!, they

are engaged in rnore remumeralive work so that their time

cost is more than Tk.1.80 per hour. Second, they value com-

fort and convenience positively so that they are ready to

pay something rãther than sacrífice comfort and convenience.

Let us assume that they are prepared to pay Tk.0.10 rather

than sacrifice a trip of two mi).es by rickshaw. Thât is,
the value of transport service which helps save lime and en-

joy comfort and convenience is Tk.0.10 higher than the rick-
shaw charge. Thus the transport user cost savings per trip
whíle travelling by rickshaw (USCP) is Tk.0.10. Tota1 user

cost savings for a ricnsfraw passenger (tuCSn) are

[ (NorR). (ucsR) ], (cor.7,Tabre 4.4).

If there is a formal and inproved road, people can move

fast, even on foot. The travellíng time on foot with the

project ís assumed to be 20 minutes, instead of 30 minutes

without road, per mile so that lhe user cost savings on foot
(UCSF) are about Tk.0.59 per trip, the value of L0 minutes

saved. Thus the total user cost saving to passenger traffic
on foot, (TUcsF) is the number of trips on foot (NoTF) multi-
plied by UCSF (coI. 6, Table 4.4), and the total cost saving

to passenger traffic is [ (TUCSR)+(TUcsF) ], (coI. 8,Tab]e

À.4).
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The rental charge of rickshaw is about Tk.15.00 for a

period of 8 hours and the cost of labor time is, as before,

Tk.l-.80 per mile. Thus the total cost of a trip of 20 min-

utes (for two miles) to a transport operator is Tk.J-.22,

which includes both the labor cost and rickshaw rent for the

Lime. The profit per trip to a transport operator is
Tk.1.78. However, it cannot be expected that the operators

would get enough demand for all lheir planned r+ork tirne. If
their actual employment is distributed over t,heir planned

¡,¡ork tíme, the benefit per trip-time may be assumed to be

reduced to, say, Tk. 0.89. (col.4,Table À.4). " 
6 3 The total

profit to transport operators is given by NOTR in the re-

spective year multiplied by profit per trip (col. 5,Table

A.4).

6.9 COSTS AND BENEFITS TO SHTPPERS AND CARGO TRANSPORT
õÞn'FÃrõES

Totâl output minus the amount consumed at home is consid-

ered to be the amount shipped. Total output with the pro-

ject (TOW) is calculated as before (col.2,Tab1e 4.5). The

rice requirement per adult is 16 ounces of rice or about

22.8 ounces of paddy per day.'"4 If two minors are assumed

to require on the average one adult equivalent paddy, the

This is on the assumtion that the trân
demanded only for half of the time plann
tors for work.

sport
ed by

service is
the opera-

cil., p.

?,63

See Bangladesh Engineering Consultants, op.
F-19. The rice-paddy ratio is about 28¿40.
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amount of consumption stands at about 15,000 mâunds of paddy

in the first year. On the assunption that the population's

age distribution remains unchanged, the food requirenent may

be assumed to increase by 2.368 annualLy (coI.3,Table À.5).

If the freight shipmenl is done by rickshaw instead of head

Ioading after the construction of the road, the benefit to
the shipper is the transport cost saving of about Tk.1.2 per

maund in a cargo shipnent of tvro miles distance (col.5,Table

À.5)."5 The benefit per maund to transport traders is about

Tk. 2.00,2 " It is less likely that the operators will get

enough demand for their services for all their planned time

of work. Accordingly, the benefit per maund-time woul"d be

reduced to, say, Tk.1.00 (col.7, Table 4.5).""'

265 The ave rage charges of cargo shipment by head,/shoulder
and by rickshaw per maund,/rnile are Tk.1.15 and
respectively, see Bangladesh RuraI Transpor!

p. 22. The savings in a two mile trip are tùus

loadin
Tk.0.5
Study,
Tk.1.2

In a lrip of two miles, totaL cost to a rickshaw opera-
tor is Tk,I.22 which includes the labor cost for 20 nin-
utes at lhe rale of Tk.1.8 per hour and rickshaw rental
at the râte of Tk.15.0 per period of I hours. The rent-
aI revenue is Tk.3.30 on the assumption that a rickshaw
can carry 3 maunds per trip at the rate of Tk.0.55 per
naund/mi 1e .

s
tr

¡ó? This is on
demanded onI
tors for r,ror

the assumtion that the transport
f the time planned byv

k
for half o

service is
the opera-
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6.10 SÀLVÀGE VÀLUE

The value of the land used for road construction is as-

sumed to remain at Least the same at the end of the pro-
ject. ¿ '' Because of naintenance, L08 value of earth work

wíll remain at the end of the termination of the project
life.

Based on these data and estimales, the cost and benefit
calculations are made which are present,ed in the Àppendix.

6.11 THE EVÀLUÀTION RESULT

The costs and benefits which are calculated in the Àppen-

dix can now be subtituted into (5.12) in order to get the

value of B.

R=BD"=6Dc

Thus when calculated from national average and estimated

data because of the non-avaiLability of micro-Ieve1 detailed
data, the benefit ratio of a comprehensive rural transport
project appears to be 6. It was argued earlier that the

forces improving the relative position of lower incorne

groups conseguent upon transport changes are expected to be

26' The need for a road wiLl remain a! the end of the pro-ject as long as there are people in the area served.
The need may rather increase as a result of high popula-
tion growth and the developmental activities. The same
Iand can be used for the nev, construction instead of
buying new land which is likely to cost nore because of
ever increasing land value in Bangladesh.
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stronger than the forces affecting adversely their relative

position. Àccordingly, the value of Cp is expected to fall.

L,eÈ us assune Cr=o.7 and Cp=o.65. Since equity trith growth

is highly enphasised in the developnent plan of Bangladesh,

let us assume c=I.5. Therefore, we have

cR=BD
1.5

R = 6(0.7/0.65)

=7

Let us now compare this result with that of the tradi-

tional críterion for the evaluation of rural transport

changes, that is, the criterion of user cost savings which

was used by the BRTS team" " This ¡neasure gives the follow-

ing result.

B=2

It is obvious from this comparision that the sane project

evaluated with the sarne data is econonicaLly less viabfe

when the traditional criterion used by the BRTS team is ap-

plied, and is more viable and desirable when the proposed

general approach is employed. The difference in viability

is so high that it is possible that a project night be non-

viable íf evaluated by the !raditional approach, ehereas it

¡" The criterion used by the BRTS tean takes only user cost
savings to shippers- and benefits to transport traders
into -benefit añã construction plus maintenance costs
into cost considerations.
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is quite viable from grovrth point of view and desirable on

distribution grounds if evaluated by the the nodel devel-

oped in this thes i s.



Chapter VII

CONCLUSTON

7.I CONCLUDING REMÀRKS

This thesis has investigaled, ín a planning perspective,

the role of rural transporÈ in the econornic deve).opment of

the rural sector of Bangladesh. The analysis has three ma-

jor themes: (1) the implications of rurâI t.ransport for eco-

nomíc Arowth, including both agriculture and non-farn rural
ac!ívities; (2) rural transport and the equity problem, or

the income distríbution effects of transport changesi and

(3) the development of a model which incorporates both

groert,h and distribution effects for the evaluation of com-

prehensive rural transpor! pro ject,s. In addition, the role
of complementary investments ís also analysed.

The need for this analysis stems f ro¡n two main sources.

First, it has been a malter of general controversy whether

transport,, and in particular rural transport, can contribute
to economic development. Second, there has been a contro-
versy in a pfanning context about the role of rural trans-
port in the development process of Bangladesh.

259
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Treatment of the fírst element of controversy was handled

through a literature review. À wide range of conclusions

were reveaLed in this review and a critical analysis of the

works indicated IimiLations which called for further re-

search on this topic. Analysis of the Bangladesh Rural

Trânsport Study showed that it is incomplete in its method-

ology and its application. The methodology needs augmenta-

tion through the inclusion of the full range of benefits

from rural transport and strengthening by a more balanced

consideration of distribution and growth effects.

The thesis is analytical and lheoretical in nature, rath-

er than empirical. rt analyses the mechanism through which

rural trânsport can contribute to economic growth and how

the benefits are expected to be distributed. The analysis

leads to the following conclusions: (1) the growth effect of

transport changes has strong positive elementsi and (2) the

ne! distribution effects can be accepted in eguity terms de-

spite sorne balanc ing elements.

The growth analysis has a number of components. The

opening up of new areas can turn potentially profitable, but

presenlly unprofitable land (due transport charges and spoi-

Iage), inlo profitable operation. Our analysís shows ho¡r

transport changes incease the farm gate prices of agricul-
tural items and thus lead lo positive, instead of zero, pro-

duction. In the existing primítive situation of Bangladesh
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agriculture, whêre the efficiency of factors and services

conducive to technological change is 1imíted, !ransporl
changes can contribute positíve1y to the diffusion of modern

technology suitable to Banglâdesh with important productivi-
ty impacts. Transport changes can increase lhe accessibili-
ty of the rural poor to institutional source of credit. The

problem of conditional loans, which in effect reduce the aI-
ready lower farm gate prices of agricultural products, is
expected to be reduced as farmer accessibility to institu-
tional credits increases.

Transport changes are also expected Lo facilílate a more

efficíent allocation of resources by providing factors fav-

orable for an efficient crop conpositíon and removing the

limitation on factors associated with transport shortage.

In the existing sítuation of the segmented marketing service

of Bangladesh villages, transport changes can facilitate
trader peneLration into local markets with a positive effect
on the príces of agricultural goods which in turn lead to
higher productíon, Transport changes can also contribute to
the growth of non-farm rural activities, which provide em-

ployment to the unemployed and add to the rural income, by

reducing constraínts on their development and creating fac-

tors conducive for their expansion.

In terms of disLríbution and eguily, on balance, the re-

sultíng effects will probably improve the conditions of the
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worse off population relaliveLy more than that of lhe pros-

perous. Factors imposing constraints on the growth of agri-
culture and rural industries are more severe for the poor

and sna1l farmers than for the rich and large farmers with

their better access to the facilities. creater mobility
caused by transport changes should dirninish the monopoly

power of large farmers in terms of money lending, brokerage

servícer etc., and improve the relative posilion of the

worse off population. Thus transport changes are expected

to benefit aII in absolute terms, whíIe the distríbutive im-

p1 ications are expected to improve equíty.

In planning rural development, the role of complementary

investments is important, and the significance of the com-

prehensiveness and simultaneíty of the provision of produc-

tive and support co¡nponents should be emphasized. This ele-
menl is necessary for the proper priority ranking of

different components and consistent planning.

The model developed for the purpose of the evaluation of

comprehensive rural transport projects incorporales the nec-

essary components of investment and integrates both the

grolrth and distribution effects. WhiIe the analysis of the

growth and distribution implications of transport changes

explains the direction of effects and the mechanísm through

which these are produced, the model provídes an operational

technique for evaluating and priorizing different projects
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proposed. The model contains three ratios, namely, the ben-

efit ratio which is indicative of growth, the distribution
ratio which is an indicator of distributive effects, and Lhe

objectíve ratio which is some weighted value of the Èr¡o oth-

er ratios. The higher the vâIue of the latter, the more de-

sirable ís the project. An important design feature of the

model is its provision for the clear identification of posi-

tive and normaLive elements. The normative (value judge-

ment) role of policy makers is made explicit.

For illustration, the model is applied !o evaluate a hy-

pothetical project in a Bangladesh village by laking availa-
ble data f ro¡n different sources and estinâting the others.

Although the result is no! based on enpirical research, it
provides an analytical indication of the probable results of

the evaluation of a cornprehensive rural transporL project in
an isolated Bangladesh vi11age. I,lhere the conbined effect
of growth and distribution (the objective ratio) is posí-

tive, and signÍficantly hi9h, the project merits considera-

tion. In view of the resource constraint of a country such

as Bangladesh, the prioríty ranking of different projecls is
very imporlânt. This ranking depends on the relative magni-

tudes of growth, distribution and value judgement compo-

nents.

The model has advantages over the one applied to evaluate

rural trânsport changes in Bangladesh in the BRTS study I be-
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cause the latter takes only a par! of the benefits into ben-

efit consideration and ís incapable of incorporating the

distributíon implications in!o the mode1. In our illustra-
tion, when the same data are used to evaluate the project in
question by applying both approaches for a comparision, the

project appears significantly more beneficial in lhe conpre-

hensive model than in the tradi!ional one.

In summary, this study (a) indicates a probable positive
growth effect from rural trânsport changes in the Bangladesh

environrnent, (b) shows the nature of distributive effects
from these changes (mainly favorable on equity grounds), (c)

provides a critique of the BRTS study, and (d) develops a

planning nodel which provides a more conprehensive basis for
transport analys i s.

7.? FURTHER RESEARCH

The work done in this thesis prepares the way for further
research of several types. First, research of a quantitive
nature might usefully be done !o provide rnore precise quan-

tifícation of the relationships developed in the thesis,
For this work to be done, improved data must be available;
the thesis is useful as a guide for the provision and im-

provement of statistical data in Bangladesh.

On the basis of appropriate data, enpirical tesing of the

relationship between changes in transport in rural Bangla-
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desh and economic developnent could be done. A number of

sub-hypotheses basic to this relationship might also be

tested, thereby providing better quantifieation of the ef-
fects of various growlh components. For example, lesting of

the effects of transport changes on credit provision, on

narketing, and on non-farm activities, might be done.

A second type research that would be useful is that which

involves experimentation with and application of lhe plan-

ning model developed in the thesis. Here, work on incorne

distribution treatmen! would be very useful .

Fina11y, the thesis raises research questions which range

somewhat beyond the bound of this study. Work might be done

on the implications of rural transport changes for labor mi-

gration and urbanization. The impact of transport on social
aspects of life, such as family structure, health, and edu-

cation might also be examined. PoIitical research might ad-

dress the nature of possib).e impacts of transport on nation-
a1 structure ând on defence.
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ÀPPENDIX

COMPUTÀTION OF COSTS AND BENEFITS



TÀBLE À.1

Cost of Proj ect
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Costs and Benefits to Àgriculturists
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Costs and Benefits to Non-Farm Entrepreneurs
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Cost Savings to Passenger Traffic and Eenefits to Transport
Traders
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GLOSSÀRY

Bangladesh c ur rency
about US$I = Tk,22

Bullock-cart:

Push-cart:

Head-loading: movement of
pho!ograph

Shoulder-loading: Carrying goods by
photograph 1) .

. The exchange rate is
(1983).

A three-wheeled pedal rickshaw which can
carry passengers and,/or goods. The capaci-
ty is two persons or passenger/goods com-
bination. (See photograph 6).
À wooden vehicle drawn, usually, by two
bullocks. rhis is used mainly for short-
haul cargo shipment. (See photograph 3).

À wooden vehicle for short-hau1 cârgo mo-
vemet. It is pushed and pulled by two men
simaltaneously from the two ends of the
vehicle.

goods by human head . (See
2).

human shoulder. ( See

Count ry
boat I

KhaI:

Beel

Boro:

Anan:

A small boat used as a water transporta-
tion vehicle. This is used in the khãI and
beel (see below) of rural areas. This is
also seen in rivers as shown in photograph
o

Natural channels.

A small lake, swamp or body
water creâted by rains or fl

of year-round
ooding.

Rice planted in winter and harvested dur-
ing April and June.

Rice planted before or
season and harvested in
ber.

dur i ng
Novembe

the monsoon
r or Ðecen-

- zt¿ -



IRRI:

Paddy:

Sa ree :

Gâmsa :

Vi llage:

Union:

Thana:

Sub-Division:

Distríct:

l lakh=

L crore =

L mile =

1 seer =

1 maund =

273

High yietding variety (ttvv) of rice namedafter its innovator the International Rice
Research I nst i tute, Philippínes.
Unhusked r ice.
Fenale dress cloth widely used in both ur-ban and rural areas. ihis is a sinqlepiece of cloth, about 16' long.

À-piece of cloth, about 5' Iong and 3'wide, which is the main dress for-the poor
in rural areas. This used to cover the
bottom part of the body. It is also used
as a wash-room towel by the middle class
populat i on .

A small geographical unit, without any ad-
min i strat ive status, which

constitutes a community of househotds with
an average population of L000.

A unit of local self-government. There are
about 20 villages in a Union !¡ith about
20,000 people.

The smallest administrative unit of Ban-
gladesh covered by a police station. Onthe averager there are 9 Unions in a Thanawith a population of about l,B0,O0O.

A number of Thana (on the average 7) con-
st i tutes a Sub-Division.

À few Sub-Ðivisions (on the averaqe 3.5)constitute a district. (e f e¡+ diãtricts
make a Division, and there are 4 Divisionsin Bangladesh).

L0,000 .

10,000,000,

1.609 k¡n.

0.9325 kg.

40 seers ( 37.3 k9. ) .
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